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INFORMATION RE­
LATING TO EAST­
ERN ME. R. R.
b e ts  Which Should Have 
Been Published Before
DRIVE FOR MEMBERSHIP 
BY ROCKABEMA
LODGE I. 0. 0. F.
On Thursday evening plans Tor a 
membership drive to last until Her. 
31st were completed and the team* 
chosen. P. G., T. IT. Currie was 
appointed captain of Team No. 1 with 
N. G.. Guy C. Porter. P. G.. A. E. 
Carter, A. G. Merritt and Chester 
Frenholm as his aides.
Charles G. Lunt. captain of Team 
No. 2 with V. G. Alex Camming, P. G.
ADJOURNED
What Was Done by the Law 
Makers at Augusta
The following report of the doings Frank Dunn* Fm l K- An(Ie,son aml
• f  the special session of the Legisla­
ture evidently disposes of the request
Charles F. Clifford as his aides.
Besides the above named members
of the promoters of the Eastern Maine !each captain drew alternatel>r the 
Railroad to loan the county's credit j» “ » «  of other membels from a hat 
lor *200,000 toward financing the road i who • » '  comprise the teams ami m
Act authorizing Aroostook 
county to aid in the construction 
of a railroad and own its bonds.
I far each team numbers 30 men.
The special session of the Maine 
legislature finally adjourned Saturday 
morning at 3 o'clock. It was thought 
at 11 o'clock Friday night that it 
would he necessary to hold a session 
Saturday forenon; in fact at that hour 
Governor Milliken was of that opinion.
DISTRIBUTION OF SOFT COAL
'The Director General of Railroads 
has today made puidic the following 
staCunent to the press:
The machinery set up by the Kail- 
toad Ad ministration to distribute the 
coal held in t iunsit by tin1 railroads 
h; aosdanr* with the directions of 
the Pud Administrator is in full 
operation and as a result wherever 
possible coal is being distributed in 
accordance with the priority list 
established by the Fuel Administration 
where such coal is absolutely needed: 
therefore where there is a real need 
for coal the problem should he taken 
up immediately with the railroad 
ordinarily supplying the coal and 
every effort will be made by such
SEEING OURSELVES OLD TOWN VIEW ONREQUESTED CHANGE
AS OTHERS SEE USi „ „  “ d ? ! !
—-------  following regarding the change of
routing hearing which was held in 
ngo'i' recently.
The B. and A. R. R. round table at 
Bangor last Friday did not auger well 
lor tho interests of the railroad. Presi- 
no.it Todd had his witnesses w. 11 
schooled and they spoke their little 
pieces in ala Punch and Judy style.
The B. and A. came into Old Town 
with their shops (at Hartwell) long 
enough to get our ten thousand dollars 
and ten sears exemption and then 
Houlton is the capital of Aroostook scheduled *°l Derby as fast as they 
out they hold their courts around in coukk There is not even a streak of
Experiences of an Oxford 
County Editor in Houlton
P. Vv. Sanborn editor of the Norway 
Advertiser visited Aroostook last 
month to see the country and also to 
sell a little patent in the shape of a 
can handle.
In the write up of the trip he says 
iit part:
was referred to the 
legislature, in concurrence.
Onr esteemed contemporary the 
Star-Hefiald goes on to say regarding 
the attitude of this paper:
MThe 'HoUlton Times does not seem 
to enthuse over the project of loan­
ing the county's credit for $200,000 to 
aid the so-called Eastern Maine Rail­
road.”
Evidently the Star-Herald has for­
gotten the many articles which have 
appeared in these columns regarding 
the project of the Eastern Maine Rail­
road and in commenting on the article 
from the TIMES they left out one 
paragraph which explains in a way, 
nOt our non-support of the project, but 
our lack of enthusiasm.
“But the Eastern Maine railroad has 
been before the public for at least 6 
years, they have spent money in 
surveying and locations but unfor­
tunately the financing has not been 
a success for various reasons and
railroad to meet the demands.
It is, of course, essential, both different places so as to accommodate *ron rust k?t't at Hartwell now.
An intensive campaign will be j H ut th e  m e m b e rs  b u ck led  d ow n  to h is  because of the present bituminous a wide area of potatoes raisers and ** 1,v legal and moral rights the
carried out to increase the member-Aness an(  ^ ** " as on y^ a (luest' ° 11 ot coal strike and in order that the needs politicians. Most of the latter are at'®* and A* 0l,£ht to come into Bangor
next ship and each local man is expected < waiting for the disposal of the loutine for th e  ( .o m in g  wjnter may be looked the permanent county seat but a few vda Town they ought to be made
to do his best to win new m e m b e r s ,  connected with adjournment.
Governor Milliken signed 34 acts andAccording to agreement the team 
that gets the most members will be 
given a supper by the losing team.
An Oyster Stew was served to 
members of Rockabema Lodge I. O. O.
nine resolves and among the measures 
that received passage were:
Act to provide for an issue of state 
highway and bridge bonds.
F after the work last Thursday ! to amend the public laws of 1917
evening, about 70 enjoyed the same. ! relating to the election and appoint- 
Three candidates were initiated and 
several applications were received.
The next big event on the Odd 
fellow's calendar is the annual roll 
call which takes place this month. 
It’s going to be the best ever, look out 
for it.
MRS. EMMA WOODS
ment of commission 'd officers.
Act to provide a bon ns for the beads 
! of state departments.
Act to prevent profiteering in the 
necessities of life and rents. 
i Act to amend the public laws of 1915 
relative to state and county aid in the 
construction of highway bridges.
Act to amend and revise statues re­
lating to fees of sheriffs.
Act to repeal an act passed at the 
regular session providing for the li­
censing of the sardine puckers to im- 
piove the quality of fish used for sar­
dines and to esiai'iish siandanL of 
measures for sardine herring.
AM to increase- -alary of tin treas­
urer of I’euob-cot comity.
Act to amend the public law s of 1919 
relative to tin- creation and expendi­
ture of the mill tax high .-'ay fund.
Act to prvide clerk hire in the oilier
The death of Mrs. Emma Woods of 
this town occurred in Boston Tuesday 
Nov. 4th where she had gone for 
mu^b of this'work'has been done iate medical treatment and where she was 
In the fall of the year, when it should obliged to submit to a surgical 
have been done three oi four months operation fiom which she did not 
earlier. Railroads cannot be economi- 
cally built with short days, mud and T all>r.
cold fingers." ! She was the widow of the late
The promoters of the Eastern Me. William Woods who died about :'n 
R. R. have promised so much on years ago and she ha** always resided 
different occasions writh very, very nn the old homestead on the Ludlow 
few results that the general public road, 
have practically given up hope that Mrs. 
the whiltle of the Eastern Maine rail- traits 
road locomotive would ever be heard, many 
Another paragraph the Star-Herald , death, 
omits to reprint In Us article: Rev.
“Today it costs $40,000 to build one Baptist church officiated at the fun era 
mile of railroad ready to use. The ! service Friday afternoon.
$200,000 will build 5 miles. Will it b e ; - .
used In actual building, or to pay! ° ne son< Jameb Wood., 
present indebtedness, or to obtain , daughter Mrs. Wm. Johnson, both ot in the war with Germany 
credit?” i this* town, survive her.
Since this article was published i t ______ _ _ ______________
has been ascertained that the bond
after, that fuel be used as economically great men yet live in distant towns to do The exc‘use of increase of 
as possible: it should be remembered but no doubt are thinking of coming Hme. loss of interest on bank balances 
that the railroads did not interfere to Houlton or planning on dividing the does not meet the issue. Give us some 
with the delivery of coal to designated county. good reasons for not coming to
consignees until the day before the We registered at the Snell House Hangor via Old Town frankly and 
present strike began. In order to and stayed one night. More than four °PenDr and there will not be any from 
conserve coal as much as possible hundred autos were parked in Market 01d Town forceing this matter, or 
Regional Directors of railroads have Square that evening and I was told urg*ng tke change. Old Town people 
been given authority wherever it it was about the usual Saturday night reasonable in this matter and
seems absolutely necessary, to elimi-■ number. There were five or six rows ^ e y  are deserving of a straight for- 
nate for the time being train service and late comers left their cars on side , wal’d answer from the B. and A. 
hut in order to provide for the streets. It resembled “ Dollar Day" .officials.
essential business needs of the country traffic congestion in Norway. -------------- -----
no general curtailment of train A big sign “ Footwear or Shoe Hos- POTATOES
service is contemplated. The main- pital" nearly opposite the Times office , The local market is quiet, buyers 
tenance of public tiansportation attracted my attention. A protruding offering $3.50 per barrel, as most of 
service is of paramount importance nail was removed from my shoe and I the farmers have cleared up their
could walk more comfortably. stock except what is in winter storage
• H. Fogg of the Times lias a nice there are few moving.
in order to serve the countless needs 
of general public and the interruption 
of that service should he minimized 
as far as possible.
Woods possessed liiany spielnil id of cert a in off]rials in A TOO!stock and
of character that made for her 1 lancor k i■oun! ies. in Aroo stock til"
friends who will regret her followi: *.a nddit iona 1 annul Ms were
grantf'd1: Register of i )o(*Ms 86aii.
E. C. Jenkins of the I•"Tee County A11omoy kf;uHI, Clerk of C<Ml . i
$400, County Treasurer $3oo.
Act to provide for the payment of 
bonus to "he Maine soldiers and sailors
Act to exempt from taxation prop­
erty of the posts of the American Leg-
lane, or guarantee of *200.000 was ! exceeding *200.000 in all. that the New ion
requested by the financial backers 0f I England railroads are *2:i.ooo.uoo short Resolve In favor of the Maine Insti- whistling melodies ami 
the proposed road, before they w ou ld '0"  earnin*  th‘‘ Interest on their bonds .lotion for the mind
advance the cash to build It. as a j » nd ir 11 were no1 for ^  kua,'a" “ !e 
guarantee that the people were back|of the government these railroads
I would be in the hands of a rec eiver.
••People of North Aroostook are : Oeorge W . Maxfield of Bangor, one 
friendly to ^loulton, but not to the of the promoters of the Eastern rail- 
extent of loaning their credit to help road, explained that the building of 
almost exclusively for
HAWAIIAN MUSICAL PLAY
iimiui ifui dreamy llomdulu with its 
wonderful r-■ - 1 ■ i11. . thdight Tul sooner.*, 
end my.-i"iii.iis people have forumd a 
plot and selling for Norman l'Ti**den- 
a aid's fascinating musical jingle 
"My I lonolulu Girl." O r i g i n a l  
Hawaiian music. nati'.e Hawaiian 
dimers, dancers and insti umentalists. 
a i ig east of musical comedy favorites, 
bewildering scenic effects. whirling 
dam-ms, a charming chorus of girlies 
exquisitely arrayed in costuming of 
every known hue and color, and the 
many striking novelties and sensations 
make "My Honolulu Girl" assured of 
a record-breaking engagement locally.
Clean and c lassy. bright and OIU‘ bearing the name of “ Ira G. Hersey 
sparkling, refreshing youth and beauty. Attorney-at-law. It is made of slate
the smartest
looking office. I looked in the window 
ami wished 1 might sec* the boss but 
he was not there and the door was 
looked, though it was early evening. 
Somehow ne.vspap-r publishers are 
now making so much money they do 
not keep their offb-es open in the 
evening to entertain < an-handle- 
peddli.ag tramps. ! did not mm Mr. 
Fogg. 1 peeked round for the Pioneer 
office but it alluded me. The police5 
were overworked handling the auto 
traffic and I didn't like to bother them.
In the early hours of Sunday 
morning I 
the town.
this road would develop the southern
Resolve ratifying the Susan B. An­
thony Federal amendment for woman 
suffrage1.
Resolve* reimbursing certain mem­
bers of the First Maine Heavy Artil­
lery for expenses incurred by action 
of their superior officers.
Resolve amending the* constitution 
providing for an income tax.
Resolve* in favor of the town of Blue- 
hill reimbursing the town for money
a project
What helps one particular section jPai't ot Aroostook county and that 
of the great Aroostook County, helps ' bankers in New York declared that the 
indirectly every other section, and i f ; proposed route would be as good a 
the above paragraph expresses the|Piece of railroad property as the re is
sentiment of people in North Aroos-! in the country, 
took, they evidently forget, that at the I Opposition developed to the idea of I>aid to soldiers dependents
time that the B. & A. was built theia referendum by the voters ol Aroos- Resolve proposing anmndment to the
<*unty a l a Whole voted to loan its !took principally because of the fact constitution to provide for a bond is-
credit for $500,000 to build the main ! that sufficient notice had not been giv- sue for the purpose of paying a bonus
line of that road and then a few years j en of the hearing. to Maine sohFers and sailors in the
later the county voted $228,000 to I Mr Maxfield told the committee war with Germany, 
build the Ashland branch, which was a J that the southern part of Aroostook Resolve in favor of the international 
great asset to the entire northern i c°unty was standing still. There is , bridge between Madawaska. Maine,
county. good land in the southern section but;am| Edmonstrtn, N. It.
Did Houlton refuse to vote to help the transportation facilities to get to
market are poor. If the county of 
Aroostook will favor this proposition
Resolve increasing the amount 
which state aided hospitals may charge 
for ward patients.
Act to amend the revised statues 
relating to additional exemption from 
taxation of sewerage district bonds.
Act increasing amount of money for 
clerk hire in office of register of deeds 
of Penobscot countv.
northern Aroostoo? Look at the vote, 
and you will see that there was no
opposition, and Houlton’s vote at that i the New York bankers will take hold 
time helped northern Aroostook. Whv i°t the proposition and push it through.
then should the people of Northern j ”The York bankers wa"> som<"
Aroostook say: I thing more than an endorsement from
"People of North Aroostook are [my attorney, Mr. Andrews of Augusta, 
friendly to Houlton, but not to the and myself, sai(l Mr. Maxwell, and 
extent of loaning their credit to keep ' that is why we are asking for this.
a project almost exclusively to j W. S. Lewin of Houlton. who spoke i r bonus for soldiers
Moulton'* oroflt" in favor of the referendum, said that j / 11 for ' 1 '
Is not this rather a selfish attitude; there was not a man on the proposed | (_an )e e ( ve there must he a is not this rather a seinsn attitude ; . Referendum for a bond issue from
to take? Do they forget the farmers j route "ho  wa* not in ta\oi of the whj(.h (he ( . , , , - .
that live in Hodgdon. Cary. Amity.! proposition. He felt that the roadj^ .^ ^  v()tR(J Qn Jn ' 19‘2n/
Orient and ‘ Haynesville, whose land |g j would greatly develop the southern 
just as fertile as any in Aroostook. Part of Aroostook county. I he load 
who. ever since they located in these would be started with steam power 
towns have been struggling to get hut he thought that if the conditions 
their produce to market? Who now warranted it later, electricty would 
have to haul their potatoes from 10 to ; he used.
26 miles in order to sell them, who I C. Perry of Presque Isle said that 
outside of a few months when they ! ho did not think it a good business 
can use the automobile, cannot get to proposition for the county ot Aroos-
Tne Produce News says:
There has been ^his week a buoyant 
and advancing market < ; strictly 
prime stock, free from dis. se or rot, 
■•ith tin t 'anee in the country more 
pronoun''*’*! than in this nmrket. The 
great hulk of the potatoes coming 
lrom all sections have .been delayed 
in transit, show more or less rot and 
ha\ e to be sold promptly at the best 
prices obtainable, but for the past 
lea days the* arrivals have shown 
improved condition and quality, and 
receivers are generally asking more 
trolled about and sized up money. At the same time there is an 
"Barnes' Law Office" a*;umuIation of useful Maine stock 
attracted my attention. It was em- that is selling $4@4.37V2, while the 
blazened in gold letters on plate glass more desirable is reaching $4.50 per 
oih story up. At the entrance I read 105 lb. bag. Receipts on the New York 
the signs and was much impressed Central, pier 17, have been very light, 
with the size and possible utility of the This has been ascribed to the dock
gulations which only permit tho 
vners’ trucks to haul potatoes off the 
and of sufficient proportions to mark dock and deliver them to the customers
of dancing, a pretty Hawaiian lev** the lust idstiift place of the ijis- outside the gate at a cost of 12^0
story with a musical setting, two big H” guished statesman. Chisel out the hag which is equal and sometimes in
acts ami six smashing scenes make ofli( e hours and therein substitute his excess of the actual profits realized
bold signature with date of death and on the merchandise business, 
you have it. If this was the original Sales at the yards have been up 
design, it heats the economy of my can- to $4.75 on No. 1 Maines. while $5 
handle to a frazzle! I take off my hat has been reached in a small jobbing: 
to such farsightedness! way. but latter price has not become
l p stairs there is a wilderness of general. Although track prices in the 
professional signs of all descriptions, country will automatically advance 
It brought to mind a building 1 once the cost of stock laid down here to 
saw in Pemberton Square. Boston. On $4.S0(fr 4.S5 per 165 lb. bag on fine 
a door in big. gold letters was "Barnes’ Maine jHock some of the large Maine
L a w  Office." It w as  almost as  promi- sh ippers  are  not inc lined to put the  
nent as a hear s hide on the side of a potatoes on the market at the pres- 
building. It pleased me greatly because ent and one letter from a leading 
professional men are too modest to ad- grower showed some disposition 
vertise in newspapers. Should you. among the growers to hold their po- 
however. leave out their name in re- tatoes back until later in the season, 
porting an important trial you hear This shipper writes: “The statistical 
from them forthwith and sometimes position of the market is such that 
the language used is not fit to print, we do not consider it good business 
I know all about it and presume 
lawyers here are no different from 
those in Oxford County.
Houlton probably has a population 
of 7500. It was 5,895 at the last census.
of the* n-al"My Honolulu (iirl" on* 
events of the season.
The fun of Eddie-Low Kraner ami 
Sam Burton, the* delightful vocalisms 
of Kathryn i ’urtell. the* pleasing 
personality of statuesque Biliie Emer­
son. lavish costumes and millinery 
effects. tbe comedy nonsense* of 
Madeleine La Fere and tile native* 
ilawaiians. form an evening of cheer­
ful ness. splendid .jollity and classy en­
tertainment. Scenic magnificence, 
shwing the* famous bathing beach at 
Wakiki. a full rigged Pacific Ocean 
Liner leaving the docks in Honolulu, 
and the Volcano Kilauea in eruption, 
are wonders of the* painters’ art.
"My Honolulu Girl" comes to 
Hevwood. Saturday Nov. 15th.
the
to sell our potatoes on the present 
market.as with the Government report
RALPH GRANT STRUCK BY 
AUTO SUCCUMBS TO INJURES
Ralph Grant the 10 year old son of 1 was told it far exceeds that number
Mrs. Nellie Grant was struck by a 
passing auto on upper Court street 
early Tuesday evening while he was 
crossing the street and died an hour 
later at the Aroostook Hospital where 
he was taken.
The accident was a most unfortunate 
one and was one that could not seem 
to he avoided. He was on an errand 
for his mother and in crossing the
now Some setting it as high as ten 
thousand. It is a thriving burgh any­
how' and the home of wild land barons, 
lumber kings. millionaire potato 
shippers and statesmen.
The cutest thing seen in art outside 
the work of thelndians of the stone 
age is the drinking fountain in the 
Park: a wet-tooted lad on a pedestal. 
I gazed with wonder and admiration
MRS. HENRY C. BRADBURY
The death of Mrs. Henry C 
Bradbury occurred at the Aroostook 
Hospital on Thursday last, from 
pneumonia, after a short illness.
Mrs. Bradbury was US years of an 
and before her marriage in January
street he tried to avoid a passing car. on fitness of the idea. It shows a
trading center without driving this ’ t°ok to l)ut UP $200,OOO on such short ^ 9 2  was .Miss OrHe Williams of
distance in the stormy days of fall. n°Hce. The voters do not generally Amity, moving to Houlton where Mr.
winter or spring, while people living |know anything about this idea. Bradbury was in business, conduct inn
on the Ashland branch travel by the “ Ho you think that there would be fh(> sfon, on ,.onnM. nf ,\Iilitarv
B. )k. A. Are not these people just as ! any objection to a referendum on this Sfr(,et and the Foxeroft road *
much value to the county and as proposition, asked Senator Folsom ol since the death of her husband she
deserving of a railroad as the people Somerset, the chairman of the commit- flas ,na(|(, Moulton her home, hut had
of Ashland and up the line to Fort tee- not been here all the time.
Kent? don,t knOW< in fa< t 1 do n(,t think Mrs. Bradbury was a woman who
Its a good deal like a parent furnish- that the people up in Aroostook know (.on(jn(1(| h(,r acquaintance to a small
ing shoes and clothing to one child, much about it,” replied Mr. Perry, 
becau se he happens to be a little better | ( ounsel Hart of the Bangoi &
looking than another brother or sister ; Aroostook, said that of course the cor­
and saying to the more unfortunate.; poration which he represented was op-
“you cannot have shoes or clothing.” j P °8ed to the building of the load as Unitarian Church officiating
If this is the attitude which “North was natural. He did not think that _______________
Aroostook” takes, we are glad to know j it waa right to hold a hearing on a 
bow they stand. It may help Houlton Proposition as important as this one 
and South Aroostook In the future. j without giving the customary seven
‘ days’ notice, and thrust the expense 
What was done at the Hearing a referen(ium on the people of
in Augusta Aroostook without their knowing any-
Henry J. Hart of Bangor, counsel thing about the matter, 
for the Bangor St Aroostook Railroad I Hon. Clarence
and stepped in front of another car. 
the mud guard striking him a terrific 
blow which caused his death.
His mother the widow of the late 
Lenuel Gram who died (? years ago 
is prostrated by her bereavement. 
Ralph was her second son and was a 
particularly bright little chap well 
liked by his playmates and neighbors.
Funeral 
late horn*
condition that befalls every hoy who 
wears long-legged hoots and. gets in­
to the water over the tops of them. 
It is natural to life. I question the 
necessity for eight bubblers for
showing a 350.000.000 bu. crop while 
in 1917 with a 366,000,000 bu. crop the 
market went as high as $10 )^10.50 per 
165 lb. bag and seldom was below 
$6.50@7. Other growers feel about 
the same as I do and it does not now 
look as if there will he many of the 
Maine potatoes sent to this market 
until after the turn of the year, exclu­
sive of sock already purchased.”
State and Pennsylvania potatoes 
are coming forward more freely, but 
quality is irregular, with general sales 
at $4^ 4.25, while some shipments are 
bringing $4.50, but the latter have to 
be closely graded. Long Island po­
tatoes are moving rather slowly, as 
those coming are not graded closely 
enough to suit the hotel trade, and 
while fancy are reaching $5.50. most
drink. It looks well and hears in has 
relief the name of the construction 
company who erected it. It is in a 
erviees were held from his l)!irk m>il1' a building I suppose to be a 
Thursday afternoon, burial P>ibli<* library or something of that
being made in Evergreen cemetery. s°rt.
To his, mother and brothers tin* deepest 1 ('oukl 11()t leave town without 
sympathy of tin* community is extend- calling on Charles P. Barnes Annie 
ed. and the children. I tried to so time it
eiri 1<* of friends and was highly 
esteemed by those who knew her.
Funeral services took place 
Saturday. Rev. Dwigh F. Mowrey
SALVATION ARMY NOTES
sales are at $5@5.25 as to quality. A 
humans and no provisions for dogs to f * * • • • •  ,. u i few ears of \ lrginia second crop po­
tatoes have arrived, showing excep­
tionally fine quality and size. Th**y 
are selling $4@4.25, while some sales 
have been reported at $4.50, but coun­
try prices have recently advanced and 
it is doubtful whether any more Vir­
ginia potatoes can be laid down here 
at that price. The yield is estimated
at 1.800@2,000 carloads, but it is 
us not to Int.M lVr,. with their attending ; though, tha, ., g00(1 pPrcentage of
, hur,'h 1,1,1 in this failed. We lingered jthem wi„  g0 Sollth and be shipped to
the West Indies on account of the
on
of
long in their comfortable home and 
The Salvation Army will l,o having with the ehildren. I.ots of Norway i ^epin'g quajitj:.''one order fromTouth 
spee.Kl meetings their hall Salnr- friends we (allied over. Charles is Ameri(.a for good sized lots of second 
day and handay Nov. ir.th and Kith busy: too much so and with a special | crop virgl„ la potatoes has been re- 
conducted by Staff-Captain Dean and session of the l.egislatare on his hands |ported Canadian potatoes are showing 
Envoy Hanson ot New York. Major and is liable to lie over-worked. Nine i nn,i *1
DEDICATION OF
MASONIC BUILDING
and Mrs. Widgery, Adjt. and 
Armstrong of Portland.
Mrs. years ago I advised him not to leave
disease and rot in about the same 
proportion as the Maine stock, but
Everyone Oxford County but he did and he must; recent arrivals have been a little
should plan to he there, for they will now take the consequences. 1 don't j cieanCT and in the near future ,uaUty
rile Grand Lodge of Free, and Ac- be yery interesting services these pity him. not a bit. but have sympathy I js expected to be much better
cepted Masons will hald a special i Officer's are able speakers. for his family and the community. I ___ ___________
communication at Houlton on Fri-; This will be Staff-Captain Dean’s got seventy-five dollars by swapping j REAL ESTATE DEAL 
day, Nov. 14. at 3.00 P. M. for the J first visit to Aroostook County and she a check for cash and with what money Jeremiah Hurley & Sons hare 
A. Powers of Fort purpose of dedicating the new hall of j comes in the interest of the L i f e iWalter a«d 1 had, started for North j purchased the farm of Mrs Beniamin
Company, made the statement at the j Fairfield, Judge John B. Roberts of Monument Lodge. No. 96. j Saving Guards, the same is of Envoy ! Aroostook feeling I would not have to gmaM. on the Baneor road L ttpp
hearing before the committee on public . Caribou and Representatives Wilson of The ceremony will be performed by | Hanson and she also will wear the I depend entirely on the sale of handles
atllltles Thursday evening on the act t Presque Isle and Bragdon of Perhain the Grand Master and he will have the I uniform of the Life Saving Guards to meet expenses.
authorizing the county of Aroostook to | also spoke against the idea of having i aid of other Grand Officers, to be 
aid in the construction of £ railroad a referendum on the matter next June followed by a supper at 5.30. In the 
through the county by subscribing for,or later without the customary notice evening it is the intention of Monu-
aod purchasing an Issue of stx per 
cent 20-year gold bonds of the East-
so that the residents of Aroostook ment Lodge to hold a special com- 
county could have the opportunity to munication for work in the Master
era Maine railroad td an amount not come to the State house and be heard. Mason’s degree.
Major and Mrs. Widgery are the 
Divisional Officers for No. New Eng- 
landand Adjt and Mrs. Armstrong 
are former officers of Houlton and now' 
hold the position of Divisional Young 
Peoples Secretary.
Miss Marion Benn, who is training 
for a nurse at the Roosevelt Hospital 
in New York City is at home for a 
short vacation with her parents Mr. 
and Mrs. O. A. Benn.
known as the Innis farm, with four 
horses, three double w'agons and all 
kinds of farm machinery, also potato 
house at the C. P. R.
This farm will be owned and 
operated by Joseph and Richard 
Hurley who have already taken 
possession.
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Established April 13, lt?60 
A LL T H E  H O M E N EW S
Published every Wednesday morning 
by the Times Publishing Co.
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. &  Mgr.
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year 
In advance as required by law; in 
Canada $2.o<: in advance.
J Single copies five cents
with ths purpose of ruining American casualties were 218,1:.'!. 
manufacturers may be imposed by a In addition to tin1 11S,0;>2 members 
iaeic act of Congress, and such duties of the Canadian expeditionary forces 
removing the chance of profit, will who wont to France there wen; 21,- 
remove the source of temptation. This 1(!1) Canadians who enlisted in the 
is not a plea for an embargo; it is royal air force or the naial service, 
only a suggestion of a necessary meas- Moreover 14.590 British and allied 
ure of self protection. The conflicts of reservists went from Canada to re- 
the next 30 years are likely to be join the colors in their own countries.
Advertising rates based upon guaran­
teed circulation.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton 
for circulation at second-class 
postal rates.
mainly commercial, but they will be 
no less bitter than those which are 
waged with shells and bayonets. No 
one can reflect upon the manner in 
which the currents of history have al­
tered their course in the last 12 months
Thus Canada sent overseas almost a 
quarter as many men as the United 
States did, and their casualties were 
almost as many as ours.
It will pro!ably never be known 
definitely how manv from this side of
violent distui bailees of May, 1916, and 
six months later our officers took a 
firm grip of the situation by establish­
ing a military government which 
would protect the people from them­
selves until they had learned some­
thing like good behavior. The lesson 
of law and order has been so effective 
that before long they may be offered 
another opportunity to attempt self- 
government. Only because they were 
so largely engaged in stabbing and 
shooting one another, making the 
mulatto state a disturber of the peace
and opportunity may permit. Some­
thing of this kind has long been ex­
pected from the Russian people by 
those who know them best and under­
stand the ardor of their love for the 
church of their fathers. Particularly 
ha', e the peasants been deeply 
religious and spiritually emotional. 
This fact helped the czar the accredit­
ed head of the church, to maintain 
his imperialistic hold on the affairs 
of Russia.
The Bolsheviki are avowedly hostile 
to the Christian religion. They have 
put church properties to other than
R.
Country has a more important ques-' a dull world, if we all of us agreed on 
lion been involved in a state election i all questions and acted the same 
than was that which wais so ' under the same circumstances. It
satisfactorily and emphatically passed i would mean the end of research, the 
upon by Massachusetts last week. In j stunting of all growth, and the 
Its last analysis it was: Shall the j dissolving of all life into a dull, drab, 
Government of this Country continue I uninteresting wait for the inevitable 
to be administered by all the people j decay.
for all the people or shall it bei There are the over-zealous in all
controlled by a class for a class against times. There is prejudice and bias 
the rights of all the people? jin all individual conclusions. It is a
The result In the old Bay State human trait to over-emphasize personal 
although a victory for the Republican j conviction upon all subjects. It is a 
party, is in a higher sense a victory j human trait to avoid the appearance 
Of law over lawlessness. Its great of weakness by the acknowledgment 
magnitude was made possible by scores j of good points and desirable plans in 
of prominent Democrats and by j those persons and those things to 
thousands of Democratic voters who 1 which we have become opposed, even
among its neighbors, did America step
witout realizing how important it is ; the border went across in the Canadian in and gather up the daggers, revolvers spiritual uses. They have discouraged 8.02'p/m
that the United States should be on ranks. A semi-official statement once and other weapons with which the religion, organized and unorganized,
guard for its own defense. set the number at 50,000. There was population bristled. There w e r e  They have repudiated Christian tenets
-------------------  a steady stream of them before this bandits everywhere. Not one of the regarding the marriage relation
1 W H A T  M A KES FOR PROGRESS country entered the war—so many twelve provinces was without w e l l ; the 
Let us not forget in these days that that it was a standing joke among I known robber chiefs, whose organ- 
1 there are now, and always have been, j Americans in France about coming ized bands terrorized the country, 
honest differences of opinion. It | across “Canadians” who hailed from We landed about 5000 marines, put
the
All Subscriptions are DISCONTIN­
UED when more than 3 months In ar­
rears.
A FAR R EA C H IN G  V IC TO R Y
Seldom. If ever, in the life of this [would be an unprogressive nation and [Maine or Michigan, or almost any other naval and marine officers into
principal executive posts, and took 
hold of the customs duties, which 
furnish the bulk of the revenue. In-
and
home. They have no use for 
prayer and scoff at the idea of a 
human being trying to bring himself 
into relationship with a Divine friend 
and protector. Denying there is a 
hereafter, they have established a 
full-fledged one in Russia.
Despite all these non-theistic
state. It is known that thousands of 
them concealed their American citizen­
ship —not that the recruiting officers 
were at all fussy, but to prevent com- domitable and irresistible as ever, preachings and policies, the Bolshevi- 
plications on the records. our sea-and-land soldiers have grad- ki have been unable to smother the
But subtracting those 50,000 or more ually mastered the hosts of maraud- Russian religious instinct. A vast ma- 
the total of Canada’s sons in the war ers, crushing their power and clear- jority of the peasantry not only is still 
makes a record that will always be a ing the remnants out of section a f-; outside the political pale of the Lent-
ter section, until now there are less nites, but is said to be immune in a 
than 200 bandits left in their last spiritual sense from the poisonous life 
refuge, (he province of Seybo, at the philosophy of that breed.
U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
Director General of Railroad*
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R.
TIME TABLE
Corrected to September 29, 1919 
Trains Daily Except Sunday 
From HOULTON
8 :8  :t. in - Fur Fort Fairfield. Caribou 
Limestone and Van Buren.
9.23 a. tn. For Bangor, Portland and 
Boston.
11.30 a. m.—For Ashland. St. Francis Ft 
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van 
Buren. via Squa Pan and Mapleton 
1.40 p. m.—For Dover & Foxcroft, Green­
ville, Bangor, Portland and Boston 
G.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
to Boston.
For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren 
n Due HOULTON
8.19 a. m.—From Boston, Portland. Ban­
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to
Caribou.
9.19 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft. 
Fairfield.
12.58 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban­
gor. Greenville. Dover A Foxeroft.
2.54 p. m.—From St. Francis, Ft. Kent. 
; noBureP ’ Washburn. Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
6.21 p. m. From Van Buren. Limestone 
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
7.59 p. rr —From Boston, Portland, Ban­
gor.
«? E 5 &  .£ £ £ ““  
“ b2 2 S ? »E ? N’ a* n<!ral
unconsciously prejudiced against.
We have many differences in 
religious creeds, differing ideas in the 
methods of church government and 
forms of worship. And yet most of 11s 
believe in the Bible and humbly put 
our faith in the same God. We may 
have differences of opinion about
realized the danger to the Country 
lurking in the position of their party 
organization. To save the Country 
from that danger they rose above the 
level of party .politics and stood for 
the Country and its welfare and for 
the protection of the rights of all the 
people from the recklessness of those 
Who with the tacit assent of the Demo- politics, about plans for our economic 
•eratic organization were assaulting progress and industrial reconstruction, 
them. ! but still we all believe in the United
It was more than a party victory. It States of America, in the glorious 
was a victory for law and order. But ! history of our ^ountrv, in her noble 
Its great significance to the Republi-^ institutions, in her golden future and 
can party, which enables it properly I her great people.
to claim it is that the Republican or-, It is no flat platitude for us to say 
ganlsatlon had kept itself so loyal to 1 that we are the greatest nation in the 
the principles upon which our Govern- world. We can say it with pride, and 
ment was founded that when those : without boasting. Our ideals are 
principles were assailed as they were higher, the educational standards are 
by the Democratic organization those higher, our morals are better, than 
who were defending them naturally any other nation in the world. \\ 
turned to the Republican party are the most democratic and the
glory of the Dominion. An-:1 the world 
j knows that no fighters were better. 
1 Sixty-four Victoria Grosses werei
awarded to Canadians, 531 I). S. O’s., 
J882 military crosses, 6697 military 
medals, etc. It is curious to note that 
the French conferred only 410 
decorations on the Canadians, as com­
pared with more than 6000 on 
Americans.
Though the Canadians who went 
overseas numbered about 450,000, the 
total enlistments were 595,441, of 
whom 465,9X4 were obtained by vol-
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
eastern extremity of the island. Else­
where murder no longer stalks abroad 
by night or day. The peaceable people 
have peace and are glad. Military 
administration is strict, but it is just, 
equally the punisher of law-breakers 
and the protector of upright citizens. 
The honest collection of revenue and 
careful regulation of expenditure have 
made the country financially safer 
than it has been for a good many years.
untary enlistments. During the w ar; Financial control may have to be
continued, but the time seems to be 
approaching when the military occu­
pation may cease. Let the Domini-
mn republic produce a tolerable gov-
tbrought the success of which that de­
fense could alone be made effective.
The simple, unvarnished truth is 
that an arrogant, radical and anar­
chistic element consisting a part of 
an organization of a small portion of 
the people were determined to use the 
power of organization against the un­
organized masses of the people for 
the fancied benefit of a few of its 
membership at the expense of the 
lights of the rest of the people. This 
element mistaking the past cowardice be. 
of politicians for a great power of their 
own step by step encroached upon the 
vested rights of the people at large.
At length in their arrogance they took 
one step too many. That brought 
them into the light as seeking to 
deprive the people of all protection 
from violence in every form save that 
which those leaders might condescend­
ingly grant. That settled it. Mass­
achusetts spoke.
It is to be hoped and believed that 
the people who were thus aroused 
from the foolish lethargy as regards 
the attack that was organizing upon 
them will not allow themselves to be 
lulled again into a dangerous sleep. 
Eternal vigilance is the price of liber­
ty.
richest. American citizenship is high 
because it cannot successfully be a 
selfish estate. Your neighbor is not 
only responsible to you but you are to 
him—for protection against thieves, 
and fires, and disease, and for peace 
uui prosperity as well. And so it 
seems best to remember, as we counsel 
together., to be tolerant and thought­
fully considerate of all. and forever 
remembering that there are honest < 
differences of opinion and always will
Canada built 1(13 steel and wooden 
! ships with a tonnage ol' 367.367. The 
! Canadian outlay for the war was
| $1 .H6S.6()6,527. and during 111" war the 
j net debt of the Dominion increased 
from about $2iiu,uihi.i)0i) to *1.307.429,- 
j 661. During the war Canada exported 
! more than $1 .noo.oiMi.nmt worth of 
mmr'tions, including 65 32:!.647 shells, 
j The voluntary contributions of the 
'Canadian people to war funds of 
various kinds totalled about $95.(111(1.- 
| 00(1.
A M E R IC A N  R U L E  IN D O M IN IC A
After three years' government 'of 
the Dominican republic the Aim>i- 
■;ui administrators have pui-oii to 
be satisfied with the improvements 
they have effected in the condition 
ot that Traditionally turbulent little 
hate. Intervention was virtually 
forced upon tin1 United States by the
, eminent and the United States will 
most willingly step out, content with 
having helped the people to rise from 
the lamentable disorder into which 
they had fallen.
A N E W -O L D  FOE FOR B O L S H E V IS M
A new force has been set loose in 
Russia against Bolshevism. It has tlm 
promise of being increasingly potent 
because it is a by-product of the deep 
religious instinct of the Russians that 
has survived the cruelly repressive 
policies and the un-Christian philoso­
phy of the Lenninites.
The uu lens of ibis latest anti-Bol­
shevik propaganda is a society formed 
in Omsk The purpose is to protect 
its influence all over Russia as time
Timelost
By Sickness and Enforced Idleness.
Many of the days of sickness and 
misery, too often accompanied by loss 
of pay, may easily be charged to neglect 
or indiscretion on the part of the Individ 
ual. Just a little more care in the matter 
of diet and attention to regularity a 
habits will change such days into happj' 
and profitable ones. Give heed to 
Nature’s first warning of approaching 
trouble, keep your stomach anadigestior 
right and your bowels regular,— ther 
everything will look cheerful and youi 
day’s work will be easier.
On the first appearance of acid stom­
ach, nausea, headache or constipation, 
take one or two teaspoonfuls of “ L. F.' 
Atwood's Medicine, and 
the functions will resume 
their normal activity, you 
will avoid the expense of 
sickness, and earn your 
usual pay. This remedy 
has been a household 
refuge for morethan sixty 
years. Get a bottle to­
day from your dealer for 
fifty cents, or write us to 
mail a free sample.
The “ L. F .”  Medicine 
Co., Portland, Me.
JOHN 0. WILLEY, D. 0.
OSTEOPATH1
Graduate American School of Osteopathy 
Kirksville, Mo.
Suite 10-11 New Masonic Building 
PHona Hours 9 to 12—2 to 5
HOULTON, M A IN E
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and 
Highland Ave.
DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thornton
SHAW & THORNTON
A TT O R N E Y S
Prompt attention to all business 
Houlton, Main*
Probate matters have Special 
Attention
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
D E N T IS T  
Fogg Block
DR. W. B. R0BEN
O S TE O P A TH IC  P H Y 8 IC IA N  
Suite 22, Mansur Block 
Tel. 156 Houlton, Maine
C A N A D A ’S SONS
The figures themselves are more 
■inquent than any words could be in 
• ell ing the magnificent part that the 
’anadians played in the great war. 
In a book of more than 60b pages Col. 
George G. Nasmith has prepared the 
■lory of Canada’s part the full name 
of the volume is “Canada's Sons and 
Great Britain in the World War.” and 
ft is published hv tin* John C. Winston 
"MUipany but the tabulation of the 
‘tones makes the most impressive 
t- •>»>♦(>)■. In all them* were close to 
450,000 Canadians overseas, and the
The s tomach Begins
digestion, but the most important 
work is done by the bowels, liver and 
kidneys. Failure o f these to act 
efficiently allows the whole body to
be poisoned.
B E E C IIAM ’S P ILLS  do more than 
produce bowel movement. Liver, skin 
and kidneys are influenced to more 
active eflort wit.li resulting increased 
effect. It is always safe to take
Beecham’s P ills
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 2“c.
Use only three level tea­
spoonfuls for five cups
TEA 'is good tea
Sold only in sealed packages
125
T H E G ER M A N
C O M M E R C IA L  P E R IL .
There is certain to bo <line sc>rt el
resumption of trade >• !i Gen iv.
Even during the war it wus appan ■ •; t
that, once peace had be. a conc-l ’id<el,
the dollar would lose* its p■atria? ie i '
spiration. anti that if the Ger :n:. n
could presently provide a suiier![or
commodity at a cheaper rat • tl. a a
others they would be able to sc>11 it.
Talk of boycotting has be;an a!)sur1 ! •
if there is money to be madi in
handling German products they ill
be handled ail around the globe*.
Conceding this ec onomic fac t. tin1
is no reason why we should be eager 
to welcome German goods. The sickly 
and maurlin sentimentalists who urge 
us to be prompt in assisting stricken 
Germany to its feet are perhaps sin­
cere, but they are very foolish. Ger­
many Is likely to be on its feet before 
France recovers its economic balance; 
it Is likely to have settled its internal 
problems before Great Britain and the 
United States are able to settle theirs. 
Germany needs no sympathy, and it j 
would be a great mistake to deal soft- ■ 
1y with the Germans in the commer-j 
cial and economic field. They do not! 
bel’eve today that they were beaten in 
the war; their factories were un- j 
touched; their ambition burns as. 
brightly as ever; they have been hard- j 
«aed  by their trials, and their deter- j 
mination to conquer economically what 
they could not win ■ by the sword is 
Irarned into their hearts.
So we have this problem. German 
goods will constantly be offered In our 
lMrkets. German manufacturers, aid- 
«d  by their government, will pursue a 
far-reaching system of economic pene­
tration. They will hide themselves In 
the gu4se of neutrals; they will con­
ceal the origin of their goods; they 
win undersell our manufacturers in 
the effort to drive them out of busi­
ness; no method will be too sinister 
for them to adopt. And so callous is 
the dollar that if there is profit in 
handling German products they will 
he handled.
The only practicable remedy is in 
the tariff. Prohibitive duties upon Ger- 
products which are sent here
S C IE N C E  T A L K S
A  celebrated scientist referring to cod-liver oil said that 
Nature had given the world ‘ ‘ almost a ready-made food” .
SCOm EMULSION
is richest Norwegian cod-liver oil, elaborated in a scien­
tific manner, very much as Nature wraps up each globule 
of butter-fat. Scott*s is not unlike cream in consistency, 
but many assimilate it easier than they do other fats. 
Scott*s Em ulsion  io concentrated nourishment 
that helps keep the body strong. Give it a trial.
The exclusive grade of cod-liver oil used in Scott’c Emu Lion is the famous 
“ 3. & B. Process,” made in Norway and refined in our own American 
Laboratories. It in a guarantee of purity and palatability unsurpassed.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J. 19-25
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Sleepless Nights J
and coffee-drinking are closely 1
linked together w ith  m any l
people. |
2!
If your case is like that, try |
I n s t a n t  P o s t u m  I
— a wholesome cereal drink with I
a really rich coffee-like flavor |
that meets the test of taste, just |
as the beverage itself meets the f
test of health. |
Economical,  Ready Instantly, Delicious I
Made by
Postum Cereal Company f
Battle Creek, Michigan 1
Sold by Grocers and General Stores |
iHMHcoiMiiiiiHiiomiHiiuiiiaiiiHiiniHaiiHHiHiiicojNiiHiHHioiHHHimiaiuuiiiHncesiiiiimmici
T he B uick
B uilt S tee rin g  K n u ck le
Efficiently Serves With Absolute 
Thoroughness o f P rotection
This ability has been pounded and tempered into its 
construction thru the remarkable Buick processes of 
drop forging and electric heat treatment
Toughness and durability are deeply imbedded in this 
important unit, thru the high quality of materials and 
workmanship used in manufacture.
Into each Buick built steering knuckle is hammered the 
guarantee of safety which twenty years of Buick engi­
neering and designing has made dependabk
When Better Automobiles Are Built, BUICK  Wil Them
L. S. Bean. Distributor for Ar« >ok County
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URGE SENSIBLE
WOMAN’S SHOES
Women who wear the almost uni­
versal pointed-toe, high-heeled shoe 
and think they can live a long and 
happy life are handed a rather severe
power to arrest a movement which, if team which won the inter-allied games.. defensive use. But the lac t is of P ss , fact that the supply party was Ameri-
unchecked and permitted to run into In Coblenz the Y used the Residenz- j intei < o as an illustrat.ci of the! fan saved it. from an attack,
extremes, will engulf us all. had swimrni eg pod. The j»l tnge i 45! survive.! of custom than a < a hint of I Th * mar hies - - re glad to see the
“ F;uv"e ' Is ou: products a >,t - l'ec! •;.■ :,r. ‘ am! '"led wi.h fil-ered • Turn ( velopments In Trr; . ier.. T • pm.. , m tobacco
quires them largely ou credit and it is water The pressing rooms are models ible conflict between makers of illicit were given out to figting men, who had 
our moral duty to furnish these goods. ' ot the cabinetmaker's art and are lin- whiskey and government agents. The i been willing to pay as much as $5 for 
The banker declared there cannot ' ished in polished mahogany. Each passage by both houses of Congress} a sack. The soap which was brought
fight for and be entitled to increased 
wages.
“On the other hand, it is obvious 
that a higher scale of wages is in it­
self a factor making for a future in­
crease in prices,” he asserted. “ In 
Europe and the United States," he 
said, “ there never was a greater
Neuwied is taught free to the soldiers fare into new fields. With all whiskey Three years of experience with the 
by Prof. Tooze. Tanks in both cities contraband and all makers and dis- " Y ” men in the island have led Lt.-Col. 
are turned over to the women welfare tributers of it moonshiners in effect, T. H. Brown to write the “Y ” war work 
workers of the forces Wednesday it is apparent that the suppression of council, praising the organization for 
afternoons. Both places have electric illicit distilling will require an army giving the men on duty at outlying 
and Turkish baths. of ofiicials and provoke an increased posts the only social relaxation furnish-
The linal swimming championship ' esistanee to the law. ed them. Chaplain Raszie \\. Tiuitt.
of the season were held in the Moselle aspect* mountain stills, raiding who has been with the same marines.
them with the necessity of first seconds Lt.-Col. Brown's sentiments
hear trap in a letter commending the co-opera-
the following. , recj{ je88ness jn spending money than j l iver Oct. 25 and 2(5
wea es n i has been prevailing since , the i events being on the program: 50 metre runmnK tht‘ gauntlet of
armistice.” free; 100 metre, free; 1500 metre, free defenses will add a new hazard to the tion of Mr. Punster.
OUR MEN IN GERMANY
FOND OF SWIMMING
Swimming proved one of the big re­
creative features of the American sol­
diers in Germany. During the warm 
weather the soldiers took full advan­
tage of the various pools at their
50 metre, back stroke; 50 metre, 
breast stroke;fancy diving and four- 
man relay, each man swimming 50 
metres.
work of revenue; agents. Will moon­
shiners yet resort to poisonous gas 
and other modern methods of military 
defence?
jolt in an editorial in the current issue be any (ioubt ^a t  as i011g as the rise I room accommodates three men com- of the' drastic; prohibition enforcement to them was as eagerly sought by many 
of the Boston Medical and Surgical jn prjces continues, labor will have tojfortably. Swimming at Coblenz and act means the extension of the war- ' of the marines as was the tobacco. 
Journal.
"Not only does the so-called fashion­
able shoe cause local pain, deformity 
and discomfort, but it is also respon­
sible for a greater proportion of the 
back strain, eye strain and nervous 
irritation from which many women suf­
fer,” states the writer.
Attention is called to the fact that 
American boys were 
feet at the time of the war examina-! 
tions. Thousands of youths were re- 1 
jected because of unfit feet, and it is 
probable that 99 per cent of the re­
jections were caused by the wearing of  ^
improperly fitted shoes.
The pointed toe and the French o r ,
Louis 15th heels, three to five inches | 
tall, has attracted attention and in-1 
tertot until a country-wide campaign 
has been started to provide a normally 
shaped shoe for the woman’s foot.
Will They Wear It
Leaders in this campaign under the 
direction of the Young Woman’s Chris­
tian Association already have discussed 
the question as to whether the manu­
facturer can make the shoe desired 
aad secondly whether the American 
woman can be induced to wear such a 
shoe.
The shoe is under way, and once it j 
is ready it will be tried out.
CHICHESTER $ PIUS
BRANDDIAMOND
CO'
LADIES I
Aik jour Vrufftit for CHI-CHHS-TER S
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS in Red and 
Gold metallic boxes, sealed with Blu* 
Ribbon. T a k e  no o t h e i. B n jo fvou r 
Drn**l»t and auk for C11I.CHES.TCB ft 
D IAM OND B IIAN D  P IL L S , for twenty-five 
years regarded as Best, Safest, At ways Reliable.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS 
EVERYWHERETimTRIED
Y. M. C. A. IS HELPING
MARINES IN HAYTI
Toting tobacco, chocolate and soap
Name of Depositor
SET BEAR TRAPS FOR
REVENUE AGENTS
The use of bear-traps by Alabama
disposal, which were requisitioned by ! moonshiners to catch revenue agents by pack mule through the bandit- 
the Y. M. C. A. through the army, i *H a nexv kind of strategy in an old infested mountain of Hayti to marines 
There are exceptionally fine pools at form ot warfare. Spring-traps to catch on isolated outpost duty is one phase i 
Neuwied and Coblenz. trespassers are a time-honored device of a “Y ” man’s life with the marine Chas. Brooks
The report of Charles Tooze, the Y. 1 *n England, now forbidden by law ex- corps, according to D. F. Dunster of Mary A. Bubar 
M. C. C. swimming expert at Neuwied cePt that householders may set such \ Claremont, Cal., district secretary for Guy J. D. Wilson 
shows that 11,000 men partiepated in'traps on their premises between sun- the Y. M. C. A. in the West Indies. j Lillian L. Weeks 
swimming alone during September, down and sunrise. An exciting episode , Bandits had no terrors for the Ameri- Jas. V. Taber 
and that more than 10,000 spectators ; *n one of Thomas Hardy’s novels j cans, although the outlaws were re- j George Gibson 
attended the various swimming meets. ! involves the use of a man-trap t o ; ported to have held up a mountain vil- Maria C. Durgin
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS IN THE HOULTON SAVINGS BANK*
The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his 
credit, the last known place of residence or post-office address and the 
fact of death, if known, of every depositor in the Houlton Savings Bank, 
who has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part 
of the dividends thereon, for a period of more than twenty years next pre­
ceding November 1, 1919, and is not known to the treasurer to be living.
Last Known 
Residence
Houlton 
Hodgdon 
Houlton 
Fort Fairfield 
Hodgdon 
Brookton 
Sherman
Whether 
Known to be 
Deceased
Dead
Dead
E. F. swimmers for their champion-
x . .. .. , | ships early in the year and later acted
The question as to whether milady i . , , . . .M , .. i as coach and trainer for the American
will wear an even half-way decently- j __________________
shaped shoe is puite a different pro- \
petition BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
Date of Last 
Deposit or 
Withdrawal 
Apr. 28, 1887 
July 23. 1875 
Dec. 26, 1894 
Mar. 2, 1886 
Apr. 16, 1897 
Aug. 31, 1893 
Jan. 21, 1896 
Nov. 14, 1895 
Aug. 3, 1899
Tooze trained and conditioned the A. 1 cripple a rival in love. | liage and had felled trees across the Ralph U. Vanwart, Waltham, Mass.
Perhaps a strain of English ancestry j trail. On the trip which Mr. Dunster ! Malcom B. Tilton Thorndike 
in Alabama moonshiners account for | describes, the “Y ” men saw bandits j I hereby certify that the above statement is true according to 
the adaptation of the bear-trap to this 1 lurking in the hills, but he believes the knowledge and belief. L. O. LUDWIG, Treasurer
Amount 
Standing 
to Credit 
$36.97 
15.04 
10.17 
16.71 
10.52 
11.79
74.28
13.28 
60.92
my best
If you will stand squarely on your DISCHARGE
bare feet and look hard at them, it will j in the matter of 
■at be difficult to discover the differ- Per,ey Parker In BankruptcyBankrupt.!
eace between the shape of the foot as 
It is by nature— without footwear— 
and the shape of the poor thing when 
it is shoved down into one of the $29-
per-pair contraptions with the tooth- {*1 County of Aroostook, and
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the 
District Court of the United States for 
the District of Maine.
PERLEY PARKER of Woodland
pick front end and the Bunker Hill
State of Maine, in said District respect­
fully represents that on the 21st day
Btanuinent heel. By means of such a of November, 1918, last past, he was duly 
heel leading orthopedic surgeons adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of 
. . .  .. . .. Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that■Mintain that the greatest physical . ®"  ” he has duly surrendered all his property
iajw y is caused. and rights of property, and has fully
tSxperts maintain women will live complied with all the requirements of 
ceasiderably longer if they throw over- Acts and of the orders of Court
bd&rd the pointed toe shoe and 
substitute therefor a shoe that will 
conform to the actual, and not th“ 
style decreed, shape of the foot.
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be 
decreed by the Court to have a full dis­
charged from all debts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, 
except such debts as are excepted by 
law from such discharge.
Dated this 28th day of October. A. D., 
1919.
l ’ERLEY PARKER, 
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss 
On the 1st day of November, A. !>.,
SAYS WE ARE IN A
FOOL’S PARADISE
The world lives in a fool’s paradise 
based on fictitious wealth, rash 
promises and mad Illusions, declared 
Paul M. Warburg, formerly vice- 
governor of the federal reserve board. 1919, on reading the foregoing petition, 
in a statement issued on his return !t i8 _'
. .. . . . XI. Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
from Europe on the steamship Nieuw be had upon the same on tlu. 1Jth dav
Amsterdam. Of December, A.D., 1919, before said Court
He has traveled in Europe the last at Bangor in said District, Northern 
three months studying the financial D,vision at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in 
Situation abroad. the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
“The disease is world-wide,” he said, in said District, Northern Division, and
“It Is spread too far to enable us to that known creditors and other per- 
. , sons in interest, may appear at the said
deal with it as a whole. We may agree ^me and pia.ee, and show cause, if any
on the principles on which it must be they have, why the prayer of said peti- 
fought. but each country will have to Boner should not be granted, 
be treated in accordance with its own And is further Ordered by the Court,
particular conditions. The first step, 
however, is to prick the bubbles of 
false promises and to begin by clearing 
the world balance sheet of fictitious 
assets as far and as fast as we can."
Mr. W’arburg asserted that the lesson 
brought home from Europe is that ‘ we 
must not stand by idly with folded 
hands while the world is drowning;
but that, it is our duty and within our
That the Clerk shall send by mail to all 
known creditors copies of said petition 
and this order, addressed to them at 
their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, 
Judge of the said Court, and the seal 
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi­
sion of said District on the 1st day of 
November. A l>.. 1919.
(L. S.) ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk. 
A true copy of petition and order thereon 
A t t e s t :  I S A B E L  S H E E H A N .
Deputy Clerk
The Man 
in
the Dark
“Yu have 72 hrs. 
to wind up yure af­
fairs and leave. If you ar still here 
then, your deth is on your own hed.” 
Such was the night-riders’ threat to 
the county agricultural agent in Albert 
Payson Terhune’s great new story be­
ginning next week in
TBe COUNTRY 
GENTLEMAN
“The Man in the Dark” will be just 
about the best mystery story you have 
ever read. It tells of one man’s strug­
gles against white caps and moon­
shiners, of lynching, kidnapping — of 
the love of a man and a girl.
Let me start your sub­
scription with next week’s 
issue of T h e  Co u n t r y
GENTLEM AN, so you can 
read the who'c of this ab­
sorbing mystery. Fcr its 
fiction alone THE COUN­
TRY G e n t l e m a n  is 
worth more than seven 
times its yearly subscrip­
tion price; in a year it
publishes at least five full- 
length novels, which in 
book form sell for $1.50 
each. These in addition 
to 60 to 100 pages each 
week of the most in­
tensely practical farm ar­
ticles—which may well 
give you suggestions that 
will make or save you a 
hundred dollars.
82 ISSUES—$1. SUBSCRIBE TODAY 
A. C. T O Z I E R
60 Pierce Ave.
Io
Phone 527— 1 Houlton, Maine
l
Aa authorised subscription representative of
The Lacks’ Hsom Joana! Tke Satardsy Evening Past 
tthnes-ILM 12 S2Ian«-8.M a
R E A L  E S T A T E
Farms Farms Farms Houses Houses Houses
We can sell any type of Real Estate you may have to dispose of, whether it be 
city, village, woodlot or farm property. It you list your property with us, you 
enlist experts in the i^eal e- tate business to assist you. An immediate sale is 
made possible through our unparalleled resources, and our real estate service 
touching every branch of the field. I f  you wish to sell at once we w ill be pleased 
to assist you. We earn to give satisfaction to all concerned. . . . . .
Fami 726 of So acres. 50 acres clear­
ed, with ten room hous-' and barn 
oih tl, ten tons of hay. 200 bushel of 
oats and a complete set. of farmhm 
tools, double wagon, sleds; located 
two miles from Houlton village, for 
the small price of $5,000
Farm 704, of lf»o acres. Mo cleared, 
buildings house and two barns, three 
horses and harness one double wagon 
single wagon, set bob-sleds, pum:. 
all tools on farm; located two and >., 
milt's from Houlton. Price $15,000
Farm 728 of ifoo acres, all in one lot 
i 2 room house; one big barn fitted in 
hrst tdass shape for stock included in 
tilt' salt' of this farm; 25 tows, two 
hulls, six horses anti harness, 700 
barrels of potatoes. 600 bushels of 
oats, loo tons of hay. all farm mac­
hinery, wagons, sleds, milk business, 
furniture in house; located four anti 
one-half miles from Houlton anti 
this farm is in the best state of culti­
vation; one of the greatest opportu­
nities for raising large acreage of 
potatoes and also is one of the great­
est. stock farms in this locality anti 
will be sold at a great bargain for 
further particulars call or write.
Farm 732, of 400 acres. 200 cleared, 
and balance has large quantity of 
wood ant! lumber. Tilt' buildings are 
house of l 3 rooms, tint* barn !l\so; 
out* !oxr>o, another 40x7.” ; cuts I 2”. 
tuns of hay anti included in this sale 
are four horses and harness, two 
double wagons, two sets of ix,::--sleds, 
long sled, four COWS. 2 two \e.e- u]Us 
two calves and a complete ,.:>i of 
fa rm mm him tv ; le -a: e,; < ■ :■ <> mile
froei p, y- ,\ si nj jm. i ; r>;>i ( o >i < ti le­
nity for someone who wants to plant 
,”u or <;o acres of potatoes and carry 
a lai go stock. Wo will make Hie 
price right.
Farm 594 of I so 
cleared, balance 1
acres, ltd aer-'S 
ms large quantity
of wood and timber and the build­
ings are two houses and twTo barns, 
and included in this sale will be three 
horses and harness; double wagon, 
truck wagon, single wagon, pung. 
long sled, set of bob-sleds, five cows, 
and a complete set of farming mach­
inery; located two and one-quarter 
miles from good market on B & A 
and price for all $6,500
Farm 737, of 1 lit) acres, buildings are 
house, barn and shed; cuts ,40 tons 
of hay, water in house, double wagon, 
set of bob-sleds, new planter. Hoov­
er digger, mowing machine, hay rake 
spring tooth harrow, '2 horse culti­
vator. sulky plow, all small tools, ten 
tons of hay. 100 bushels of oats, 40 
barrels of seed potatoes for the small
price of $4,500
Farm 705, of 147 acres, 142 acres 
cleared, balance wood and lumber, 
buildings are house, stable and two 
barns, cuts 50 tons of hay, nearest 
depot throe miles; included in this 
sale one pair of horses and harness, 
double wagon, set of bob-sleds, pota­
to digger, planter,, sulky plow, culti­
vator, two harrows, slasher hay ted­
der. mowing machine, dump cart 
and all' tools on farm. Price $10,000
Fa m 708, of I SO acres, is three miles 
from Houlton village, about N5 acres 
cleared, balance wood and lumber, 
he tidings an* large house and large 
barn with horse stable and sheds 
( onneeted. Included in this stile is 
live horses and harness, two cows 
one yearling and one calf: • ll the hay 
. m! the grain, two double wagons, 
i wo sets of sleds and a large amount 
of farm machinery, all in good re­
pair. till for $13,500. This is a greed 
(fade. Come .and look it. over at once 
before buying elsewhere.
Fatm 739, of 130 acres. 100 cleared, 
house and two barns, five and one- 
half miles from Houlton. Included
in this sale is six horses, 23 head of 
cattle, harnes, two double wagons, 
two set of sleds, pung and sleigh, 
two sets of s'ugle harness farming 
tools. 50 tons of hay. 800 bushels of 
oats, 7 pigs. Price reasonable.
Farm 741, of 100 acres, 120 cleared, 
buildings art* house and two large 
barns, large woo l shed, wagon house, 
well and ice house, grainery. potato 
house capacity 1.400 barrels, located 
live miles from Houlton; cuts 65 tons 
of hay and the lumber on this farm 
is estimated to he worth $3,000. In- 
hided in this sale is four heavy 
horses, three sets of double harness, 
two double wagons, long sled, set of 
bob-sleds and a complete set of farm 
machinery all in first class condition, 
about 30.000 of shingles. 65 acres 
plowed for crop. Here is one of the 
good ones and for further particu­
lars call or write.
Farm 743, of 156 acres. S5 tillage, 
beside quite a large amount of pas­
turage. The buildings are house and 
barn, garage. Balance of the land is 
w’ood and timber. The stock and 
tools are pair of heavy horses and 
harness, two double wagons, two 
sets of sleds, a complete set of farm­
ing tools, barn is modern with elec­
tric lights and concrete basement. 
One of the finest properties on our 
list. Only four and one-half miles to 
good market. And the price is very 
moderate. $10,500
Farm 745. of 120 acres, buildings are 
house and barns, two and one-half 
miles to market. Price $3,500
Farm 747 of 235 acres. 135 cleared, 
balance wood and timber. Buildings 
are large house, one barn 44x66, one 
30x40, large potato house, electric* 
lights through all the buildings and 
water in all buildings and only three- 
quarters mile to good market, and 
the price will be made right as this 
party w’ants to sell.
We have’many more desirable larms beside what is in this list, and for further
information come to trie office, write or telephone ------
Office 142-W House 203-12
Grant & Gellerson
O Market Square 
« .  '« ■ » <
Over Bernstein’s
I
o
Houlton, Maine O
o<J
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GOVERNMENT TAKES OVER 
WELFARE WORK IN ARMY
Y . M. C. A . and A l l  Organiza­
tions Cease Camp Activities 
November 1st.
York.— In compliance with of 
flei&l orde; from the Government, 
the War Work Council of the Y. M. 
C. A. on Nov. l, transferred its wel- 
tore work activities as conducted in 
the temporary buildings erected dur- 
war times within the camps in 
the continental limits of the United 
States, according to statements just 
Issued here by John S. Tichenor. na­
tional executive secretary for Y. M 
C. A. war work in America.
Ths W ar work Council has request­
ed its 1,300 secretaries conducting ac­
tivities In 593 temporary Y. M. C. A. 
huts in camps throughout the United 
Staten to consider favorably the de 
sire of the Government that they con 
tinue as welfare workers under the 
direction of the War Department 
which tomorrow officially estaDlishes 
its own organisation within the War 
Mhni Division of the General Staff 
*mdor the direction of Major General 
W. G. Haan.
Ih o  Y. M. C. A. also at the request 
df the Government will transfer also 
Without reimbursement its 593 tem­
porary huts within the Aim^ camps 
together with their complete equip- 
it valued at approximately ♦4,500.
1, for oontinued use by ethers am 
This represents a small par 
of the volume of war work that wa 
being carried on by the Y. M. C. A 
aft the time of the signing of th< 
Armistice when it was operating ii 
the United States 1,171 huts w!t! ; 
§,717 secretaries and other employ ; 
eas. In all, the Y. M. C. A. construct ! 
«d 953 buildings in the home camps i 
during the period of the World War j 
aft a cost of $7,768,984.
In a letter addressed to Dr. John ; 
R. Mott, General Secretary of the j 
Y. M. C. A., Secretary of War New­
ton D. Baker, has thanked the As- i
On nr' n'f 1 r x o \  -c i. :U l I I Raff. his i n everyHow to of the yot
ties, who through the war have been 
brought more fully into touch with 
the currents of the life of the world?
Racial problems of North America 
wiil also be considered. Methods will . 
be discussed to make the ministry of lnimediutel> named Quentin in honor
. .. i .: new aspirations i district, defeating Elias 
men o! imal eommun’- .Democratic opponent,
precinct.
To add to the candidate’s happiness, 
a baby boy was added to his family 
this afternoon. The child was
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United Staten 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy
In the matter of 
Hindi )•'. Jackson
Bankrupt
In Bankruptcy
the city Associations more truly com­
munity-wide.
The redefinition of the field and the
of his father’s brother.
Speaking of his election Col.
Roosevelt said: ‘It is a big day for 
reussertion of the distinctive mission my family.
of the Association in the light of the He’s a line boy, Mrs. Roosevelt is 
rise of new agencies, both secular and doing well, and I am elected from my !day of November. A. n., 1919, the said
j Hugh F. Jackson was duiy adjudicated 
bankrupt and that the first
To the creditors of said Hugh F. Jack- 
son of Presque isle in the county of 
Aroostook and District aforsaid, bank­
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th
religious, so as to avoid friction, un- home district to the Assembly. It will _ A
.. . , ,, 1 «,__ . , |  meetlnr
wise duplication of effort and waste be my earnest endeavor to stand fori of creditors will be held at the office of
neinj expenditure, K order I Kdwin Va.il, in Houlton on the 22nd day 
I °f  November, A. D.. 1919. at 10 o'clock 
fearlessly and to aid in the solution , Q'dock in the forenoon, at which
the principles of justice and
of the vital problem of
American Y. M. C. A. Secretaries who sailed for Russia to work with the
A. E. F. there.
Left to right, Front row— F. L. Hall, Newark, N. J.; Geo. W. Garlock, Green­
ville; Dr. J. L. McLiesh. Cincinnati, Ohio; J. Gustav White, San Fran­
cisco; Paul Rowland. Oneonta, N. Y.; Warren L. Sto^e, Kenosha, Wis 
Middle row— H. L. Dunlavy, Salamanca, N. Y.; T. W. Records; H. A. 
Jennison, Tomkinsville, N. Y. Top row—J. E. Vrandegriff, Ottumwa. 
Iowa; H. C. Bobblett, Lock Haven, Pa.; Percy E. Burt, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 
Dr. C. N. Allison, Falls City, Neb; H. M. Shirk, McCallskurg, Iowa.
SON BORN TO ROOSEVELT I readjustment with all that lies m me.
AS HE WINS SEAT ! Col. Roosevelt carried Sea Cliff, his 
By the largest majority ever given {opponent’s home town, by 193 votes, 
a candidate for the New York Assem- Oyster Bay gave the colonel a big ma-
ttme
economic ; the said creditors may attend, prove 
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine 
the bankrupt, and transact such other 
business as may properly come before 
said meeting.
bly Lt.-Col. Theodore Roosevelt was 
elected from the 2d Nassau county
jority and turned out 
celebrating his victory.
enmasse Dated at Houlton, November 5th, 1919.ED W IN  L. VA IL , 
Referee in Bankruptcy.
“Y” CONVENTION 
AT DETROIT
Delegates Coming From 
Parts Of U. S. and 
Canada.
All
New York.—The fortieth annual 
convention of the International Young 
Men’s Christian Associations of North 
America will be held in Detroit from 
November 19th to November in­
clusive./^’he sessions will be held in 
the Arena Gardens on Woodward
gOCtetton for “ the efficient and tire- j Avenue and will be attended by dei- 
Itat effort of the Y. M. C. A. in pro- j egates representing the hundreds of
Tiding for the comfort and well being 
of the men in the Army." The Sec­
retary of W ar also requests the Y. M 
C. A. to continue and enlarge its pro­
gram In permanent Y. M. C. A. build­
ings outside of the camps and to pro 
sMo new buildings as far as needed 
In communities and cities adjacent 
to camps for the service of the men.
Mr. Tichenor stated today; “Th< 
Y. M. C. A. definitely plans to con 
time and extend its servioe to the 
country’s fighting forces. As a re 
suit of its twenty years exponent.
service to Army and Navy men. 
the Association has an effective or­
ganisation and constituency, thus in 
an expanding and -permanent
local Associations throughout the 
United States and Canada.
The convention will be devote! 
chieLy to dealing in a constructive- 
way with large questions of policy. 
Some indication of the lines of ac­
tion to be taken is indicated bv the 
fact that three special commissions 
hav been appointed, one on the 
“Conservation of' the values of the 
War Work.” the so- mid on the “ Re 
hit ion of the V. 1M. C. A. to t! 
Churches’’ and the other on the “Or 
cupution of the Field.”
Ail of th
first-rate and urgent importance” Dr. 
Mott writes in an appeal for the at­
tendance of the leading laymen, of 
the Evangelical laymen at the con­
vention. “ Nothing short of the best 
thought and concerted action of the 
wisest, most trusted and influential 
laymen of all the evangelical forces 
of North America will suffice.”
Some of the questions to be brought 
before the convention through the In­
ternational Committee and the com­
missions already appointed are:
How to assimilate back into all that 
is best in American and Canadian life 
the 4,800,000 young men, who recent­
ly served in the American Army 
and Navy and the 500,000 who consti­
tuted the Canadian Army?
How io stabi'.i'i' the many million 
of men in industry now surging with 
discontent?
N otice  of F i rs t  M eetin g  of C red itors
In the District Court of the United States 
fo"  tin* Northern Division of  the Di s­
trict of  Maine T11 Bankruptcy.
In  mat te r  or
Frank H. Sirnis In Barikruptrv
Bankrupt
To  tile credi tors of  said Frank B. 
Sirnis of  Caribou in the county of  
Aroostook,  and District aforesaid,  bank ­
rupt.
Not ice  is hereby a i\ eti that on tin- at h 
dav  of  November.  A. I 1919, the said
Art you Prepared for the 
Expected thanksgiving Guests
As requested by the Secretary of 
War, the Y. M. C. A. will continue 
Its aervlce to the troops in France, 
Germany, Siberia, the Panama Canal 
Gone, the Hawaiian Islands, the Phil 
tpptne Islands until the Army is in 
a position to undertake this responsi­
bility.
Action somewhat similar to the 
W ar Department has been taken by 
(he Navy Department, according to 
Mr. Tichenor, Secretary of the Navy 
Josephus Daniels, has requested the 
Y. M. C. A. to continue its work with­
in the naval reservations at home un­
til the Navy is ready to take ov< 
the welfare work.
From the Navy Department also, 
has come warm commendation for 
the extensive service rendered by the 
Y. M. C. A. Secretary Daniel- 
writes; “The Navy believes that ■* 
large share of the credit of victory 
should be given your organization fo 
Us work in ministering to the men of 
the Navy aqd feels that the greatest 
compliment, the most sincere expre - 
slon of its regard, lies in the decis­
ion to perpetuate your good work b: 
means of a permanent organizatio 
within the Navy itself.” He not\onc 
expressed the hope that the Y.' M 
C. A. program outside of the Nava' 
reservations should be continued am 
enlarged, but he also desires to per 
petuate in the /welfare work within 
the Navy the peculiar genius of th 
Y. M. C. A. in its service to men and 
boys, and will order Navy welfare 
and morale officers to keep in touch 
with the Y. M. C. A. methods.
Permanent buildings of the Army 
and Navy Y. M. C. A. which will 
continue to operate, Include the fol 
lowing: Brooklyn Navy Yard, N. Y. 
Newport, R. I.: Norfolk, Va.; Chiu 
lestown Navy Yard, Boston, Mass 
Vallejo, Cal.; at the Presidio, Sa 
xrancisco, California; at Bremerton 
Washington, D. C.; at Ports Monroe 
Slocum, Jay, TiWen. Hamilton, Han 
«ock and Leaven worth; and at Hon 
data, Hawaii and Port William Mr 
Klnley, Philippine Islands. The Y. V 
C. A. will continue Its vented build 
lags In Philadelphia, San Francisco 
and Shanghai, China. Other building 
will be provided at numerous point 
In dries adjacent to Army camps and 
Naval stations according to the nev 
plans of the Y. M. C. A.
Th f catent of the Y. M. C. A. wa' 
time service to men of the Army and 
Navy within tbs oonfttasntal limits 
of the United States Is Indicated by 
the following figures, from the be 
AN— of the war to September 30 
3919* **- ---------  .........
Frank B. Sinks was duly adjudicated 
commissions include in bankrupt,  and that t l i »  tit at meet ing  Of
his credi tors wil l  be held at the olhee of  
Kdwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the  22ml  
clay of  November.  A. I If*!:*, at P> o 'clock 
in the forenoon at which t ime  the said 
credi tors  n a y  attend,  prove tlnur claims 
appoint a trustee,  e xamine  the bankrupt 
and transact such other business as may 
proper ly  come before said meet i tm
Dated at Ihndlotl, November at!). I!'!1'.
K D W T N  L. V A 11..
Heferec in Bankruptcy
Not ice of F i r s t  Meet ing of Credi tors
In tile D i v r i e t  t ' ourt  o f  the I ' m t e d  S ’ a a -  
f or  tiie X o r tn e t t .  D iv i s i on  of  the Dt - -  
triet of Maine. In B.-ittkt-" t 
Fit the  m a t t e r  of
Lemuel H Hay den In I hi id. i i:pt r •
I >a nkrupt
T o  the e -edd . e - .  -U ■-aid l . e ium i II 
Hayden o f  I ’resqt ie  Isie in tin- count  . ,,f
Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt 
N o !  ice is Ic.-t-eh;. uivei i  t ha * I n the .Ml: 
day of November, A.D.. HU1.', tin- said L e m ­
uel H. Hay deli was duly adjudicated bank­
rupt and that the l'.rst meet  itm of  c r e d i to r s  
will lie held at the  oMiee Ivluin I,. Vai i .  in 
Houlton on the 22nd day of N o v e m b e r .  
A. D.. 1919. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon 
at. which time tin- said creditors may a t ­
tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus­
tee. examine the bankrupt and transact 
such other business as may properly 
come before said meet ins.
Dated at Hottton, November Ml). 1919 
KDWIN L. VAIL.
Referee in Bankruptcy .
their membershi n mr:i prominent in
va i’iou - line.s of business and in the
puTessjions. T in iirst named i.-
h -acted by .loseuth T. Ailing of Koch-
IVti.T, 0 Die Li. ivi ( A.ling and Co: . y.
j ap v manufuctui er.u The s' co:. i
co missi on has ft)• its chairman, \V
Douglas Mack e’'l V. of Hartford.
Connoctrent, the P’-osideut of Hart-
ford Theological Seminary. The com
mission on the *•Occupation of the
Field” is under t! :<> chairmanship of
I.. A. Crossett. o'f Boston, the she'*
manufacturer, wlu> served as a .«;>*••
cut coniunissior.e■r of the War \Voru
( f-u’tcil of the Y M. C. A. to Prance
in 11)17. Assoc ia; eit with Mr. Ci-os.seu
as vice-•chai. mu! i of the commission
i: Cyril 1!. MeC<trmich of Chicago.
th*' pyosident >f the Internationa:
Han e,-;.er Ccm’ iiill y.
Dr. .Jt>hn Ii. -M' A!:, general secretary
of the International Committee of Y. 
M *'■ A. Associations, regards this con­
vention as the most important in the 
annul- of the Association.
• in all the history of the Young 
TV :-.’. Christian A. —elation, through 
out its three-qmr :?rs of a century, 
there never has l ' “n held an assem- 
- , , tl“ - many issues of
Is your dinner set or your table china just what you desire? 
A visit to Perry’s China Department will reveal the largest 
and most carefully selected stock ever shown in Houlton, 
with many beautiful and novel pieces that would add 
much to your table.
Dinner Sets in semi-Porclain and China, priced from $40 
to $75, handsomely decorated— many different patterns, 
“Haviland”, “Minton”, and “Nippon” designs and 
decorations.
“Royal Doulton” and Pickards hand painted China in a 
great variety. Glassware, Pitchers and Tumblers in cut 
glass, etched patterns and plain, large assortment. We 
also carry a large stock of the old reliable English White- 
ware. Odd shaped China Pieces in Nippon and Royal 
Doulton, Window Boxes .etc*. Silverware, Sterling Silver. 
Rogers and Community Plate to brighten up the table. 
One of those Thompson Water Color framed^ Pictures 
might put just the finishing touch on your room, we have 
a good line of subjects to select from.
\ isil our store, look over our stock, you may find the very 
ihing you have long desired. Remember it is no trouble 
to show our line you will not be urged to buy
J. 1). Perrv
The Old Reliable .Jewelrv Store
I C A U G H T  W IT H  THE G O O D S I
Mstles of First Mooting of Creditors
Is  tho District Court of the United States 
for tho Northern Division o f the Dis­
tr ict of Maine. In Bankruptcy, 
la  tho matter of
W alter B. Lovely | In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
To the creditors of said Walter B. 
Lovely  of Castle Hill in the county 
sf Aroostook, and District aforesaid, 
Notice Is herby given that on the 7th 
gay  of November, A. D., 1919, the said 
Water fc. Lovely was duly adjudicated 
bankrupt; and that the first mooting of 
creditors will bo hold at tho office of 
Edwin L. Vail, o f Houlton on the 29th day 
• f  November, A. D., 1919, at 10 o’clock 
In tho forenoon at which time tho said 
credit ore may attend, prove their claims, 
a trustee, examine tho bank- 
amd transact such other business as 
properly eome before said mooting.
Dated at Houlton. November 7th, 1919. 
■DWIN L. VAIL,
Referee In Bankruptcy. I
W e  M u s t  S e l l  O u r  S u i t s
Do You Want 
a Su i t
* ?
Come and 
Get One
Variety
Style
Value
Service
Having over purchased our Falland Winter stock of Ladies 
and Misses Suits, we are determined to sell them at
at reduced prices
We have on hand about 75 Suits which must be sold this
M ONTH
Materials are high— labor is high— Merchandise of all 
kinds is high, but YOU CAN SAVE MONEY on a purchase 
of one of these Suits— OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAIN
We Have Reduced the Prices
$75.00 Suits to be sold for $57.50
55.00 Suits to be sold for 37.50
45.00 Suits to be sold for 29.50
35.00 Suits to be sold for 23.75
and other similar good values
The Suits are made of the best cloths consisting of Velours, 
Tricotines, Oxfords, Serges, Silvertones, Poplins, etc.
All the Newest Colors
J O E B E R  N  S T
Ladies G arm ents----
E I N
I
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MtfUS FOR MAINE SOLDIERS
the NextBMI to be Presented to 
Legislature
NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
C c i d e r a t  on by Grange V/orke ; i ’.Vhat ; National Syst
.V ;; ':nfr ' ' Grange wo: -ters, to the Farrr
CO.): ’ :S , t
ing dates. 
’ t
population with the adjoin
will  i .can
No matter what will come before 
the special session of the legislature, 
nothing when it meets will be of more 
wMe-spread interest than the resolve 
and bill presented by Rep. Garcelon of 
Aiihnrn to provide a bonus for Maine 
soldiers and sailors who served in the 
war with Germany
These measures are of great im­
portance. This interest and impor­
tance is not confined to those men
who will receive financial benefit, . , „  ^ , , .without reference to the electorate.
from the enaction of such laws. Lveiy , ^he Maine legislature has not such
home owner and home renter in the j power. Before the legislature of this
State has a vital interest. At this ! State can issue a bond for a single
time general knowledge of the pro-
eallo.l in Washington to ( onsid-. r the With this system the farmers will 
question of the national highway | have available many markets and it
It is for this reason that the general.. . .. . . 4 . system, as is generally set forth m the
idea of those who understand State - . . .
and city finances feel that the way to
provide this bonus is to issue bonds
for the purpose.
Issuing bonds is something more of 
a proposition for the State of Maine :tho National Grange, 
than merely going out and ordering a 
job of printing. In this respect Maine 
differs from those other states whic h : Grange, 
have voted bonuses to their soldiers 
and sailors. In those states the 
legislature has the bond issuing power
Townsend Bill, and the benefits which 
would be derived from this measure4, 
the following were present:
Prof.
Mr.L J. Taber, Master. Ohio State
visions of these bills, which were 
submitted to the consolidated com­
mittees at their meeting this week, 
Is limited. As a result of this, the 
question is frequently heard: Why 
will they submit this matter to a 
referendum? Why not either vote to 
pay the bonus and do so or refuse to? 
The answer to these queries is: Such 
a course is necessary to finance the 
bonus. In this matter the same course 
must be followed as was taken in the 
matter of financing the building of 
good roads In Maine.
It is true that it would be possible 
for the legislature to provide for the 
payment of these bonuses immediate­
ly, or in a comparatively short time 
after the special session shall have
Mr. William Giles, representing Mr. 
S. ,J. Lowell, Master .New York State 
Grange,
Mr. B. John Black, Master Mary­
land State Garange.
Mr. W. H. Havens, Master. New 
dollar it must have the authority of a j jersey State* Grange, 
vote of the people. That was why the f D N’eedham. Master Kansas State 
people of Maine were asked in Septem- j 
her to pass upon the question of I 
issuing bonds with which to build
adjourned. To- do so, however, would (general election or at a pecial election 
wark great hardships on many. It j called for the second Monday of 
would make hardships it is feared, j September in the year between general
which would more than offset the j 
goad it would do those who were to ( 
benefit under it. This is, strictly
bond issue. A bond issue would
provide the money, yet make no per­
ceptible increase in the Sta» ■ tax, 
w h b i n  ; world result in m-
great advance in local taxation ei­
ther in Lewiston-Auburn or elsewhere. IIUCOHUU wt iiwvav***!** ,
will he possible for him to transport 
his materials quickly and cheaply 
from his farm in different directions 
to the point of consumption or delivery 
at the least cost. The increased value 
\. (\ Atkeson. representing ( in all farm lands and the many
advantages that will he derived fromIj such a plan will more than pay for the 
! cost of this improvement. The cities 
and towns will necessarily have to pay 
quite a large percentage of the cost of 
these roads.
Senator Townsend gives Object of Bill
Li the* afternoon the delegation 
called on Senator Townsend, ( ’hair- 
man of the Committee on Post Offices 
and Post Roads of the Senate, who 
iProduced the Townsend Bill, (S. 1G09) 
and discussed the provisions of this 
hill with th** Senator. The Senator 
briefly stated that the object of the 
Townsend Bill was to build a national 
system of highways connecting all 
parts of the country together and 
forming a backbone with which the1 
states and counties could connect, and 
build out into the farming areas and 
market centers of the country. The 
necessity of-the highways connecting 
the different states with each other 
and the country as a whole is of prime 
importance, and will serve many 
economic needs and be a great 
stimulant to the states and counties in 
developing their highways.
National H ighw ay System to 
Encourage and Increase 
Federal Aid.
The Senator said, also, he believed 
by the establishment of the national 
highway system Gongress would he 
more inclined to extend and enlarge 
Federal Aid as to assist the States 
and counties in connecting theft’ 
systems with the1 National system, 
thereby making the entire road plan 
more effective and of greater use to
'legislature, if it follows the suggestion time
highways and to construct the Port­
land pier.
This being the constitutional law 
of Maine, and a bond issue being the 
logical way in which to provide the 
money for the bonus, then the legisla­
ture at its special session must adopt 
a resolution submitting an amendment 
to the constitution providing for such 
issue of bonds to the people. The
Grange,
Mr. John ( ’ . Ketcham 
Michigan State1 Grange,
Mr. S. M. Williams, 
Federal Highway Council 
Mr. H. G. Shirley, 
Federal Highway Council,
Provisions of the Townsend  
Discussed
The general provisions of 
Townsend Bill were gone into
Master
Chairman,
Secretary,
Bill
the
and
that
people will then pass upon this
amendment at the general election in discussed as to the benefits 
September, 1920. would be derived from such a system
Why not call a special session and:and especially what benefit such a
have an early decision? asks someone.
Again the constitutional law of this 
State interferes. The constitution 
provides that these amendments 
must be voted upon either at the
election. A special session cannot be 
called.
There is the entire situation. The
plan would be to the farmers of the 
country.
Increased usage of Roads.
It was pointed out that the use of 
the roads had increased from 600 to 
800 per cent in the past 12 years, due 
to the change in the vehicle used and 
the motor covering a greater range 
and a longer distance in a shorter
as well as the great increase n
speaking, a matter of financial nee- 0 utlined at the conferences held in , . , . . . .^  “  ouumeu ai me im u t iu R w  travel due to increased population am
essity. Augusta the early part of the present
If the course of immediate pay- ; week, will he taking the only course
the i "'kit.‘h it can to provide this bounty
without working undue hardships on 1 way
r
meat, rather than reference to 
people, be adopted, then the amount 
of the bonus would have to be made 
by a direct tax levied upon the prop­
erty of Maine in 1920. To show what 
this would mean it is necessary to 
use some illustrative figures.
The Dollars and Cents of It
all the people of the State.
The Garcelon Measures.
At this time about all that is known 
of the Garcelon measures, as the two 
measures which the Auburn represen­
tatives presented the consolidated 
committees at Augusta are known is
changed condition. A large portion of 
the traffic over the main trunk high- 
is through-traffic from o t l c r  
states ;md should fie taken care of fiy 
the Government and not by the states, 
counties and local communities.
Cost of Bad Roads.
There are at present something Jik<
2,r>en,tM)U miles of unimproved load: on: III! lea i ',1 ’
According to figures of the seen1-j that they provide a bonus for $100 and due to their had condition: art
tary of the Maine department of the ; each, for service men and. also, refer 
American Legion there were 29.289 j the matter to the people to be voted 
Maine men in service during the war. j upon in September. 1920.
The proposed bonus is $100 per man. j Tim first, measure which Mr. Gar- 
This is the amount which the legion at j celon offered was a resolve submit- 
the Bangor convention voted to ask j Ung to the voters of Maine an 
the legislature to give. This shows amendment to the constitution au- basis and separated into a 
that the amount which the State ' thorizing the issuance of bonds not (.oini)()StMi ()f National. Stah 
pay to soldiers and sailors will be ; to exceed $3,000,000 in value for the
costing the country for transportation 
of produce and supplies from one-half 
to three-quarters of a billion dollars 
annually, and further the roads of the 
country should fit1 put on a business
system 
( 'omit v
approximately $3,000,000.
Maine's total valuation according to 
the figures of the State assessors is j ^he war with Germany.
and Township highways.
$577,442,529. To raise the sum of $3.- 
000,000 from this property would 
necessitate a tax rate of practically 
5 2-10 mills. This would be In addi­
tion to the rate which has already 
been fixed to provide the money for 
State expenditures for that year. 
Perhaps that does not mean any­
thing to you. It will when you un­
derstand that this course would mean
purpose of paying a bonus to soldiers 
and sailors from the State who served Approximate Number of Miles
National System
national svstem shouldj The second measure is a hill which 
j provides for issuing these bonds in 
j the event that the amendment is 
(adopted; also for the payment of a 
! bonus to each soldier and sailor of 
| $100, with the provision that men who ing approximately l.Mto.uoi 
j served less than three months do not 
j receive such bonus.
The exemption of the less than three
The y  consi-t 
of about Go.uoo miles; the state sys­
tem, 260.000 miles and the county and 
township systems. 300.000 miles, fi-av-
miles of
earth roads that will have to fie drain­
ed. dragged and kept in fair condition.
that the tax rate In Lewiston would months service men is in accordance 
be Increased exactly that much; ttaae " ith the vote adopted at the meeting 
is, instead ot a tax rate of 27 mills in 01 the state Convention of the Amen- 
that city in 1920-providing it can bo j <an Leaion at Bane ° r <" September.
retained at the same figures as pre . rather than the personal idea of Mr.
vailed In 1919— It would be 22 2-10 mills Garcelon or members of the legislature. 
This additional State tax which I this connection it is interesting to 
Lewiston would have to pay in m o  i mention that Representative Garcelon. 
would be approximately. $116,442.62. ■" » °  is o service man. is commander 
In Auburn it would be. approximately « ! the Auburn post of the American 
$«S.726.21. These amounts would be, iegton. "h o  Is now a member ot the 
It must be kept in mind. In addition legislature, and the o n l y  member o f  
te the amount of State tax which the legion In Maine who is a member 
these cities must pay anyway. of the Legislature. His two measures
. , .. . are the official measures of
Still another way to make this T . ., , . . ,. . . American Legion s Maine department,
clear is to take the case of the in­
dividual who owns a home. A The resolve Proposing an amend- 
home in Lewiston is valued, say. at ment t0 the f i^ U o n  will, undoubtedly
$3,000. The taxes on this property be sent to tlle people' 11 may ,)0 
the present year were $71. Add this deemed wise by the Legislature at 
5 2-10 mills to it and the tax in 1920 special session nohto enact the hill,
would be in excess of $100. i t0 refer jt to the next legislature.
i This Is merely a possibility. The only 
Bond Issue Meets Situation j reason for such a course would he
The foregoing is the result which j that by so doing it would prevent the
would obtain were the bonus to be possibility of any question arising as 
paid in any other way than by a to the legally of the bonds.
County System to be Built  in Zones
County and township systems to he 
built in zones leading from the rail­
road stations and the market centers 
out into the farming districts to the 
farms and connecting up with t in­
state and national systems at tin- 
most advantageous points. The state 
system to connect the county seats and 
the principle cities with the national 
system. The national system to consist 
of not less than two or more than 
four main trunk highways thru tin- 
state. two running generally north 
£jie and south, and two running generally 
east and west, connecting up huge
1 0 9
years
is the proud record of suc­
cess that belongs only to
JOHNSON’S 
Anodyne liniment
A doctor's famous prescrijition— internal 
and external use — for Couchs. Colds, Sore 
Throat, Orippe, B r o n c h i t i s .  Tonsilitis, 
('ramps. Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc. A 
Kate, sure and satisfying a n o d y n e  that 
soothes, heals and st4 >ps pain.
® V E R - A C ! D f T Y
of the stomach has upset many a 
night’s rest. If your stomach is acid- 
disturbed, dissolve two or three
Kl-MOIDS
on the tongue before retiring and en­
joy refreshing deep. The purity and
goodness of Ki-moida guaranteed by
SCOTT & BOWNE 
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
______________________________19-2A
on ttw* •object of shortbread, so 
popular with Scotch und English 
-folk.
“But, good as was the old-fas): 
ioned kind,” remarked our hostess 
4*it was so extremely rich that tin 
heavy taste lingered lon^ after eat 
ing ___
“Well,” said Betsy, “ tfiore’s noth 
lug like that about the shortbreat 
we have at qur house-—Lornn i >oo.n 
Biscuit I
squares that come air cm 
and ready to serve, any time
*‘I was talking to mother abomj 
them only the other j l
•ays that Lorua I___
all the a p p e t ix i^ ^ ^  E a t
fashioned 
enough 
good
ness nnd freshness, however, are not 
the only inatures tfiut recommend 
fhem. A still greater consideration 
the fact that National Biscuit 
ompany products obviate the neces- 
ily for mixing and I akin:: at fionie. 
ml any worn, u v,ho lias .'■pent a 
of her time in tile 
ng even for a small fa in­
ly knows the comfort, ollicicncy aiul 
oofiomy of buying these uniformly 
-to-servl* 11m ducts.'’
ht was say-
rig to me hist week," remarked 
tetsy. “ She told me that it was 
ong ago when the kitchen 
ich of her time that 
et a chance to 
___ d to really
l o r n a  d o o n e  Biscuit '^^ jy^ .s^ th c
and learn what a dainty bite they make i,ak.
"Min
with their wonderful shortbread flavor and just- 
enough richness. Serve fruit with them and learn 
what real shortcake is.
The name LO R N A  DOONE  
is on every biscuit.
Sold by the pound and in the 
famous In-er-scal Trade M a r k  
package.
•r
Urn. 
tlcularf 
that he 
wants them7 
as If he stood 
Am  oven door.”
“Yes, that’s the beauty or ai 
Rational Biscuit Company product •» j isfl 
— they are always ready— night and m 
day— and always fresh. Their read!-1 til
NATIONAL BISCUIT 
COMPANY
Uneeda Biscuit
The Restful Tea
SAVES SUGAR
S teeped  properly , 5 to 7 , n ever m ore 
th an  7 m in u tes  - S erved  a t once, you 
will be privileged to enjoy a tea deli­
cacy, the  flavor of w hich is so good, 
you will en joy  it without su g ar - and  
save sugar. 3 51 <>
Your dealer tells and recommends 
T and K Formosa Oolong and India 
T and K Orange Pekoe Ceylon
m « .v . w; on t
GASOLINE TAKEN
FROrt NATURAL GAS
Mt :•: tl: 210 ities u 1 towns in
Li 1 l nifi .. - t a i . . with
natural gas, which is furnished to 
domestic consumers at rates that 
should arouse the envy of those 
consumers of artificial gas who have 
to pay about a dollar a thousand cubic 
feet. The average price per thousand 
cubic feet charged to domestic con­
sumers of natural gas in the United 
States in J 917 was about 30 cents. The 
average price charged to manufactur­
ers was less than 12 cents.
Most of the towns and cities sup­
plied with natural gas are in New 
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Vir­
ginia. Kansas. Oklahoma and Cali- 
fornia. In Ohio 872,000 domestic con­
sumers were supplied in 1917, in Penn­
sylvania 4SO,Oe<). in California, 239,000, 
in Kansas 188,000, in New York 164,000 
in West Virginia 129,000. and in 
Oklahoma 95,000. The industrial con­
sumers. by whom the gas is used for 
manufactures or for generating power, 
use twice as much gas as the domestic 
consumers.
During the present century the value 
of the natural gas used in the United 
States has risen annually without 
break from $27,000,000 to $142,000,000 
and is still rising.
A report on “Natural Gas and 
Natural Gas Gasoline in 1917” by John 
D. Northrop, just published by the 
United States Geological Survey, De­
partment of the Interior, gives 
statistics of the production and con­
sumption of natural gas and sketches 
the condition of the industry in 25 
states. It gives also statistics con­
cerning gasoline made from natural 
gas in that year.
The recovery of gasoline front 
natural gas has now become a large 
industry, which contributes materially 
to the supply of motor fuels. Experi­
ments in the conversion of natural gas 
to gasoline were made as early as 1903 
; but experiment did not give way to 
, commercial production until about
1910 The growth of the industry since 
that year has been remarkable. In
1911 there were in operation 176 plants 
which produced about 7,400,000 gallons 
of raw gasoline from natural gas. In 
1917, only six years later, there were 
866 plants, which produced nearly 218.- 
000.000 gallons. Prior to 1916 most of 
the gasoline recovered from natural 
gas was derived from casing-head gas 
obtained from oil wells, by methods 
involving compression and condensa­
tion, but from year to year an increas­
ingly large proportion of the annual 
output of natural-gas gasoline has been 
1 recovered by the absorption process.
1 which has now been applied not only 
to “wet” gas from oil wells but also 
to so-called “dry" gas, which occurs 
independent of oil and constitutes the 
. main supply of natural gas. Dry gas 
| cannot be profitably converted into- 
gasoline by compression.
TAKE A BOTTLE TO CAMP
An Old Family  
Doctor's Favorite 
Prescription
FOR EMERGENCIES
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good for 
Insect Bites. Nothing better for 
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc. 
An all around remedy. Sold Every­
where. No poisons or opiates
passagt- ot Townst-nd Bill, except that 
Hit1 Federal Highway Commission
would fit- sii Its? it u)i-d tor the Secretary 
ot Agriculture in tin- execution and 
carrying o;n of the law.
From tin- 'Andy made of the Tmvn- 
:;i ,id Bill and a t-ov migge-qed amend- 
n, -ni 0 i: i 4 field » . ,1 t fiat such plan
'tumid fie firnunhf Into existence so 
Fmt tfie read-; ot tin- nation, state, 
enmity and township can fie developed 
along logical lines in the most
For Your Health’s Sake
EAT MORE BREAD
Make it ;in Your 
own home with
W i l l i a m  
T ell
F L O U R
and be sure o f finest 
flavor and greatest 
food value
S O LD  BY A L L  D E A L E R S
RICLEY:
c a package
before the war
c a package
do ing the war
c a package
NOW
a
5
THE FLAVOR LASTS 
SO DOES THE PRICE!
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TANLAC DID MORE GOOD
THAN ALL ELSE
Feels Young and Active Again, Eats 
H eartily  and Sleeps Soundly 
First Tim e In Months
‘ l feel like getting out there in the 
street and out running any man in 
town,’^  said Earle Wyman, of Winn, 
Maine, while in Babcock’s Drug Store 
in Lewiston. Me., recently. Mr. Wyman 
is assistant to the head clerk of the 
American Realty Co., a lumber firm 
which operates all over Maine and 
New Hampshire. Continuing, he said: 
“I have been badly out of shape all 
this year. My stomach was all out of 
order and 1 had indigestion of the 
worst kind and I frequently had sharp, 
aching pains. I also had a drowsy 
feeling and my head did not seem clear 
when I woke up in the morning.
"It looked like everybody in town 
was talking Tanlac and, as I heard so 
many people talking about it, I de­
cided to give it a trial I bought a 
bottle and it did just what you said 
it would do. It helped me right 
from- the start, and I feel better than 
1 have felt for years. My appetite is 
good and I now can eat anything I 
Wish without dreading any bad effects 
My head seems clear and l no longer 
have that drowsy feeling, because I 
am no longer bilious and constipated 
like I used to be. When 1 go to bed 
at night I can sleep like a log all night 
long. I feel fine, and feel as young 
and active as when I was a boy. You 
are at liberty to publish my statement 
as I think every man, woman and 
child should know about this medi-: 
cine.”
Commenting on the foregoing state- j 
mont, the Tanlac representative said: i 
‘People who suffer from indigestion j 
aa a general rule also suffer from 
constipation and biliousness. T h e1 
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels j 
are the most important organs of.the! 
body. If you keep them in order, you ! 
will probably remain well. When they 
get out of order your entire system 
fills up with poison and you suffer! 
various Ills.
"Tanlac being purely vegetable. | 
acts in a safe and wholesome manner j 
as a result of the natural medicinal 
action of the herbs and roots of which 
it is composed. Tanlac is not a 
purgative like many other medicines. : 
but is a powerful reconstructive tonic 
which builds up the system and tones 
up the vital organs so as to enable 
them to perform their proper functions 
as nature intended, and relieves and 
overcomes biliousness and habitual 
constipation in this way.”
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Mun- 
ro’s West End Drug Store, Island Falls 
by S. R. Crabtree. Fort Kent by Stan­
ley Burrill.— Advt.
much of the success of this popular 
hotel.
Funeral services were' conducted by 
Rev. Henry C. Speed in the private 
parlor of the hotel on Wednesday 
afternoon and the bereaved husband 
and father left with the body on the 
evening train for North Adams where 
anotheh service was held on Friday 
morning in the First Baptist church 
of which she was a member. In that 
city she was horn and educated and 
fourteen years ago this month was 
married to Mr. Lanoue whom she had 
known since childhood.
The sympathy of many will go out to 
these lonely men as they return to 
what had been a very happy home. 
The following words by Susan Cool- 
idge revealed Mrs. Lanoue’s faith:
"If L were told that 1 must die to­
morrow.
That the next sun 
Which sinks, should bear me past 
all fear and sorrow. I
For anyone. !
All the fight fought, all the short | 
journey through.
What should I do?
1 do not think that I should shrink i 
or falter,
But just go on i
Doing my work, nor change nor 
seek to alter ,
Aught that is gone.
But rise, and move, and love, and 
smile and pray. ,
For one more day.
And laying down at night for a 
last sleeping.
Say in that ear
Which hearkens ever: "Lord with­
in Thy keeping 
Howshould I fear
And when to-morrow brings Thee 
nearer still.
Do Thou Thy will.
I might not sleep for awe.
peaceful, tender,
My soul would lie 
All that night long, and when 
morning splendour 
Flushed o'er the sky.
1 think that 1 could smile, and 
calmly say.
“ It is His day.”
W an ted — Female help for housework, 
ward work and laundry work. I* nil 
niaintainanee, comtortable quarters. 
Address Hartford Hospital. Hart lord 
Conn. 4-1 <>p
Watson Hall is available for suppers.
entertainments. etc. lor those 
desiring conveniences of every 
description. Apply to Rev. 11. Scott 
Smith. Tel. 217-12 44,5
! For Sale— A few  second hand double
windows, also some that could be 
used to screen a piazza, size ol 
glass 15x30 and 10x17. Call at 70 
Court St. mornings. 140p
Houlton during the past week and 
proved a success.
Manager Churchill of the Temple 
Theatre says that any attraction under 
Mr. Dimock's managment is stamped 
O. K. and if the two entertainments 
already given are the standard of 
quality, he must he right in his state­
ment.
CL A S S I F I E D  ADS CLASS I F I ED  ADS
For Sale-
Apples.
-W e a l th y  and
Phone 411-3.
Alexander
140p
Newest novelties in snappy
millinery now at Sincock's.
w inter  
14 f> j)
You get quick returns from OSGOODS
Four Man Jewelry Repair Shop.
W an ted — Position as housekeeper by
capable woman. Inquire at TIMES 
Office. I46p
Mr. Basford will tune your piano if 
you will leave your order at any of 
the music stores.
A snow storm in Flordia or a disatisfi-
ed customer at Osgoods is a rariety.
Per rent, two connected furnished
looms at Si .Military street. Mrs. H. 
C. Thomas. 24A
W anted— A boarding home for a girl
eight years old. Address Box 515, 
Carilmu, Me.
Buy Ladies Bracelet Watches of
Osgood. Large Stock and the lowest 
prices in town.
For sale— One heavy work horse, at a 
great bargain. Inquire of Jeremiah 
Hurley. Calais Road. 246p
Wood for sale, good hard wood 4ft.
and 16 in. lengths. John Patten, 
Hight St., Phone 121-11 438
CLASS I F I ED  ADS
Call n Jackins &. Jackins if anything
wanted in Real Estate.
Have your engraving done at Osgoods.
Two engravers at your service.
Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
old Merritt mills. Telephone 470 
W. E. Carr, Prop.
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office 
for any machine.
A shipment of Ladies Leather Coats
$16 to $20 for this week only at Mrs. 
Nora Tabers, Highland Ave. 146p
Dent buy Christmas Jewelry Gifts
until you have seen Osgoods large 
assortment of UP-TO-the Minute 
Hoods.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
At the inter-denominational Sunday 
School Convention to he held in the 
Houlton Free Baptist Church on 
Wednesday of I his week from 2-5 P. 
M. The following will give addresses: 
Mr. Wesley J. Weir. Portland, the 
State S. S. Secretary will speak on 
the subject: Reconstruction Versus 
Preservation, and will also conduct a 
questionaire.
The Rev. J. W. Brown. I). 1). a 
Sunday School specialist will give an 
address on “The Demands of the Time ’
The Rev. Thomas Whiteside will
Wanted, a man to do chores and take
care of stock. Must be a good milker
Apply to TIMES office or call 333-W j ---- ------ ------------------- -------------------
246 Pd. ! W anted Woman, Cook’s Assistant and 
second girl at Aroostook Hospital. 
Good home for right party. At 
Aroostook Hospital. 43tf
Wanted Driving Horse for its keeping
for the winter. Best of care. In­
quire of Frank G. Lowry. 69 North 
Street. 145p
Talk about Oysters, whether in the
shell or in bulk.—The Bar Harbor 
Sea Food Co. have them FRESH 
every day. The sweet luscious kind.
W anted— Young women between the
age of 18 and 30 to train in general 
Hospital. For particulars apply to 
Supt. Barrett Hospital. Westbrook. 
Maine. 345.
Three furnished rooms to let, hot w ater
heat. 7 minutes from Post Office. 
Mrs. M. Murray, Tel. 18-12 46tf
Osgoods is the only shop in Aroostook
employing fouf expert workmen 
and they are busy day and evening.
When you need :a new tire  o r inner
tube for your Ford car call oa D. J- 
Pond, Harness Maker, Union Sq., 
End of Bridge. 4$if
Maple Spring Water it Being Used by 
many people at this aeaaon of the 
year. Leave your orders at the 
TIMES Oflce.
i A new line of shirt waists, in Georgette
j and Voils also a shipment of gloves 
at Mrs. Nora Tabers, Highland Ave.
146p
Public stenography and bookkeeping
done by Alda Greeley, formerly 
Commercial Instructor at Beals 
Business College, Bangor. Room 4 
Frisbie Block or telephone 143W
44tf
FARM FOR SALE
100 acre farm 1 VL> miles from B. &
A. Station Houlton, under the very
best cultivation free from rocks; cut
75 tons of hay; raised 1000 bushels
, mi. o i e Tinchpr'i! I oats; 1500 bbl. potatoes this year, sneak on Tho Sunclny Sc hool lOcu nGi s | * . * ,hpeuH uu oni*ut j Good well in yard 148 feet deep;
Preparation. small house; barn 40x90 feet with two
The Rev. C. H. Speed, the County ! sheds. 40x20; horse stable; all kinds
Save Money making your cloth work­
ing gloves on home sewing machine, 
using discarded wearing apparel for 
material. Copyrighted patterns with 
full instructions 25c Hillside Mfg. 
Co.. Dept. H, Augusta. Maine. 45
S. S. President will speak.
There will he reports from 
various Sunday Schools, Music 
devotional exercises.
the
and
hut
the
W. C. T. U.
A very successful termination to 
the W. C. T. U. membership drive was 
a reception to the new members held 
on Thursday (‘veiling. Nov. 6th at tho 
ladies’ parlor of the M. E. Church. 
Owing to snow and mud only about 
20 of tho 62 new members were 
present all of whom put on the little 
how of white as they stood in lint* 
and rereived cordial greetings from 
other members of the H. C. T C.
Real Estate For Sale
No. 142 7 room house on Riverside
Street, electric lights, water and sew 
ej-; this house is double boarded all 
around and must be warm: good cel­
lar and shed, good lot. Price right.
No. 143 7 rooms and room for hath
with tlush. good cellar, nice lot and 
on good Street small Barn. Price on­
ly $2,250,
No. 141 7 room house, hath, electric
lights, furnace, set tubs, porch all 
screened in. screens for all windows, 
storm windows and door, nice cement
wall cellar, hardwood 
Xme lot 5 L.xl2 rods, 
nice home.
.1ST 1 15 acre 
15 acres pasture, barn 
basement, cellar under 
l.onu barrel.- potatoes.
Iloors, alt hrough. 
(hii age. This i-
erv
AO. farm, 75 ( leaned, 
30x4 u with good 
house, bolus 
Spring water
of fanning tools: manure spreader, 
Reaper and Binder, two Mowing ma 
; chines, two Horse Rakes, two Sulky 
I Plows, two Wheel Cultivators, two 
! Spade Plows, two Horse Hoes, two 
I Hand Plows. Hoover Digger, Robbins 
| Planter and Seeder for grain and seed 
jalso three Disk Harrows and four 
Spring Tooth Harrows. Anyone look­
ing for a good farm handy town with 
a good mrkef this is your chance 
About 50 acres ready for potatoes and 
grain next year. Telephone or write.
has. H. Berry. Houlton, Maine. Price 
512,000 including all the above named 
machinery.REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
We have just had placed in our 
hands one of the finest and best mod­
ern up-to-date properties in Houlton. 
Located on the best Street and with 
extra large lot of land 115x248 feet. 
Houee 2U story. 13 rooms al finished, 
bath room, electric lights, broad ver­
anda in front, cement cellar, wood and 
coal furnace, tine stable. Their is no* 
a better located or more substantial 
piece of property in Houlton and the 
owner for best reasons is anxious to 
nuke an immediate sale and have 
made a remarkable price with that
Is there a silent piano in the home?
I have a player which will fit any 
piano, with a large number of 
selected records, which I will sell at 
a sacrifice. Apply to Dr. C. E. 
Williams. 271-W
Piano Lessons— Experienced teacher,
very successful with children and 
beginners. Hour lessons at student's 
domicile $1.(»0. Address communica­
tion to I). L. Richards. Pianist, 
Temple Theatre, Houlton, Maine.
245p.
Battery Owners I am now located at
64 High Street where I am equip­
ping to take care of a large number 
of Auto Starting Batteries. Both 
W< t and Dry Winter Storage. I so­
li' it your patronage and promise yoi. 
a square deal and the full benefit 
of my long experience in this line 
of work. Will call anywhere in 
town and get your battery. Wallace 
R. Gerow. 64 High Street. Houlton. 
Maim*. 245p
Sheafe’s Dancing School Instruction
in Pouplar Steps. Children after­
noons, Adults evenings. Heywood 
Theatre, Mondays.
Subscriptions for. any Magazine or 
Newspaper may be left at the 
TIMES Office,: where the lowest 
price can be obtained.
Typew riter Ribbons fo r a ll machines 
as well aa Carbon. Paper made by 
Webster—There’s none better. Call 
or send to TIMES Office.
Lum ber Wanted, Hardwoods Dry or
sawn to order. We send inspector. 
Wayne Lumber. Co;, 110 West 40th 
Street, New York City. 1280
A valued subscriber says “Every 
time that I have used these columns 
for selling articles, they have been 
successful.” Try them.
mul in new.
MRS. E. J. LANOUE
Mrs. Maud L. Lanoue died very 
suddenly at the Aroostook Hospital 
last Wednesday morning after an 
illness of a few days. She came to 
Houlton a year ago with her husband 
Edmond J. Lanoue and her father L. 
L. Scott from North Adams. Mass., 
when they became proprietors of the 
Sneli House. In this brief time she 
had endeared herself to a large circle 
of friends by her winsome manner 
and sincere character. Her quick 
sympathy and generous nature will 
long be remembered by the members 
of the First Baptist church where she 
was a (. o.istant attendant and by the 
ladfes of the Ruth Club or which she 
was secretary. To her tactful ad­
ministration and good judgment is due
Rev. Thus. Whiteside made a few Four miles from 1 loll 110*1.
appropriate remarks and other meni- Xo. 197 ! II ;acre tarm. I1mi acres
hers gave brief talks. Solos wep* nice pot a to laud ban 1 fux.'ia Hip
given by Mrs. Barton, Mrs. T owers roof. two smalic r Will'll hoi.*. house.
.i (1 Miss Natalie Smith, which were 1 ,
listened to with much pleasure. Tea. gra in ■ 1 ma'
MIL' ; t O ! I ■ i *.
sandwiches and wafers were :■(erved llOIM* with i -; 11 ’ i. hot ;(11(1 c(di.1 ’.v. i i ' l .
and all enjoyed a very pi*■asant milk roo.ii w i 111 s< -pai ator. st.ive all
''veiling. conne-cted. nat nr;il lini sfi (low n stair.-
The meeting was presided ov (*r by huildi ng in line :dia pe. Tie- iS one oi
the president. Mrs. Margaret Pm■iniro;-
( lie lx•si laimi in Ibis na*'i of >le- (-nullton. who carried out the nir'dy
(I a 'olprepared program very fitting!.*-• and ;; - , (•tie !! :• . 1 e; i m an nt ma
expressed much pleasure on th<> chine ry pin -sit li I'm IlliCo. Only 2
success of the drive ;uii s from llmil ' ■ m Price -X- 1 .OHM
If you arc looking for a first class 
up-to-date home admirably situated 
this will suit you and we will stake 
our reputation on the price being right
Large list of good homes for sale.FOX BROS COMPANY
Agents Equitable Life Assurance Co. WE ARE GLAD
32 Main St. Next to Elks Club
FINE CONCERT BYCENTURY MALE QUARTET
Vo'her of W
superior attractions !u
J A C K I N S  &
Reel Estate
) 11 u o 
' i ■ i;
1919
44 of the 
e ll  and
AND DEER SKINS WANTED
We buy them and pay top prices. 
Bring us your collection. Trade 
“face to face” and get your money 
•a the spot.
HOULTON HIDE A WOOL CO. 
24 Kendall St., Houlton, Maine
STATE OF M.AiX 
Treasurer's Ofii :•(■
.•'ugu-da. Maine Xo 1 
l ’ersuant to ( ’hap. 1".
Revised Statutes; ! will 
convey by deed to the highest bidder, 
at th'* Treasurer of State's Office at 
Augusta, cn the twenty ifight (lav <1 
November ve-t. at 1 o'clock F. M. all 
the interest of tin* State in the tracts 
of land hereinafter described; lying in 
! mini orporafed townships, said tracts 
having been forfeited to the Slate for 
non-payment of State, County. Forestry 
District Taxes*. certified to the 
Treasure- of Stnt for th1' ye r 1917. 
The sale and conveyance of ea h 
tract will be made subject to a right 
in the owner or part owner whose 
rights have been forfeited, to redeem 
the same at any time within one year 
after the sale by paying or tendering to 
the purchaser his portion of what the 
purchaser paid therefor
J A C K I N S
Agency
rdj
w .
'mM
at the sale
VOW open and ready for VOL. A 
biisiii -s training secured hen* is tin* 
first big step toward success Others 
have found it so so will you. Write 
today ami have your seat reserved.
HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Houlton, Maine
REAL E S T A T E  FOR S A L E
Farm of 'Two hundred Acres Fifty 
Acres in field and Tillage, Fifty Acres 
in Pasture and One hundred in Wood 
and Timber, in Solon. Me. Large 
Buildings, Good House and Barn and 
Wood shed. Good Potato and Live 
Stock Farm well watered. Price $2500
T W E N T Y  FO U R
j fexo££LAXATIVE COLD T A B L E T S  WITH ASPIRIN
D 358
Fall tablet contiim l 1, grains Are! 
anilide: In addition to the above each 
ta lue l  contains 21 - grains Aspirin 
<•* mhined with other medicinal ingre
•lie!',Is
R E C O M M E N D E D  BY US
For the re le if of Cofds and the H e ad ­
ache and Feverish Symptoms  
usually attending them
U N IT E D  DR U G  C O M P A N Y  
Boston. U. S. A.
Liverpool. Eng. Toronto, Can.
Made in P. S. A.
H A T H E W A Y  DRUG CO., H O U LTO N
A . G . M  k n  r  o  s a y s :
B ig  H o g s
P a y  B ig  M o n e y
:<> greet you at any time and it gives 
ue pleasure to tell you how we can 
. a v e  you money and make your old 
apparel look as good s new. Our 
work in
C L E A N IN G  A N D  P R E S S IN G
s always satisfactory. We u-e 
mulem methods and get all work 
>ei promptly.
v r - *: i (an we call for your soiled or 
. I .filed ,.',t; ui1 - it s .COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
Room 10. Mansur Block
For Safe 1 Sideboard, 1 commode, 1
Art Square, a few pictures, 8 din­
ning room chairs. William Mcllroy,
12 Kelleran Street.
W e w ill call and get your storage b at­
tery any place in town and take care 
of it during the winter. Houlton 
Battery Service. Tel. 374-W
Merchants and Professional men do not
have to buy coupon books for type­
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at 
the TIMES office as you need them.
For Sale one Gray Separator, one Gray
Engine mounted on trucks, 'one 
Drag saw and one Circular saw. 
Mrs. Maud R. Stewart. R. F. D. 4.
39tf
For Sale— My fancy blooded Bay
mad ma e. Sired by Colombo out of 
Bingen out of May King out of 
Fleet ione*’ r. Dam Lillian Ames
(•■in*d by Happy Gothard. out of St. 
Got hard out of Geo. Wilkes, also 
wagon sleigh etc. Sole reason for 
si lling. change of work. J. L. Wils( n 
Houlton R 3. Phone 829 --31 246p
Permanent positions at good pay for
women and girls amid plesant
surroundings and congenial workers, 
in a newly equipped well-lighted 
a ui w ell-heated office. If you have a 
fair education and want to get ahead 
our publishing house offers you a 
chance to do many kinds of office 
work, an eight-hour day, ample 
recesses, vacations with pay, library, 
annual picnic and entertainment, 
free use of the gymnasium and 
swimming pool and reading rooms. 
Educational facilities right in our 
own office make rapid advancement 
possible. If you are an ambitious 
girl looking for a chance to get 
ahead, write for our free booklet, 
which tells more in detail about the 
work and which is filled with 
pictures of the employees, the 
publishing house and the city of 
Augusta. W. H. Gannett. Pub., Inc., 
Emplovment Department. Augusta, 
Maine. 344
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A HUNTING TRIPis  n o t  c c m p l e t e  u n l e s s  y o u  t a k e  p l e n t y  o f
B F A CIGARS
w i t h  y o u
Un ion Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Smoke. Seven Cents and 
Well Worth It. At All Dealers
with interest at the rate of twenty per half down, easy Pavments.
it
44
40c
40c
30c
22c
16c
Look at 
these 
BEEF 
Rump Steak 
Loin 
Round 
Loin Roast 
Chuck “
Slew  Beef 
Ham burgSteak 22c
PORK
Fork Steak 38c
Chops 32c
Fry 25c
Roast 30c
Raymond Wood
Store Formerly Occupied by ■ 
Horace .Chainor !
H i g h l a n d  A v e n u e
cent, per annum, from the time of the 
sale, and one dollar for release, or 
such owner may redeem his interest 
by paving as aforesaid to the Treasur­
er of State as provided in Chap. H>. 
Sec. 46 of the Revised Statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a 
price less than the full amount due 
thereon for such unpaid State, County 
and Forestry District Taxes, interest 
and costs, as described in the follow­
ing schedule:
Aroostook County
Portion Amt. 
unpaid
T. A. R. 5. W. E. L. S., 
d j& iC  part of, being a parcel of 
land at the junction of 
the east and west branch­
es of the Aroostook road 
in the south part of 
said township. Said parcel 
is reputed to be owned by 
Line Marsh and contains 
seven acres, more or less All 1.70 
JOSEPH W. SIMPSON 
346 Treasurer of State
Address. Oliver H. French. Lock
Box No. 10 Athens, Me. 1039p
S’T \ T F Ml -V T  ui-'
Ownei slP| i. Manage '111*•nt, ( 'li-eiilat in11. *'t<
Editor. ('HAS H re x p :
Managing Lditiu-
Business Mauagec
1 foultnn. Maine
Publisher, Times V ublisliing Go.,
( i \ \ 'XIi*:ns
Gluts. 11. Fogg rtiMitfon. Maine
Chas. (}. Lunt
L. O. Ludwig
J. H. Kidder
R. 10. OnnovHii “
:> Ttl.-lf til*' known bondholders,  IIIIIII-
gagee.s, iind other security holders own­
ing or holdnig 1 per cent or more of total 
amount of bonds, mortgages, or ottver 
securities are,
NONE
(Signed; CHAS. H. FOGG. Mgr. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 
24th day of September 1919.
(L. 8.) BERNARD ARCHIBALD,
Notary Public
Especially when fattened quick 
-------------  on Less Feed --------------
That's apparent to everyone. 
Getting big Hogs is another mat 
ter. and it s a serious one too. in 
these days of high prices and 
large demand. No Hog raiser can 
afford to take a chance of losing 
the big profits that healthy hogs 
are bringing everyday by reiving 
on old fashioned methods in hog 
raising. The tip to date hog rais­
er is feeding his hogs
A u tom ob ile  O w ners
A T T E N T IO N !
B e fo r e  p u t t in g  y o u r  C a r  a w a y  f o r  th e  
w in t e r  h a v e  y o u r  t ir e s  p u t  in  g o o d  s h a p e  f o r  
n e x t  s e a s o n . O u r  r e l in e r s  a d d  f r o m  2 ,5 0 0  to  
6 ,000  m o r e  m ile s  to  y o u r  t ire *  P r ic e s  r e a ­
s o n a b le  S ee  m y  r e b u i l t  t i r e  p r o p o s i t io n  b e -  
s o r e  t h r o w in g  t h a t  o ld  t ir e  a w a y
a v a l o n  f a r m s  h o g  t o n e  Houlton Steam Vulcanizihg Co.
a
44
i t
NOW IS THE TIME
T o  h a v e  y o u r  c a r  p u t  in  s h a p o  fo r  n e x t  
s e a s o n . W e  d o  th e  w O r k ’o u r s e lv e s  H a v -  
. i n g  a  m a n  w i t h  12 y e a r s  e x p x r ie n c e  q u a l i ­
fie s  h im  to  d.o f ir s t  c la s s  w o r k  o n  a n y  k in d  ot 
a  c a r . G o m e  in  a n d  t a lk  w i t h  h im  W e  g i v e  
s e r v ic e  a n d  s ix t y  m in u te s  w o r k  fo r  a u  h o u r
Maxell Bros.
B h o u c  ,»• 1 Q ~ %  . *
and sending fat, healthy hogs to 
market. Hefis cleaning up be­
cause he get9 the most fat out of 
every pound of feed. You can 
clean up too, by using his methods 
Avalon Farms Hog Tone frees 
hogs of worms, puts them in the 
pink of condition and makes them 
get fat at an astonishing rate. 
100 hogs on the Avalon Farms in 
a test under the supervision of the 
Purdue Indiana Agricultural Ex­
periment Station gained 2.13 lbs. 
each day. Come Into the store 
and let us tell you whit this re­
medy will do. It wont cost you a 
cent to try it— if It doesn’t do as 
we sfily
P h o n e  361 M J. W .  S k e in
, v s * / v u w w w w
Munro’s West End 
Drug Store
Chiropractic
The Science thit goes direct­
ly to the root of disease and
REM OVES T H E '3 fiu S E
Explanatory literature o n 
> request. Consu*ta**m Free
F. G. VOSE, D. C, - C " "
S u i t e  8 - 9  M a s o n i c  I
C
Houlton
i'W W 1
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TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
On account or the celebration of 
Armistice day, the TIMES is published 
on Monday this week.
1*. S. Purington returned last week 
from a business, ntrip to Boston.
If. J. Splan of Smyrna Mills was 
Is Hon 1 ton Saturday doing business.
It is reported that 20 inches of 
■sow fell during the last storm up in 
Ike Ashlaiid' district.
Mrs. Francis* Frawley of Bangor has
Miss Mary Lee Seeley of Galveston, 
Texas is visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. FI 
Seeley for a few days.
C. H. Berry has been confined to 
his home by sickness during the past 
week, but is now feeling better.
H. L. Chadwick witnessed the game 
at Orono Saturday between Maine and 
Bowdoin, returning home Monday.
Bernard Esters, a Colby College 
student spent the week-end at home
t n ,  spending a few days with her w,th hts 'rar<!nts Mr- anrt M,'»- c “ • 
-M ther. TUr«. Shea on Winter street Esters.
L. G. Ludwig and A. G. Cottle were 1 The supper and dance which was to 
fti Orono Saturday to witness the foot have been held at the Meduxnekeag 
kali game 'between U. of M. and iClub on Thursday night has been post- 
Bowdoin. poned,
Mr. and MW. S. *Frtedman and Mrs. Miss Josie Callahan aeqompained 
CBas. H. returned on Thursday, her brother Danny on his return to
Morning’s train from, a four weeks Detroit, where he is employed in the 
stay in Boston. ; Henry Ford auto factory.
Mr. aifiF Bf r|.'»$j.v A/ Pierce and son Wallace E. Lawlor and Bessie G. 
Leonard '^jr. last week by i Bell of Oakfield were united in
train from Portland, 4pvlng made the marriage Saturday at the Baptist 
trip going by auto. parsonage by Rev. H. C. Speed.
Rev. atflj‘'Mrs.^Dwight F. Mowrey Messrs C. B. Esters. B. E. Anderson 
InvO m o ^  to. me..-C. H- Rideout j with their guests C. E. Little and D. 
Bouse on Court street where they are , ^  Gray of New York, left Monday for 
pleasantly located for the winter. j gt. Croix on a two weeks hunting trip. 
Earnest MoFartene- has The, Christian Science services will
*° C; w „ v , ; in the future be held in the church on 
-and has removed w h  *>i» family 0 the corner of Military and High streets 
flatyrna Mills where he Is employed. ;former|y ,ed „ the Presbyterean 
The Selectmen hevo appointed John goclety 
Cosseboonv as •;talx 'collector, who has
^paliiled aild filed the required bond Work on the alleys a,t the
and he assumed Ills dhties this week. Meduxnekeag Club will be completed 
Saturday, morning the boys and this week and will give the club four 
g)r)s of Houlton enjoyed sliding on the alleys which will be in perfect 
crust, something not remembered of condition.
toy the oldest inhabitant on any former On account of much dissatisfaction 
Nov. $. . with the telegraph service in Houlton
The TIMES, has received a limited a movement is on foot to induce the 
number Of very attractive Christmas Postal Telegraph to reopen an office 
cards with envelopes put up in boxes in this town.
of assorted sizes which sell for 50 Qn returning to his home on
cents and* $1.00. Columbia street last Saturday L. J . ;
Ora E. Smart, who has been employ- Lancaster was met by his young son 
ed in the local post office in various who told him that some strange 
capacities, and the past two years as animal was eating one of his chickens 
city carrier W s  resigned his position jn th^ back yard, upon investigation 
to enter business for himself. Mr. Lancaster fund a nice fat raccoon
This section was visited by h having a noon day lunch. He procurred 
toeavy fall ^  of snow Wednesday and a rifle and soon had Mr. Coon hanging 
^Thursday of last week, six or eight up t)V the heels, 
inches of damp snow falling, which
Manager Churchill ban ma d e  
arrangements for a special Program 
j for Thanksgiving matinee and evening. 
I Every true American should see the 
j big picture “The Unpardonable Sin.” 
I From the Cradle to the Whitehouse 
i is the big picture showing the life 
long work of our Late President, 
I Theodore Roosevelt soon to be seen at 
j the Temple.
! “His Majesty The American" is the 
j name of the first Douglas Fairbanks 
I picture that has been made since Mr.
’ Douglass, Charlie Chaplin, Mary Piek- 
! ford and D. W. Griffeth organized the 
big four artists united corporation. 
This picture Mr. Douglass says out 
does anything he has ever attempted 
before, will soon be shown at the 
I Temple.
Christian Science services held 
each Sunday at 11 A. M. corner of 
■Military and High streets. Nov. 1 Gth 
i subject: “Mortals and Immortals.’’ 
: Wednesday at 7.150 Testimonial service. 
Cordial Welcome to all.
■W* liUIV t U1 L’l LICMl* c u t  is i  a c i i
DREAM THEATRE
Her
PALMER-LEADER
The marriage of Dr. James F. 
Palmer of this town and Miss Ada V. 
Leader of Philadelphia. Pa. took place 
Saturday Nov. 1st in the Church of 
the Epiphany, Philadelphia, the officiat- 
! ing clergeman being Monsignor Nash.
After a dinner party at the Bellevue- 
Stratford the bride and groom left 
for a short stay at Atlantic City, 
i after which they returned to Houlton 
and will occupy the McPartland house 
on Water Street.
Mrs. Palmer has visited Houlton on 
numerous occasions and during those 
visits she made many friends by her 
gracious manner who are pleased to 
welcome her as a permanent resident.
Dr. Palmer is HOulton born and 
bred. He was educated in the public 
schools and after graduation he 
attended the Philadelphia Dental 
College from which he graduated with 
honor, soon afterward opening an 
office in his home town. He is one of 
the popular young men of the town 
and enjoys a large acquaintance who 
will wish him much joy upon this 
happy event.
Mae M arsh ’s New Film Gives  
Strong Role
Fascinating Mae Marsh, she of the 
I multi-moods, comes to the Dream 
I Theatre beginning Wednesday in her 
! latest Goldwyn photo-drama “The 
l Glorious Adventure,” by Edith Barnard 
I Delano. Described as a dramatic 
! offering, the story embodies all the 
i delicate whimsicality the slim star is 
| famous for portraying.
I She is Carey Wethersbee, a girl 
I whose knowledge of life does not ex- 
j tend beyond the garden of the old 
| Southern mansion she occupies with 
j her spinster aunt. When the latter 
dies, Carey, imbued with the desire 
■ to go “ visiting.” sets out on a jour­
ney which brings her to a strange 
town and the home of Hiram A. Ward, 
owner of a great mill.
Society Heroine of New Type
Portrayed by Elsie Ferguson
The character portrayed by the 
talented stage and screen star, Elsie j 
Ferguson in her latest Arteraft photo- j 
play, "A Society Exile.” which will be : 
shown at the Dream Theatre next j 
Friday, is one which most of us would j 
probably have considered untrue t o ! 
life in the days before the war.
However, the splendid work done! 
by many daughters of millionaire \ 
parents for our soldiers and sailors i 
has convinced us that there is another i 
type of society heiress besides the ■ 
vapid “ flapper” who makes dances and ! 
late suppers her whole world. Nora j 
Shard, the heiress-heroine of “A j 
Society Exile” is a distinguished novel j 
writer as well as the daughter of a ■ 
very lich father. She is not at all
; England by an aspiring aunt, who 
j intonds to marry her to a title. The 
J girl strikes up a close acquaintance 
j with an intelligent young nobleman 
j who desires to turn her novel into a 
play. Tragedy follows, due to the un­
founded suspicions of his jealous 
wife, and Nora is practically exiled 
from England.
Later in Venice all turns out for 
the better.
Was W orst Fibber in all the World 
W ins Truth  Medal!
Because she was reputed never to 
have told a lie in all her life, Berenice 
Somers was presented with a truth 
medal. As a matter of fact, she was
Bulbs
Tulips, Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs 
are now here, and for this week only, 
I am offering you a fine selection of 
each, both in separate and mixed 
colors. I have never had a better lot 
of bulbs and if they are planted now, 
how pleased you will be next Spring 
when they bloom. Tell me your needs 
and I will do the rest.
one of the worst fibbers that ever 
joined the Ananias Club.
The funny part of it .was that she 
had such a pious and innocent ex­
pression on her pretty face that she 
completely Cooled everybody except 
her immediate friends, who ironically 
called her “ Miss George Washington” 
—because she was so different.
Dainty little Marguerite Clark is 
“ Miss George Washington” in the 
photoplay of that name, which will be 
the Paramount attraction at the Dream 
Theatre next Saturday. The picture 
w*as directed by J. Searle Dawley, who 
staged many of the little star’s 
successes, such as “Little Lady Eileen” 
“Molly Make-Believe,” “Silks and 
Satins,” “Seven Swans,” and others.
CHRYSAWTHEMBIIS
are now in season and yon 
will find this Queen of An* 
tumn flowers at their best at 
my conservatories. Visitors 
are always welcome and wo 
are ever ready to show you 
through our houses. Right 
now we particularly invite 
you.
“$»v it With
For an occasion at any time
riote— Don’t cover up or mulch your 
out door plants, shrubs and trees un­
til ground is frozen, nor uncover ia 
the spring before the frost is well out 
of the ground.
caught a number of state autoists in 
Aroostook.
Eugene Bagnall of Bangor who 
formerly represented the Houlton 
Wool Mill on the road, was in town 
last week a few days on business and 
received a cordial welcome from 
friends here.
A hunting party numbering 10 men 
fromGreenville. Ohio with more than 
a ton of luggage, arrived here Thurs­
day and spent the night in town 
leaving Friday for Harvey for a 
months stay in the woods.
Ed McPartland U. S. N. arrived 
home Friday evening on a 10 days 
furlough, leaving Saturday evening 
tor St. John to visit his father James 
McPartland. Ed has seen 4 years 
service and has been in many foreign 
ports.
Mrs. Allen T. Smith who has been 
in the northern part of the county 
during the recent days, as Federal 
representative in the'thrift and savings 
work, has returned to her home in this 
town, where she will continue her 
activity in its educative line, working 
through the schools. Mrs. William A. 
Murchie of Calais is expected to be 
in town this coming week to further 
the interests of this most vital and 
far-reaching business. The educators, 
in the towns of Aroostook are 
concurring heartily with the traveling 
representatives, and thorough work 
is fast being accomplished by moans 
of their helpfulness.
WOOL SOX
C h e a p
Light Weight 39c t0 75
Medium Weight C ' f t c  to  $
RED CROSS SEALS
Augusta. Me.. Nov. 10—The execu­
tive committee of the Maine Anti- 
The bill relating to Daylight saving Tuberculosis Association at its regular
which was presented at the Special 
cession of th^ Legislature was 
referred to the next legislature, which 
means that next summer the time 
w^ Jl remain as it Is. unless Congress 
enacts a law.
J. A. DeWitt of Presque Isle, a 
prominent resident there for years and
meeting here today unanimously voted 
to put the fight against tuberculosis 
on a more efficient basis by carrying 
the work in 192U into every county 
of the state under the direct ion of 
the state office.
W. A. Harris, who was recently 
made* executive' secretary of the state
60c t0 $1.
Heavy Weight g g c  to -75
HOULTON
SHOE HOSPITAL
Exchange Hldg. IS Court St.
C h a d w ick , F lorist
Conservatories 16 High Street 
Houlton, Maine
A  Gift at A  ny Price j
NE of the great advantages in dealing at Perry’s is the 
large assortment which is always available 
For whatever occasion and at whatever price you have 
in mind, you will find the thing that just about meets
your requirements.
We have numberless Novelties priced very moderately 
and a nice selection graded up to any amount you wish
to spend—
As usual our stock embraces everything that is new in 
Jewelry, Watches, Precious Stones, Silver, Cut Glass, 
Fancy China—all so tastefully displayed that we feel sure 
we can interest you
Visitors cordially welcome whether you desire to purchase 
or uot—You will always receive courteous treatment here
J . D . P e r r y
Jeiceler and Optometrist 
M arket Square
»  strong supporter of the light harness organization, will be assisted by an 
racing game, owning a fine string of enlarged staff. Under this plan, it is 
borses, has sold his property there and believed It will be possible to command 
was in Houlton last week to look over the services of some of the most able 
the situation of locating here. public health nurses and health
The partial eclipse of the moon on educators in the country. Less than 
Friday evening attracted considerable half of the counties at present have 
attention and lasted about one hour anti-tuberculosis organizations, 
and 30 minutes. The best view of It In the campaign which will be 
was obtained -at 6.45 when the sky carried on under the name of the Red
* ■* • *• , *  ¥■ *- m a'v>. . - *  "*►«►•••* *•' * ,* ^ * # ^ ;" * * ^
•mm
was absolutely clear of clouds, about 
oae-flfth of the moon's diameter was
mVeured.
The “Old Farmer’s Almanac” 1920
Cross Seal Campaign from Dec. 1 to 
Dec. 10, under the direction of a state­
wide committee of which Gov. Milliken 
is chairman, it is expected that
edition, arrived at the TIME$ office sufficient funds will be raised to 
Thursday. The Old Farmer’s, each provide for the fight against tuberculo- 
year becomes more and more a house- sis in every county of the state. Under 
Bold necessity and the 1920 edition the new plan a united force will be 
keeps up with, the stride. This Is the able to Pender much better co-operation 
ISfith year that the almanac has been to the state tuberculosis sanatoria in 
published. coring for tuberculous patients prior
Notices are .being circulated to to their admission to state hospitals, 
those tax payers who have to fill out as well as subsequent to their dis- 
the Foresf Industries Questionnaire, charge. It is also felt that the nursing 
traded in effect,ap Jfollows: Regional forces of the state can be more quic k 
Engineer!-Ed. R- Linn, of J ly mobilized in emergencies for special 
Bureau cf Tnf&rnaT Revenue, will work in particular localities under the 
V  ct Watervillo (Chamber o f | new plan.
^omfnerce) NWvbmbet 17, Portland j Gov. Milliken today sent the follow- 
( Customhouse) November 19 and 191 ing telegram to prominent people in 
aad at Bangor (Chamber of Commerce) j various sections of the state asking 
‘ November To !hiid 21. to render I them to serve with him on the state* 
assistance,in-filling out the form. Mr. j committee:
Linn was - (^niginally. scheduled to b e ’ “ I have just accepted the chairman- 
tot Portland ^Sniy atld for the dates ship of the Red Cross Christmas Seal 
November 18. 19, 29 «nd  21. ; Campaign for Maine and am anxious
---------------- -—  ; to have you associated with me as a
B O X IN G  lA T ,  M 1 0 U  T H E A T R E  j member of the state committee. The 
The boxing h ia S h e ld  at the Bijou!m° n®y ralsed w111 be used t0 fisht 
Theatre Tjfikireday evening w a s tuberculosis during the coming year, 
-hugely .. and-, those who We hope you will be able to attend a
witnessed thb‘bont Bedltored it a good j general state meeting late this month.”
one.
The principals of the big bout were 
Ira Putnam of Ft. Fairfield and James 
Gallivan of Woodstock, N. B.
Gov. Milliken has invited Edward L. 
Cleveland of Houlton. Atwood W. 
Spaulding of Caribou, J. Frank Guiou 
of Presque Isle and Patrick Therriault
There were also some preliminary Grand Isle to serve as members of 
Boats to enliven the game. : the committee for Aroostook county.
t ;i l  u n i v e r s a l  c a r
The Ford Sedan is the favorite family car, 
seats five comfortably. While an enclosed car 
with permanent top, it has large windows, and 
may in a minute be changed to a most delight­
ful open car with always a top protecting 
against the sun. In inclement weather it is a 
closed car, dust-proof, water-proof, cold-proof. 
Finely upholstered. Equipped with electric 
starting and lighting system and demountable 
rims with 3 ^ -inch tires front and rear. A real 
family car. Won’t you come in and look at it?
The delights of the electric 
car with the economy of the 
Ford.2-in-. t
TiiVi&r&r/ ’
a t e  i w r 11 BERRY & BENN 
DEALERS
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At the
D R E A M
Program Week o f Nov. 10,’ 19
WEDNESDAY  
MAE MARSH in
“THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE’
THURSDAY  
ETHEL CLAYTON in
“A SPORTING CHANCE’
FRIDAY
ELSIE FERGUSON in
“A SOCIETY EXILE’’ 
“THE LIGHTNING RAIDER” 
MOONLITE DANCE at the HEYWOOD
SATURDAY  
MARGUERITE CLARK in
“MISS GEORGE WASHINGTON’ 
“THE LIGHTNING RAIDER”
MACK SENNETT FAST COMEDY
5 # #
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The Best Money Can Buy In Pictures
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Special Offer to Newspaper Readers
Present "Subscribers to Houlton Times may 
re n e #  Yhfeir subscription and secure the
for .$5.50
Boston Daily Post 
Houlton Times, Weekly
$5.00
1.50 $6.50
Special to New Subscribers $5.00
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CHURCH SERVICES own officers and to the civilian popula-! right to expect that they would besent home without more delay than
M
Free Baptist
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
Morning service at 10.30 A. M 
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. 
Evening service at 7.00 P. M. 
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
All are cordially invited to come and 
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins 
Tuesday night church prayer and 
pmfse Service.
Church of the Good Shepherd, Moul­
ton, Maine
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector. 
SUNDAY SERVICES
| tion of this country. The campaign of 
I calumny appears to have begun at 
Kinmei. After the unfortunate incident 
‘ there (a purely Canadian affair), it 
was said that Canadian soldiers had 
attacked their officers and trampled a 
V. ( ’ . major to death.
It was not true.
It was said that as the result of the 
, incident at Witley 20.0(H) Canadians 
were without shelter.
was absolutely necessary.
Perhaps they have been. Perhaps 
the programme of repatriation as laid 
down, has, in the aggregate been fairly 
fulfilled. Perhaps the Canadian troops 
have not fully realU d the strain on 
the resources of Pie government or 
taken account of the perils ot the 
international situations. It is not for 
me either to excuse their lack of 
knowledge, to make charges against 
the public departments or to throw a 
measure of responsibility for theIt was not true.
After events of no particular moment collisions which have occurred on to 
at Rhyl, it was said that Canadian sol- the working classes of this country, 
diers had provoked a riot in which My sole business is to present a fair 
blood had been shed; that they had ; view of the circumstances which 
Hulg Communion at 8 A. M. also on ; j)roj^ en jntt) banks, stolen motorcars,, mitigate the offence of whatever law-
held up innocent civilians at the lessness the Canadian troops may have 
pistol's point, and reduced the whole 
district to a reign of terror which had 
had the result of destroying the visit­
ing industry on which it lives.
It was not true.
tfce Ant Sunday In the month at 
1A.M.
Morning Prayer and sermon at 16. 
M, Sunday School at 2.80. |
Evening Prayer and sermon at 
SO
7.
First Baptist
been guilty in certain places and on 
certain occasions.
It is easy to do. Five hundred thou­
sand men, who live 3000 miles away, 
wish to go home, their work in Europe1
S t
| But not only were these statements j being, as they believe, done. It is 
j untrue; they were the exact reverse ;promjSed them that at stated times and 
j of the truth, and therefore fairly under; jn stated numbers they shall go homeRot. Henry C. Speed, pastor-
lf lso morning worship with sermon, the suspicion of being deliberate false From one cause or other those
11.00 Bible School with classes for 
men and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
7.M gospel song service and sermon.
S.M Aftermeeting.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week 
prayer service.
Cbelr rehearsal each Tuesday even- 
inf at the close of the regular prayer 
meeting.
First Congregational
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
Morning service at 10.80.
S. S. at 11.46.
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening 
at 7.40
Methodist Episcopal
Military St.
ilev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
The Sunday School at noon has o r-! prehensible exceptions to the rule of 
ganised classes for men and women. ! good behavior, are there no mitigating
Junior League meeting and class for ] circumstances? I think there are, and 
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m. ' that they are circumstances of the
Epworth League meeting at 615 j most appalling magnitude, 
p. m> The first of these is. by universal
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00. consent, the delay in repatriation.
Prof. J. H. Lindsday, organist and Five hundred thousand Canadians 
choir master. came to this country to fight the battle
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday of the empire, and. when the war was
hoods. After the incident at Rhyl the promjSes are repeatedly broken. Is 
chairman of the district council put it not thjs Gf itself, an explanation of 
on record that the behavior of the Can- unrest and of the spirit of rebellion 
adian troops stationed there had been wbich comes of it? 
excellent, and that the town was so far 
from suffering from their presence 
that it was enjoying a period of un­
exampled prosperity.
After the event at Guildford (a col­
lision between Canadian troops and 
demobilized civilians), the mayor of 
the town said that the troops in the 
vicinity had behaved particularly well, 
and that the conduct of some of the 
civilians had been such as to disgrace 
the name of Englishman.
So the general charge of lawlessness 
and want of discipline brought against 
the Canadian troops in this country is 
in its leading counts, a manifest and 
mendacious falsehood. And if it has to 
be admitted (and it has) that there 
have been lamentable and most re­
nothing whatever about human nature. 
It never has happened, and it never 
can.
The British people have heard much 
of the alleged lawlessness of the 
Canadian troops, but little or nothing 
of tludr disappointments. Let me offer 
were 22 postponements of sailings; in 
! March there* were 2f>; in April there 
wen* 2 1, and in May there were 21).
! One hundred postponements in four 
i months, and every one of them a heart- 
! stab to vast numbers of excited men! 
What wonder if there was impatience, 
and if impatience sometimes led to 
lawlessness.
Hut the impatie;ic(> which these post­
ponements provoked is no sufficient 
measure of-the pain of them. You have 
to look deeper for that. Every 
Canadian of the half-million who cross­
ed the ocean left his business behind 
him. and as soon as the war seemed 
to he over he was anxious to get back 
to it. He was young, on the threshold 
of life, and every day lost seemed to , 
him to he a day wasted. He saw his 
Hritish comrades demobilized and 
resuming their occupations, and he had 
the sense of being treated unequally 
and left behind in the race. Were 
these conditons calculated to foster 
discipline? I think quite the contrary.
| ORONO REAL E STA TE
The B. C. Ames farm on the Bangor 
road, opposite the James M. McNulty 
farm, formerly owned hv Mr. Frank 
; Owen. Sixty acres of land, 10 room 
| house with all modern improvements, 
bath, electric light and water, hot air 
i furnace, large front veranda, over­
looking the Penobscot River and Union 
River Hills. The house is perfect in 
every way. Farm under high cultiva­
tion; fine spring in pasture; orchard 
of 150 trees, consisting of apple, pear, 
plums and cherries; under cultivation 
and growing crops; two acres oats, 1% 
acres buckwheat, y2 acre potatoes and 
large garden, nice hennery with 80 
hens and 50 chicks, all farming tools, , 
4 thoroughbred cows. 2 yearlings, 1 ' 
calf, 1 pair horses, 8 cords hardwood 
fitted for stove, all shades; linoleum , 
floor covering, screen doors and ; 
screens; also outside windows. The 
best of reasons for selling. Pleae call j 
on Mrs. Ames or inquire of J. H . ! 
W EB STER , ORONO 44 I
After you eat—always taka
FATONIC
h i  (  rOR YOUR AfaP-StOMAart
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloaft- • 
ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring, 
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Aida digestion and sppstits. Keeps stomach 
ewee t and strong. Increases Vitality and Pep.
E ATONIC is the best remedy. Teas of thou­
sands wonderfully benefited. Only costs a cent 
or two a day to use it. Positively guaranteed 
to please or we will refund money. Get a Ms 
box today. You will toa.
For Sale by O. F. French A  Son 
Houlton, Maine
rav
ilm -evening.
Christian Science 
Sunday Service at Sincfock Hall, 11 
A. M.
over, it was natural that they should 
wish to go hack at the earliest possible 
moment. There might he considera­
tions of policy to detain them (the 
armistice was not the peace), 
difficulties of shipping (the enemy had 
reduced our means of transport) and 
impediments of labor (the war had left 
its legacy of discontent), hut the 
A11 lovers o f Canada (I count myself £ana{jjan troops ]ia(] nevertheless, a
PLEADS FOR
CANADIAN TROOPS
to the front rank of them) must have 
been shocked and grieved by the 
tragedy at Epsom. Nevertheless, the 
time has come when some writer with 
the necessary knowledge and sympathy 
should make an effort to stem the tide 
ef misrepresentation whereby a small 
but powerful section of the British j 
press is now doing its best, or worst, i 
willingly or unwillingly, to separate 
Canada from the Mother Country, i
i
That task I humbly undertake in this i 
article, writes Sir Hall Caine ih the! 
London Daily Telegraph.
Tho first thing it is necessary to do i 
Is to give categorical denials to the 
leading counts Ip the indictment which 
represents the Canadian troops as 
lawless, undisciplined, unprinclpaled, 
and brutal in their relation to their
But it conveys no adequate sense 
of the bitterness of these broken 
promises to say merely that, by 
reason of such and such insur­
mountable difficulties, the sailings of 
ships have had to be cancelled or 
postponed. You have to look closer. 
A man says to himself, ‘‘Tomorrow I 
am to go home.” But when tomorrow* 
comes he is told it is the day after. 
And when the day after comes he is 
told it is to be the day after that, and 
so on. from day to day, until weeks 
have passed. To think that 500,000 
men, living together in vast masses, 
are to control tin* emotions which 
arise from such repeated postpone­
ments and to conduct themselves as if 
they had not occurred, is to know
112 Millions
used last year* 
to K IL L  C O LD S  
H I L L ’S
CASCARA^QUININE
D R O M lD L
Standard cold remedy for 20 years 
—in tablet form—safe, «ure, no 
opiates— breaks up a cold in 24 
hours— relieves grip in 3 days. 
M oney back if it fails. The 
genuine box has a Red 
top w i t h  Mr. Hill’s 
picture.
A t A l l  Drug Storm*
Ash Your Dealer 
f t e n t i n g t o r i
Grand Prizcl____
firearms 8 Ammunition |
Write for Catalogue
' THE REMINGTON ARMS U.M.C. CO. INC 
weotwonTH Sim  niw tom c*t
Z !
-o' I - ■ ■ ,
C L A R I O N  E F F I C I E N C Y
nr
Vnm~.
is unusual. It meets every require­
ment of the housekeeper. Ovens, 
fire boxes and flues are liberal in 
size for any kind of fuel. The fire 
is under absolute control all the 
‘time, due to tight construction 
and a simple, positive system of 
dampers and checks.
Buy a Clarion and you will never 
rerret it.
WOOD & B I S H O P  CO.
3>-)  E« h e dr  ; ,e> Bangor, Maine
N O T IC E  O F F O R E C L O S U R E .
Whereas. Ralph Curry, of Oakfield. 
in the County of Aroostook and State 
of Maim*, by his mortgage deed dated 
April 18, 191(5, and recorded in the 
Aroostook Registry of Deeds. Vol. 289, 
Page 52. conveyed to Naomi Plummer, 
of said Oakfield. the following describ­
ed real estate, situated in said town 
of Oakfleld. formerly known as Town­
ship No. 5. R. 2. according to plan and 
survey made in 1S5S by Burleigh et al, 
being the northeast part of Lot No. 
91, aceording to said survey, beginning 
at the north-east corner of Lot 94. 
running along on !he highway leading 
from the Timoney Road, so called, to 
South Oakfield. eighty (Sm rods
southerly along said road: thence 
westerly sixty Him rods to a stake; 
t lionet northerly eighty (S(H rods
parallel with said road; thence easter­
ly sixty ifim rods to place of beginning 
containing thirty CiOl acres or less, 
and being tlm same premises conveyed 
to the said Ralph Curry by Bertha L. 
Joclyn. by deed dated March 3n, 190?.. 
and recorded in the said Registry. Vol.
1;);’,. Page P*52. And Whereas, the 
condition of said mortgage* is broken, 
by reason wlmreof, I claim a fore­
closure* erf the same*, and give this 
notice for that purpose.
Houltern, Maine. .October Moth. 1919.
NAOMI PLUMMER.
By her Attorney' - 
Harry M. Briggs.
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Baled Hay Brings
the Highest Price
Baled hay is the easiest 
to handle, occupies less 
storage room and is in the 
proper shape for shipment 
to markets where the high­
est prices are paid.
Besh’ce ^ettint* higher 
prices for your hay, you 
can also save money by 
balin': h with a JohnlXere- 
Dain M.otor Press— the 
hay press that makes neat, 
well-shaped bales quickly.
Come in and let us show you 
one of these presses, and ex­
plain to you why it does better 
work. We want particularly 
to show you che eccentric gear
construction and to explain 
why, by mounting the gears 
off-center, more work can be 
accomplished without any in­
crease in power. The power­
ful stroke of both olungcr and 
self-feed arms, r r.d the r.uto- 
:aa;:c ! ' -e next, well-
pressed L ?, end rue picric 
return of do. h . my.i.r and shf- 
fe ; >.- on the idir t.vroke giv;-; 
pi. W.y ijf time to Iced the 
pros.;. The improved form of 
Llo.l; dropper is a convenience 
you ..ill appreciate.
No rrrdter whether yea -,v r d  
a hay press ior custom word cr 
only for your private u:r , w 
can for,.;Vi y;:th a J ;i>.'
Deere-DU” .Motor Press of the 
right eve m d capacity.
J a m e s  S. P e a b o d y
H o u l t o n .  M a i n e
-M CLEVELAND
V "Am
H A M IL T O N  &  G R A N T ,  D E A L E R S .  H O U L T O N
W h at you pay out your good money for 
is cigarette satisfaction— and, my, how  
you do get it in every puff of Camels!
EX P E R T L Y  blended choice Turkish and choice Domestic 
tobaccos in Camel cigarettes elimi­
nate bite and free them from any 
unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or 
unpleasant cigaretty odor.
Camels win instant and permanent 
success with smokers because the 
blend brings out to the limit the 
nfrsahing flavor and delightful mel-
low-mildness o f the tobaccos yet re­
taining the desirable “body.” Camels 
are simply a revelation! You may 
smoke them without tiring your taste!
For your own satisfaction you must 
compare Camels with any cigarette 
in the world at any price. Then, 
you ’ll best realize their superior 
quality and the rare enjoyment 
they provide.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Thousands have Wanted 
Such a Gar as This
The Cleveland Six is a finished product, not an 
ovcr-mgnt venture, not rushed to u.e market to meet an 
emergency. It is the product or years of intelligent 
thought and careful work—a car designed and built to 
supply higher quality in its field. Master skill and great 
sincerity are built into this car.
The Cleveland Six brings real motoring satisfaction 
to thousands who have wanted such a car. It is a wel­
come exoression of the best ideals for sc - :ee to the 
world, service of transportation and recreation.
I f  You Haven't Seen the Cleveland,
Come In and See I t Now
MODELS A M ) PRICES
T o u r in g  Car (Five Passengers) $1385 R o ad s te r  (T h re e  Passengers) $1385 
Sedan (Five Passengers) Coupe (F o u r  Passengers)
I.M1 priros I O. B. Factory)
CHANDLER MOTOR COMPANY OF MAINE
32 Preble Street, P O R T L A N D ,  M A IN E
C LE V E LA N D  A U T O M O B IL E  CO., C LE V E LA N D , O H IO
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RECIPROCAL LICENSE CARDS SUGGESTED
AMONG STATES LIFE INSURANCE
Unlimited automobile reciprocity A game of cards is said to have sug
should be. Beyond the bare essentials 
to sustain life and keep the body de­
cently clothed, there is nothing whose 
purchase cannot be delayed if that is
. now so universal. 
'District of Columbia soon will receive
Jhe attention of Congress, as several
Mila on the subject have been intro
and the Rested the system of life insurance ' obviously desirable.
If a social position will not stand aasseng the several states n  uuui wnmui
A Flemish nobleman in the seven- necessary economy, it is a false social 
teenth century tried to divide equit- , position. If a spirit of piide oi im 
ably the cash staked upon an inter- patience will not wait to make a pui- 
tfnced in both branches and have ru,)ted game of chance. He was help-* chase until it can well be afforded, it
ed in his attempt by Pascal, a distin- is an unruly spirit. There is need of 
guished French mathematician, who saving common sense in these days, 
solved the problem. there ever was. and the philosopher
The idea can be illustrated by the quoted above gives good council when 
throwing of a dice, the chance of turn- he concludes, ‘ Buy what you can t at-
ioaad place on the dockets of the 
Interstate Commerce committees.
In the House its committee passes 
npon both interstate and foreign 
commerce, and because of this fact 
-|hi reciprocity measure just introduced 
fcy Representative Burton E. Sweet of 
Iowa best meets the general needs of 
the situation. This bill has the en­
dorsement of the America^ Automobile 
Association, which for a period
ing up an ace being one out of six. In 
a large number of throws, the chances 
are in the same proportion. From this 
Pascal laid down the proposition that 
results which have happened in a giv­
en number of observed cases will again 
happen in similar circumstances, pro-
ford, only when you can afford it.
WORK THE KEYNOTE,
SAYS CLEMENCEAU
The solution of the many problems 
the world is now facing may be— —  —  -   --------  ot l il o  —  “ , . . .  . .
9m n  h u  bean aaakin* from Coogrew | y|ded the nomb6ra be sufficient tor the summarized in the single word f™rk  
«ka “open door” In registration j r worUng of tbe ,aw 0t average, j Premier Clemenceau dec lared in his 
reciprocity. . .. ! keynote speech for the government
Not only does Mr. Sweefs draft; ^  party in the parliamentary elections
. r r  , = r  ,d~ -  - ■-»» ~
Halted States, but It also authorizes 0 Per80ns may e p j mesaage of I Ho aged prime minister
tke Secretary of State to arrange w ith ' * re<,test ilcc,,rac)r by comparlson wi,h - -  -a . „„„ retirement from
foreign nation, so that any American!the ob8erTed among 8 ™ ffl.cle” t' i political life which he contemplates"  'y number of persons of atmiiar i _  „  . .  Bs9_ hG declar(
» t a g  .broad nan be ^nipped with a ^  ^  occ„ and aubJect to
/  .°n ^  U ' S * “ ‘ similar climatic influences, fee substituted for the name of his j
and consequence be acceptable
The premier’s address, he declared, 
was not a message meant for France 
alone, but was an appeal to the entire
world to renew its labors as they had 
been before the war and produce for 
the world's needs.
M. Clemenceau briefly reviewed the 
treaty of Versailles and said that al­
though France had been apparently 
parsimoniously treated as to repara­
tions, lie hoped confidently that the 
allies had not abandoned France. He 
said England and America had not bar­
gained for their blood and would not 
grudge financial help to France.
LAYS DIVORCES TO
LACK OF CHILDREN
Happiness of man and woman is of 
only secondary importance in marriage, 
the prime purpose of which is to 
produce robust children. Prof. William 
J. Durant of Columbia University said 
in a lecture, “Where there are no 
children there is no marriage," he 
added.
Free love is impossible, the professor 
said, because conquests of a man are 
praised by other men, “ but if a woman 
had had one free love affair she is 
held in ridicule and belittled by her 
associates."
“Most men now marry after they 
have become incapable of love,” the 
professor continued, “and then comes
i your divorce.”
j “Courts say that divorces are due to 
| cruelty, drunkenness and half a dozen 
other thinfs, but they are all wrong. 
The three fundamental reasons for di- 
|vorce are:
“ 1 -The natural vanity of both sexes. 
, "2- Phyehologlcal incompatibility.
‘ Lack of children."
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N  FOR 
DISCHARGE
In the 'I'Mtter of
Harry A. Snowman | In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the 
District Court of the United States for 
the District of Maine.
HARRY A. SNOWMAN of Caribou 
in the County of Aroostook and 
State of Maine, in said District respect­
fully represents that on the 5th day of 
December, last past, he waa dqjy
adjudged bankrupt under the Aqto pf 
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that 
he has duly surrendered all his property 
and righto of property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of 
said Acts and of the orders of Court 
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be 
decreed by the Court to have a full dis­
charge from all debts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, 
except such debts as are excepted by 
law from such discharge.
Dated this 30th day of October, A. 
D., 1919.
HARRY A. SNOWMAN, 
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District <>f Maine, Northern Division, ss
On tin* 1st day of November. A. D., 
1919. on reading the foregoing petition,
it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing 
be had upon the same on the 12th day of 
December, A. D., 1919, before said court 
at Bangor in said District, Northern 
Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; 
and that notice thereof be published in 
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed 
in said District, Northern Division, and 
that all known creditors and other per­
sons in interest, may appear at the said 
time and place, and show cause, if  any 
they have, why the prayer of said peti­
tioner should not be gktinted.
And it is Further Ordered by the Court. 
V W  the Clerk shall s e n d  by 
to all lpnpwn creditors copies o f said 
petition an d . this order, addressed to 
tiham at thejir places o f residence as 
•toted.
Witness Km  Honorable Clarence Hale, 
Judge of the said Court, and the seal 
thereof, at Bangor in the Northers D ivi­
sion of said District on the 1st day of 
November, A. D„ 1919.
<L. S.) ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Cleric.
A true copy of petition and order thereon 
(L. S.) ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.
' “ Economy in the household.” says 
a magazine contributor, “consists in
ti Mil European countries which are | HOLD BACK OR 
dSBatoiies In the use ot the so-called RUN DOWN HILL
“taternatlonal plate ot identity. This 
arrangement has been in existence in 
M ra p e  tor .  period of years, somewhat, m)Illlnlzlng non-essentials. Economize 'Bertram u. Archer 
tatartapted by the war. but now to be |n ^  lh|n„  vou don.t nee(1 and the Ban
resumed
subsequent accompaniment in the form 
• f  an “International triptych" which 
will relate to customs duties
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
[n the District Court of the United States 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy
a krupt
^ ............... .... .. To tlie creditors of said Bertram L.
No* matter who vou are Ar‘ -ht’r of ITesque Isle in the county of
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank­
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 
5th day of November, A. D., 1919, the said
Bertram 1,. Archer was duly ad-
,u o m ui u , uu ^ t l gg you don’t need, and the
Main, undoubtedly with a tWngs ydu d0 need wi„ take care of
! themselves
or what wou do, you can get along on 
on m ate to cu. tou, .  what you have and be happy. The
Americana traveling a roa ave . 0p,e wb0 are aiwaya worrying about 
ham obliged to accept the courtesy ot j money the onea who are alway9 rtr  
jipgkAi llfttftin ai* Khr&ncA in ftiTftnKillK t . . judic«it6d bankrupt, and tn&t the ilrsv
nlato uihtnh wanBnS what they don t need. The meeting of creditors will be held at the
for the Internationa p . more you want a partucular thing, the office of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
somewhat awkward and more ° r i|nore you ghould wait until day after ,*»«* 29th day of November. A. d . 1919, at
10.00 o’clock in the forenoon at which 
time the said creditors may attend, 
prove their claims, appoint a trusjtee, 
pift off until tomorrow What can be examine the bankrupt and transact such
done today,” is in the discard when it other business as may properly come be­
fore said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. November 5th, 1919 
EDWIN L. VAIL, 
Referee in Bankruptcy.
tomorrow before getting it.” 
Apparently our old friend. "Never
less a reflection on our inability to 
provide this great help.
Another excellent provision in Mr.
Sweet's bill Is that it definitely pro­
vides that the resident of any state ^  buying, and it’s best that it
'temporarily located in*the District of
Columbia, either as a member of ............. .......................
feifTmin of in any other governmental Notice ef First Meeting of Creditors 
eamacity shall have the right to dis- In the District Court of the United States 
play on his motor vehicle a home state ,or *h» Northern Division of the Die.
registration number which w#l be 
acceptable In lieu of any ofher 
registration in the District of Columbia 
In the Senate the Inter-state 
commerce committee confines its
)
for the Northern Division of the 
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy
In the matter of
Joshua Green I In Bankruptcy 
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Joshua Green of
________  Presque Isle in the county of Aroostook
activities to domestic matters, and and District aforesaid, a bankrupt: 
onto may mean that the question of Notice is hereby given that on the 
. . , 5th day of November, A. D., 1919, the saidtatarfl.tlonal recipe,,,^  cannot■ b . 0 w o  waa adjU)11.
taken care of by tamendlng the bill ot cated bankrupt; and that the first meeting
Senator Key Pittman of Nevada which of creditors will be held at the office of
Is a duplicate Of the original Adamson Kdwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the 22nd day 
, - of November, A. D., 1919, at 10 o’clock
draft. A separate measure may v jn the forenoon, at which time
to be passed upon by the Foreign the said creditors may attend, prove 
Relations Committee, of which Senator their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
Xadge Of Massachusetts is the chair- the bankrupt, and transact such other tee ,.xamim, ti1(. bankrupt and tian-.o t
man. Having In mind the many bau,sdin^ ettnsg.may Pr° Perly C° me b8t° re -<=h « » e r  <*«■'"«■ »  - v  ..... .......
Americana who will go abroad next ^  a( N-,IVBinbcr
year, the convenience of this arange- e d w in  l . v a i l ,
meat is plainly apparent. Referee in Bankruptcy.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United State's 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of  Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
Harry B. Brewer In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt
To the Creditors of said Harry B. 
Brewer of Houlton in the county of 
Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt 
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th
aid Harrs'
B. Brewer was duly adjudicated bankrupt 
and that the first meeting of creditors will 
lie held at the office of Edwin U. Vail, in 
Houlton, on the 22nd day of November, 
A.D., 1919 at Id o'clock in the forenoon at 
which time the said creditors may a t ­
tend, prove their claims, appoint a tnis-
such other business as ma\ 
come before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton.  Novemhe i  
EDWIN E. V A I L .
K e l ' e r i o  in B a n k r u p t
d h.
Save Time and Potatoes—Money for the Farmers
BOGG’S POTATO GRADER
'W
T h e  l a w  r e q u ir e s  the g r a d in g  of po tatoes a n d  th is  m a c h in e  d o e s
the w o r k — C a ll a n d  se e  It -------
J A M E S  S. P E A B O D Y  Houlton, Maine
V W W W U W U V W W V V V V ^ V h
Christmas Tim e is Drawing Near
/  -  -
Are you preparing your gifts—Gifts to be made by your own hands, and given to your dearest friends. Those 
----  -------------are the Gifts which are most appreciated and welcomed by everyone --------------------------
E m b r o id e r y  G o o d s , A rt  
N e e d le  W o r k ,  Etc.
Our Embroidery Department has re­
cently reduced the price o fthe Cro­
chet Cottons. You can buy your 
Crochet Cottons here for consider­
ably less than elsewhere.
-J & P Coats Mercerized 
Crochet 2 for
Sllkine Mercerized Crochet
2 for
Clark*s ONT Mercerised
We have prepared our stock for the women who make their 
Christmas Gifts. A large array of dainty articles of every 
nature. No matter what little item you may want, i t ’s here
Celesta Rope Silk
Art Threads
Silk Floss
25c 
25‘
10c
g C  Skein
g C  Skein 
g C  Skein
Ribbons o f E ve ry  
Description
\V<» arc showing the largest variety 
of patterns in fancy ribbons we have 
ever carried
Ribbons of every nature for every 
purpose, all colors, widths and prices
Fancy ribbons for Bag making. 
Camisoles, Boudoir Caps, Pin Cush­
ions,, Shoe Trees, Box Covers, Lin­
ings etc. Prices 29c to $2.00 yd.
Plain ribbons from the narrowest 
to the widest, in every known shade, 
suitable for, Slippers, Armlets, Cami­
soles, Bags, and Novelties of any 
description. Prices 2c to $1.50
Fancy wash ribbons for use on 
under garments, rosebud patterns, 
various widths 8c to 35c yd.
Fancy Bag tops in 
shapes and patterns
a variety of 
98c to $2.50
A r t i c le s  f o r  E m b r o id e r y
Turkish Towels, plain or stamped,
50c to $1.50
Guest Towels for embroidery
25c to $1.50
Library Scarfs, Bureau Scarfs, 
Table Scarfs, and Buffet 
Scarfs 50c to $2.50
Z .
Centers to match Scarfs
45c to $3.98
Pillow Slips 
Laundry Bags 
Fallow Tops 
Aprons 
Slipper Bags
$1.56 to $2.50 pr. 
89c to $1.50 
50c to $1.25 
59c to $1.25 
$1.00 up
Shop
Early
Doilies, Pin Cushions, etc 5c to $1.50
Knvelope Combinations, Night 
Gowns, etc $1.25 to $2.50 ea.
Corset Covers 39c to $1.00
Carriage Robes, Baby Pillows, 
etc., 25c to $1.50
Stamped Dresses for Infants
and Children $1.00 to $2.00
I^arge and varied assortment of
Laces for handchief edges, Boudior
Caps, Underwear ,etc, 5c to $2 yd
Our stock contains a large variety 
of Notions, Accesories, etc., for use in 
making Christmas Novelties and 
Gifts of every description
No matter what you may need in 
your Christmas Gift making, you 
will find it at Richards.
Hand Crocheted Yokes $1.98 to $4.50
Large variety of Novelties
from 25c to $1.50 ea.
Yarns of every description 
and color 25c to $1.25 skein
Linen .Toweling $1.00 and $1.75 yd.
Linen for runners, tan and 
white 50c to $1.50 yd.
J
25 Market Square
G. W . Richards &  Company
“34 Years of Merchandising” Houlton, Maine
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RUSHING OPPOSES
WAR DEPARTMENT
Favors Army of 300,000 and Universal 
Training w ith Educational W ork
empowered to known also that the Sahara is not vided a beginning were made
for either plant or
re­
senator asked whether the staff ought ( and the President
not to take the military committees remove them. absolutely unfit
into its confidence about the general Sugesting 275,000 to ,‘500,000 and animal life.
situation in the army. possibly less as the outside figures Rain falls sometimes in tht
“ 1 am quite sure of it," he quickly for yie peace army, he said the cost of Desert and there are underground 
replied. maintaining a larger establishment was stiearns that could be made available
Only once or twice did the question a consideration which could not be f°'' water. The present oases could be 
ing lead him into discussion of the ac- overloked. He did no: make a detail- developed and others created, pro- 
tivities of the American arm ies  in (Mj statement of the irategic need for -—
France, though that is expected to a ]arg(, army, but said the permanent 
come in for more detailed considera- strength should be largo enough to
Dissenting in many important 
•pects from the program recommended 
by the war department and the general
Staff, Gen. Pershing told the committee tion before he completes his testimony. m(Mq sudden attacks, take care of in 
• f  Congress that 200,000 men. raised PERSHING OPPOSES WAR DEPT ! mrnal disturbances, and make possibh
He will appear again tomorrow and his 
statement, which is expected to be the 
last before the committees, may run 
into next week.
establishing strategic roads and 
Producing a sense of law and order 
Great j among the desert tribes for the 
security of those who were trying to 
develop the country.
In its entirety the region included 
in the Saraha contains already a good
by deal of spontaneous vegetation; it 
in- grows a number of forage plants and 
shrubs that serve as pasturage tor 
caravans, and could doubtless be im­
proved and made valuable by cultiva­
tion. Fig trees, apricots, peaches, 
grapes and various cereals have beea 
grown in the oases.
entirely by voluntary enlistment, 
should be the outside figures consider­
ed for a standing army.
He favored universal military train­
ing to provide an emergency reserve, 
but thought general educational work 
should be combined with it and mili-
No Combat Planes up to Jan. 1
Asked for the facts about the num-
expeditionary forces on this continent.
Universal service, hef said, would be 
a distinct advantage in making better 
citizens under the plan he outlined. 
Illiteracy, he thought, might be 
materially reduced and physical de-
her of airplanes and artillery pieces f^tds overcome by providing an extra 
which reached the American army, the ' Dire(‘ months training lor the
tary discipline somewhat relaxed so i general said no American combat 'absolutely illiterate and the physically 
that the system Would be in complete Planes at all had been received up to weak. He added that while discipline 
harmony with democratic institutions.! the beginning of this year, though on ^as very 
He fixed six months as the training 
period,
>- Department’s Recommendation
1 Tfc* department had recommended!'““ 'J1 American guns which gol Into t
necessary, there might
Jan. 1 a total of 1443 American fight- easily be a relaxation in view ot the 
j ing machines of the observation type , c h a ra c te r  ( ) f the training.
■were on hand, together with 5181 of; “ I would emphasize the educational 
I various types made in Europe. The j features," he said “more than the
ac-1 military features.”
tion Were some eight-inch pieces, f With the exception of the period 
About 170 American-made 75-mm. guns j necessary to instruct, raw recruits 
reached France, but they never were j under the proposed military training 
used. He did not have the eJcact fig- I pian, jt is expected that Secretary 
^commendation for a training period j ures on guns and planes at the time j Baker and other war department
of the armistice. I officials will indorse G'bn. Pershing’s
The witness also touched on his ex- views on the proper basis for army
an army of more than. 500,000 with a 
system of universal training not em­
bracing the educational feature. Its
periences in France in discussing the 
size of the general staff, saying that 
his staff at the time of the armistice, 
when more than 2,000,000 men were 
under his command, consisting of less 
than 350 officers. While he thought
was three months.
Departing again from the expressed 
views of the department, the general 
declared purchasing should he reor­
ganised In a new bureau apart from 
the quartermaster corps and that a
separate department ot the government
. . . .  ? that proportion might not obtain
should be organized to co-ordinate and i
buuuiu f exactly for the new’ peace time army,
supervise military, naval and com ^  expressed an opinion that the de- 
meroial aeronautics. He considered partment’s estimate of 231 could be 
the department’s request for 2311 cut down considerably, 
general staff officers excessive, and | He also recommended that rank up
made clear his opposition to any effort I to and including second lieutenant be
-  * j  i* ' given army nurses; that students atby the staff to extend its authority . . ,IP / o w  W f t Q t  P o i n t  h o  r o m i i r o r l  t r \  c o r r o  o
reorganization.
Secretary Baker stated specifically 
today that he could never indorse 
either the proposal for a year’s train­
ing or to put the universal training 
more or less under the supervision of 
the statse.
PART OF SAHARA
ENJOYS RAINFALL
What the Sahara will some clay “blos­
som like the rose” or. at any rate, like 
a reasonably productive agricultural 
est. Point be required to serve a country, is the gist of an article by J. 
Into the details of the depar ment. year in the army 0r go to a training Nicholas Brusse in La Nation of Paris, 
bureaus and of the line. ,camp; that the pay of officers and . For more than a quarter of a century.
During his day of testimony before I enlisted men be increased; that 
the two committees, which opened a j reserve officers be classified and
, , . . . * , _ assigned on paper to definite units;series of special joint sessions to hear■ ® ,v A1__ _______ ____ that the scope ot army service schools
be broadened, and that the duties of
bureau chiefs be prescribed by law
his views on peace- time reorganiza­
tion of the army, the former com­
mander of the American expeditionary 
forces expressed several times his 
unfamiliarity with the present make­
up and policy of the general staff and 
emphasized that he was speaking 
directly from his experience in the 
field. But he did not hestitate to put 
into pointed language his opinions on 
the abstract questions presented by 
committee members.
When one representative asked 
whether he approved an apparent 
tendency of the staff to project its 
control into details of the line, he 
brought his fist down upon the table 
and snapped:
“1 certainly do not.”
He was equally emphatic when a
Mr. Brusse declares, although pimple 
in general have thought of the Sahara 
as an enormous, permanently hopeless 
expanse of sand, those acquainted 
with the results of a geographical 
survev conducted about 1 s;i:) have
wraHrn.'vuax.ttwlev*.rjantL- -•*
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’TIS EASY ENOUGH 
TO LEARN 
THE DIFFERENCE
At a Glance You Will Be Able to D is t ingu ish  
the Dikerenco Between Our Method o f Pro?sin<r 
Cloth:'?, end the “ Old Time Method? 
Used by G vhe ‘ ?,'
We give ; <>;t  < ’<>11)< .- the !:,‘H u i “ >; 
body shape, better rreases end :i 
th o ro u g h ly  u n i fo rm  finish.
RepairingCleaning
THE DRYSDALE PRESS SHOP
Opp. Snell House, Jlouhor
E veryth ing Y ou  E xpect 
In  G o o d  C l o t h e s
Y ou’ll Find a t Berm an’s
Style, wear, fit, workmanship, everything but high prices. 
Hundreds of Coats of every popular material such as 
Silvertones, Velour, Polo Cloths, Broadcloths. Plush 
and Fur— up to the minute styles in Women’s and Misses
sizes
Women’s and Misses Suits in all the wanted styles and a 
great variety of materials. For the woman who looks 
for style and workmanship, she need look no farther 
All priced in accordance with our plan of money saving 
values, which only a visit to our store and a comparison 
of quality will show you.
For anything in outfitting for Ladies and Misses be sure 
and see what we have to offer— If i t ’s new and stylish 
we have it.
ERMAN
Cl o a k  St o r e
NO-59 MAIN ST‘
lJVicAerson loci
Houlton • Maine
* - • /jjt, ■ r
f a n  :■ *»-Jv:»vw>'<«.'V;\Trv. ■««. * r « >
MTMMBr
r .
V"
« /
H e y w o o d  T h e a t r e
Saturday, NOVEMBER
M a t in e e  2 .30— E v e n in g  8 . 1 5 ™
Norman Friedenwald Presents the Fascinating Hawaiian Musical Comedy
“My Honolulu Girl”
See: The Plaza H o t e l ,  
Honolulu; The Great Dock 
Scene; The Volcano Erup­
tion. . . . .
IQSuci *
; f  . »
P !  J . .w-fitp -tW W m >:'
■ -v, " ' .mi' * 4*< SR
?  i  .& ?f ,w- « WWA
.> yi. 
* \
Featuring : A Troupeof 
Genuine Native Hawaiians, 
in their Songs, Dances and 
Playing Native Mu s i c a 1 
'Instruments
BJUL-VWK VI Vli S
Scenery
H ost o f P retty  G irls C lever Com edians
Costumes
50c, $1.00, $1.50 Matinee 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00
Sale begins Wednesday, November 12 Mail orders now
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i w n : U » T m c i T l t n r i l l i n i l  '»■ - could be trusted to But the strike Is. in fact, a conflict; It could be a means to build up as well
J I T T E H r T  I V o A l l d r l  U tB U l i  contjnue himself. between the more or less hidden as tear down.
N E W  YORK, OCT. 25 1919. workers forces of tho Bolshevists and the When we come t0 anaiyZe a horror
Writing of the Industrial Conference UP To T"e wo forces of order and reason. The , , .
mmwenl weeks ago. before it had Still all artificial arrangements will intelligent part of the community, in- j0 it is usually due to some pain-
eaovened, we said that the object of not change economic Laws. Labor ciU(jjng the workingmen themselves, personal experience or to some
tfc* Conference was to establish as cannot be benefited permanently unless have graspe(j the meaning of this, and harrowing story of a mortgage that 
complete a harmony as possible be- production is actually increased. a great majority has lined up on the could not be lifted and which swept
twnen the workers and the industrial After all. the best results of the side of civiiization against anarchy. . out a half dozen lives. The horror is
on the experience of a dear
mere of the country, so that conference-in fact, the only results Thjj aUjtude of business from the; based 
heslneas might proceed thereafter un- worth while— will be attained if some g[grt ha;j been one ot confidence, with
, _ . . 1 friend who had lost everything and
no real doubts as to the final outcome
of the contest, which is an entering Kom> ,nsane- 11 is associated in our 
wedge to take over the control of the mind with a widow and small children 
Government. While there is firm left to struggle with a load of debts, 
belief that this whole movement 'j'hese conditions form the reverse side
throughout the country, which has de­ an
<tt»turbed by unrest because of labor plan for greater and greater produc- 
. Alssatlsfaction. tion is found. It is up to the workers,
The printers’ strike swept in then, as Charles M. Schwab says: “An
prevented the publication of that,honest day’s work for an honest days 
other statements which follow, i pay.” This is the solution.
.Aad worse than that, the Conference, But the conference, deadlock on the
urkm It came together, instead of bargaining question, has not begun to ”t“ ”"^onTor its object.’ will be defeat- 
aattUiig down to aolve the problem.; touch the real issue. edi tbere js n0 disposition to mini­
m a  tarried by labor Into a controversy i It has become very clear that the : ^  thg d|ffl(m|ty and danger of the 
mm the Steel strike, through the a t-; steel strike had no such object in situation
«Mk»t of the labor party to boltser upjview as the betterment of the work--ST American Federation of Labor in! men’s condition. It was not even a Individual support trom every sound-1 How many young men could make a 
Me contest with the Steel leaders, j concerted effort against the open shop , thinking citizen may yet be necessary, start for themselves if they dared not
•face then nothing has been done'else and for the wide unionizing of all i through organ zation. g0 into debt? How many homes
easy prey for the Bolshevik!, that they 
are less restless and more contented 
and that they look forward to the 
future with less fear.
You have to be born with an instinct 
for saving if you can set aside a 
certain amount of your regular in­
come to provide for the possible rainy 
day. The only way that the average
man or woman can accomplish this 
saving is in the form of a debt that 
must be paid.
There is a wise way and a folish way 
to look at anything. Debt can be the 
means of your destruction or it can be 
made the means of building up a 
competence.— Edith C. Johnson in the 
Oklahoman, v
of the story which may take 
entirely different angle.
How much business would be trans­
acted if nobody ever went into debt?
•of moment in the deliberations, and a [labor, as it appeared at first to be. 
deadlock has followed. 1 The real object was to open a way
Nevertheless, what we wrote at that 
time applies as well now to the real 
ritmUton as It did when written, and
The Market. would be purchased if everybody had
The strong markets of the last few to pay cash? Our whole system of 
Ilem enTto t a S  over and control t L | wef 8 have bee"  *  business is built on credit. Cut off
whole steel Industry, just as the Plumb | “  J  the labor conte *  jtbe credits ° f »  « " “> ** and ' he » hole
w e  will set It down here. | bill aims to have the same forces take ; in America, and have been discounting ' st,'ucture would «>ree
The real object of the Conference | over the railroads completly. the belief in good trade ahead. hours-
And if thls The disquieting factors relating to Far-seeing employers like to see
railroads
manner, more than 50 per cent, of all
'Is, or should be, to arrange for 
business to proceed undisturbed here­
by unrest and dlssatlfaction on 
side.
H is  unrest and dissatisfaction is 
ranlaly on the workers’ side. Capital, 
o r  the employer, has no grievance to 
ho assuaged, except perhaps - that 
present day labor Is not working up to 
tuB normal efficiency; consequently, jbe wrecked 
production is being curtailed, add j But even if tbe radical element 
fhfcUPi Including prices, made hard j which is striving to get the upper hand 
tor nil by us. ! were eliminated, what would the effect
object, then, to be brought ;ot labo'' control of Industry be on the 
1. to arrange eo that the I w* " ' be,n*  of tob?r . , “^ 1,T
labor are offset by the reluctance of their workers get into the right kind
the industrial investment of the United ; many holders to take profits, with 0f debt. They know that the Investing 
States would have come i n t o *ncome' tax regulations waiting to home-owing employe makes th e  
possessive control of the Bolshevist c a llo w  a good part of them. Another ^  gf
element. It would not be long after reason why•some Industrials especally,, no( ukely to waste hjs substance in 
that before the whole Industrial are flrmJy he,d- because large profi s , fooHgh expendlture and aissipatlon. 
machinery of the United States would haTe advanced, book values beyond ; u fg with these ideas ,n mlnd that good
employers of labor build homes which 
they sell to their workers on payments 
without profits to themselves. They 
also realize that employers who own 
government bonds, good Industrial 
stocks or a little property are not
will be satisfied.
Why a *  the employers satisfied 
the outcome of their business 
operutions? Mainly because they are 
umibled to make a profit, which is 
uaai either to strengthen the financial 
eeudltkms of the business concerned 
mar to Increase its plants and facilities 
■o that it can make a larger profit, or
Labor is complaining of the high / n rD T  1C
cost of living. Forty per cent, of this U U U U  D L D l lo
beyond
present prices. In the absence of 
money restrictions, we see no reason 
wrhy the market should have any j 
serious decline at this time. I
J. S. BACHE & CO. i_________________  |
i
THE SOLUTION OF
PROPER PROVISION
for an opportunity or emergency is an 
account with the Houlton Trust Com­
pany to which deposits are added 
each week. This assures confidence 
and stability.
4%  Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
Houlton Trust Co
H oulton, Maine
■mu m jyufj
It is a rather widely-held theory 
f ia t  profit-sharing on the part of 
la the solution of the difficulty; 
labor is not getting its share of 
the wealth which is being accumulat­
e s  partly as a result of its efforts, and 
fla t an adjustment in this direction 
will solve the problem. But profit- 
sharing plans have t>een tried, aiid 
thus far, mostly, have proved failures.
high cost Is due to working inefficiency 
— to the fact that average labor is not 
doing a full day’s work, and that is 
why, more than enough things to go 
around are not made, and why those 
that are made, with the demand ex­
ceeding the supply, can command 
higher and higher prices.
Labor Control Destructive to Industry 
If labor were In control instead of 
skilled Industrial leadership, it can­
not be Imagined that more efficiency 
would result. It would decline as in 
every instance or record, notably 
Russia, and while prices would mount 
higher, the businesses of the country 
would drift steadily, one after the 
other, to disaster, under inexperienced 
and self-seeking labor demagogues 
and under higher and higher produc-
THING OF VALUE
When I was a young girl I had a ter­
rible horror of the word “debt.” It 
loomed large in my mind as some hid­
eous monster that certainly would de­
stroy you if you got anywhere near it. (
It was always associated in my [ 
thoughts with destruction. I could not i
conceive of it having any constructive or hear what should be easy?
Have your ordinary duties and cares 
become great tasks and burdens?
If so, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla— 
this great medicine revitalizes the 
blood, gives vigor and tone to all the 
organs and functions, and is un-
1$ THIS YJR  CASE?
What You Should Do— Most Success­
ful and Economical Treatment*
Do 3rou have a feeling of general
weakness day in and out? Is your 
appetite poor? Does your food fail 
to strengthen you and your sleep to 
refresh? Do you find it hard to do
air or end. Then one day I read these 
words of Louis E. Smith which 
completely changed my point of view: 
“ Young men should get into debt,
Will Profit-sharing Really Benefit?
• The reason it appears is that the! tion-costs limiting the output, 
same as with increased wages the ( ■—
added sums thus distributed do not i 
permanently benefit the worker. The 
workers spend their profits just as j 
they spend tlieir increased .wages', ! 
and have nothing left to show for! 
them.
In other words, the workers, unlike [ 
the capitalists and employers and ln -;
•xstrial concerns, are not, as a class, i 
growing richer and more assured as to ;
Income, and really permanently 
benefited by the Increased funds! 
coming in to them in the shape o f 1 
higher wages, and would not be more j 
ae if in receipt of additional amounts j 
la the way of profit-sharing money. i
On the other hand, It is claimed b y ! 
aome that the worker is permanently J 
benefiting by increasing wages, as | 
shown by the very large Increase In [ 
savings-bank deposits— as, for instance j 
la New England, where this class of
inot for clothes, drink and the like, equalled for those who are in any de­
gree debilitated or run down. Ho not 
delav treatment— becrin it today.
To rouse the torpid liver and r^u- 
Infe ihe bowels take Ifiod’s Pills. 
They are purely vegotab!e.
j but for some investment of tangible 
value th t will be worth saving for." 
Those words were a revelation. The 
word “debt" took on a new meaning.
TO PROVIDE CAPITAL
The young man who expects to start 
in business for himself some day, 
wishes to be well supplied with capi­
tal. Now is the time to prepare and 
provide for such a fund.
You can. do it by having an account 
with the Houlton Savings Bank and 
making regular deposits to your cre­
dit each week or month.
Dividends at the rate of 4%  per annum 
have been paid fo r the past nine years
H o l t o n  S a v i n g s J 3 * 6 j k
HbULTON, M A IH E ^
deposits is four 
M o re  4he war.
times as large as
“ Do not forget,”  said Mrs. Brown 
As hubby left to go to town,
**W e need some Town Talk Flour today, 
Be sure they send it right away.”
Milled on Honor—Ideal 
Every Baking
for
Labor Spending Too Much 
It is doubtful, however, whether this 
savings development does not, after 
an. apply to only a small proportion 
e f  the workers— those who are 
asturally thrifty. It Is probable that 
the great mass of rank and file work­
ers has not yet become thrifty. From 
all trade reports from dry goods, auto­
mobile and jewelry companies, ex- 
travagence among the laboring class 
to widespread. Not that free spending 
la by any means confined to one class, 
hat special instances are cited show- 
ftag that mill and factory workers and 
m a y  wage-earners are buying luxuries 
ftreely.
It may be said that, after all, what 
ha does with his money is the affair 
mi the worker; that be may do as he 
with his funds, and if he wishes 
i spend them on comforts and luxuries 
r  himself and his family, he has as 
right to do so as the employer
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas, Richard M. Haft, of Mer­
sey, in the County of Aroostook, and 
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed 
dated October 18th, 1918, and record­
ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds 
Vol. 309, Page 323, conveyed to Willi­
am Bragg, then of said Hersey, the 
following described real estate, to 
wit.: a parcel of land with the build­
ings thereon, situated in said Hersey, 
and being the store lot formerly oc- 
ci’pied by the said William Bragg, 
situated in the northeast corner of 
Lot No. 1, in said Hersey. And where­
as the said William Bragg has since de­
ceased, and the said Kdna B. Lord, of 
Hersey. has been duly appointed and 
qualified as Executrix of the last will 
and testament of the said William 
Bragg: and whereas the condition of 
the mortgage is broken, by reason 
whereof, 1 the said Edna B. Lord, Ex­
ecutrix as aforesaid, claim a foreclo­
sure of the same, and give this notice 
for that purpose.
Edna B. Lord,
Executrix of the last will and testa­
ment of William Bragg.
By her attorney
Harry M. Briggs.
Houlton, Maine, October 22 1919.
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EVERY DOLLAR
Y o u  D eposit  in  the
First N a tion a l Bank
of H ou lton , M a in e  
Is  u n d e r  the s u p e rv is io n  o f
United States Government
W e  p a y  4% o n  T i m e  D e p o s i t s
OLD AGE STARTS
WITH YOUR KIDNEYS
But.w e are starting out to remedy 
situation, and something must be 
i, either by educating the workers 
pet lasting benefits from their in- 
earnings, or perhaps by put- 
into operation some plan which 
wtn bring about this result forciblly.
Education toward thrift is, of course 
'the better way, but it takes too long.
Can Thrift Be Cultivated 
Automatically?
*liight not a plan of putting the 
workingman’s funds from profit- 
sharing automatically into a trust 
fund, be worth considering? That is, 
-supposing it were made a widely 
observed rule that the credits due 
working people from their share of 
profits, be required to be Invested in 
•Government bonds or other high-class 
sororities, to be beld in trust by duly 
appointed trust officers or trust 
companies or other trustees, income 
to be paid to the owner regularly, but 
principal to be held for a period of, 
say, five years.
The amount thus to be put aside 
fo r  any one individual might be 
'Bmlted to five hundred dollars, 
JUriher amounts coming in as profits 
-to be paid over to the owner on the 
•rounds that the saving! habit would 
lb s  then sufficiently cultivated so that
8dsncs says that old age beg-ins with 
weakened kidneys and digestive organs.
This being true, it is easy to believe 
that by keeping the kidneys and di­
gestive organs cleansed and in proper 
working order old age can be deferred 
and life prolonged far beyond that en­
joyed  by the average person.
For over 200 years GOLD M EDAL  
Haarlem Oil has been relieving the 
weaknesses and disability due to ad­
vancing years. It is a standard old- 
time home remedy and needs no intro­
duction. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil is 
Inclosed In odorless, tasteless capsules 
containing about 5 drops each.
swallow of water. The oil stimulate* 
the kidney action and enables ths 
organs to throw off the poisons which 
cause premature old age. New life and 
strength increase as you continue the 
treatment. When completely restored 
continue taking a capsule or two each 
day. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem OH Cap­
sules will keep you in health and vigor 
and prevent a  return of the disease.
Do not wait until old age or disease 
have settled down for good. Go to your 
* *  *  box of GOLD 
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules. Money 
refunded If they do not hklp you. Thro# 
sizes. But remember to ask for thec tai i g aD t  r s eac . Take original imported (lOLn m ibdat  ___M
them ae you would a pill, with a small in sealed packagea bra* *
-----B R O A D W A Y  P H A R M A C Y ------
Next to Elks Club Prescription Drugolst Main Street
PU T  it flush up to Prince A lbeit to produce more smoke happiness than you ever before collected 1 P . A . ’s built to 
fit your smokeappetite like kids fit your hands! It  has the 
jimdandiest flavor and coolness and fragrance you ever ran 
against!
Just what a whale o f jo y  Prince Albert really is you want 
to find out the double-quickest thing you do next. And, put 
it down how you could smoke P . A . for hours without 
tongue bite or parching. Our exclusive patented process 
cuts out bite and parch.
Realize what it would mean to get set with a jo y ’us jim m y 
pipe or the papers every once and a while. And, puff to 
beat the cards! W ithout a comebackl W h y , P . A . is so 
good you feel like you’d just have to eat that fragrant smoke!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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MONTICELLO
Mrs. Joel Wellington returned last 
•week from a visit In Bangor and 
Pitsfield.
The Revival meetings closed Thurs­
day night and Rev. Irving left for his water Drug Co.
Ed Barrett has been very ill with 
acute indigestion hut is improving.
li. G. Staekpole returned Thursday 
night from a business trip to Boston.
Leave your orders for watch and 
clock repairing by Osgood at Bridge
Beecher McNinch and party from 
Presque Isle have been here for a
home near Gardiner on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Good left by 
the C. P. R. Friday for Montreal, he week’ on a hunting trip, 
to enter a hospital there for treatment.
Glinton McLeod has sold his home 
in Mars Hill and he and Mrs. McLeod 
are staying a few weeks here with 
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Robt. McLeod 
before going to Southern Pinos. N. C. 
where they plan to spend the winter.
LITTLETON
Mrs. Joseph Smith is making 
arrangements to go to Los Angeles 
Pal. to spend a few months with 
relatives. She will go Jan. 1st.
M. A. Randall ami son have been in 
Moulton the past week slaughtering 
lambs, on account of a strike they 
were unable to ship them alive.
The death of John Barrett an old 
resident aged 90 years, occurred Satur- 
Mrs. D. D. Adams who was operated day noon. He lived with his son Ed 
upon at the Aroostook Hospital is, Barrett and had been well as usual, 
gaining slowly* but he got a cold which developed in-
The degree team of the Grange will to pneumonia and he onlv lived three 
meet every Tuesday evening during: days.
the month of November practice. -------------------
Pauline Campbell who Is attending 
R. C. I. spent several days at home 
and returned to school on Monday.
The next meeting of the Grange will 
he held on Saturday evening Nov. 15th 
There will be a harvest supper and a 
program.
Vinal Jenkins who is attending the 
Honlton Business College, spent the 
week-end with his parents Mr. and 
lire. O. V. Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ewings of 
Pride's Mills who have been visiting 
his brther Fred Ewings, returned 
home on Thursday.
Paul L. White who is attending St.
Mary's College at Van Buren, is home 
for a short vacation while repairs are 
being made on the dormitory.
Roy Cronse, 14 year old son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wm. Crouse, was taken to 
the Aroostook Hospital on Saturday 
very ill with spinal meningitis. i 
Mrs. Waldo Carmichael and daughter !
meetings of the fall fairs.
The starting point will lie that most 
convenient for the greater numbers of 
horses. Dates will he arranged at 
another meeting which is to mo railed 
by n-rsident Meekliert late in Novem­
ber at Frederic!ion.
Horsemen present at the meeting 
say that the prosp • for 192n never 
wore surpassed in the maritime prov­
inces. The attendance at the meet­
ing was the largest ever at such a 
gathering in this section of the coun­
try and enthusiasm is high. There is 
little doubt of the new circuit having 
a successful season. Those report­
ing the tracks at the meeting were: 
j  Frederiction. Hugh O’Neill, P. S. Wat 
son; Woodstock, H. M. DeWitt, J. W. 
'Gallagher; St. Stephen, F. 1). J. Gra­
ham: Ghat ham. S. I). Heckbert. F. 1). 
Twoedie; Springhill, N. S., H. A. B. 
Glendenning: St. John, A. P. Ryan; 
Honlton. O. B. Buzzell and Winthrop 
Robinson. No representatives from 
Moncton, Sackville or Sussex were in j 
attendance. !
ROLLINS-SMART
The marriage of Mrs. Mae E. Smart 
and Goo. W. Rollins took place on 
Wednesday last at the First Baptist 
parsonage.
Mrs. Smart has been a resident of 
Honlton for some time and has
recently sold her farm (the Minis 
farm! as noted elsewhere.
Mr. Rollins has charge of E. g . 
Brysons Mill, and looks after his 
interests in Honlton. They will reside 
town.
EGGS
§/
»
111
Watch out for 
at an early date.
the "College Girls"
CHILD ALMOST DEAD
GRANDMOTHER SAVES LIFE
LETTER B
Mrs. Olin Seott of Hodgdon spent 
Friday with relatives in this town.
Rev. J. L. Wilson of Houlton held I 
services in the B school house Sunday 
morning. [
A number of people from this town j 
attended the Evangelist services in J 
Ludlow on Sunday. j
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grawford of 
Houlton, were calling on relatives 
here on Sunday.
Clarence Hutchinson of New Bedford
Koxburv. .Mass. A grandmother in Rox- 
bury writes: “I put great faith in your 
medicine, and one of my children was 
dyig. Tin* doctor said she could not live 
1 until morning, unn I ran out to the drug 
(store, got a bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir, 
was so excited I gave her tse half of the 
bottle at once, and at night I gave her the 
; other half. 1 thought it's eithei kill or 
, cure for the doctor says se is dying any- 
i way, l>nt she did not die. She went to 
i sleep, the first sleep for a week, and the 
I next morning she passed two worms, 
1919 is not a legal red in color, six inches long. The doctor
came to see if she was dead, but he ran j
out pretty quick, as she was sitting in 
her chair eating a bowl of oatmeal and ■' 
milk. That was twenty-four years ago, ! 
act of the Legislature, and this was i and now she has a baby girl of her own,
. , ,, . ,, . . .  | seven months old, who is also using Dr.
not done, according to Representative I True’s Elixir.’’ (Name on Request)
Chas. P. Barnes. The legislature did Consultation, headaches, tired feeling j
weakness, spots before the eyes, bad
OBSERVING ARMISTIC DAY
prevailingContrary to the 
Tuesday. Nov. 11 
holiday.
A “ legal holiday" is niadt
idea
so, by an
r/P
V
REMEMBER, going through the moult is like going through a long spell»of_sickness. To ftfree out the old quilb and 
grow new feathers saps a hen's vitality.
If you expect your hens to be fail producers and winter layers, 
then feed them Poultry Pan-a-ce-a during and after ti*e moult
Dr.Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a
not vote to make Nov. 11, 1919 a legal i bi'eath. sleeplessness, irritability, dizziness { 
Mass. Is spending the hunting season holiday hut did vote to request the lin‘l many other signs of sickness, can be ' 
with relatives here. *' . relieved, if you take the prescription
Mrs. George Mitchell has returned j Governor to issue a proclamation for
from a visit with her daughter Mrs. i the purpose of observing the dav.
Roy Nichols of Monticello. I
The Houlton stores were closed bvMr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick were j  
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Craw- a 
ford of Littleton one day last week.
known as Dr. True's Elixir. The Family 
Laxative and Worm Kxpeller. It has done 
much for sick people, men, women and 
children, ever since 1851—over 68 years 
reputat ion.
vote 
Assn.
of the Houlton Merchants
Marie returned Friday from Sherman i RESULT OF APPEAL
where she had been visiting her I It may be of Interest to your read- 
parents Mr. and Mrs. Archie Grant, ers to know that as a result of the 
Mrs. Don Bubar and daughter j Clothing for the Armenians just ^clos- 
MUriel returned from Danforth on ed, 200 garments were given and more 
Tuesday where they spent a week than 40 pairs of shoes, by the Houl- 
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank [ ton churches. These garments and 
Smart. ; shoes were for men. women and chil-
J. A. Shaw is confined to the house idron. Some of the clothing was en- 
by an attack of tonsllitis and two of i  tirely new. much of it practically, 
his children have the scarlet fever, i A valuable contribution of clothing 
Every precaution is being taken and was given by Hodgdon and Littleton, 
no new cases are expected. Scholars from the Grammar school
Owing to the Farmer’s meeting in 'gave post cards, games, pictures and
Take Dr. True's Elixir—give it to your 
children—The Family Laxative and Worm 
Expeller. AT ALL, DEALERS. Dr. J. F. 
True .X- Co., Auburn, Me.
will start your pullets and moulted bens to laying
tt contains Tonics that put your moulted hens in fine con­
dition—Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs— Iron 
that gives a moulted, run-down hen rich, red blood and a red 
comb. It contains internal antiseptics that destroy disease 
germs that may be lurking in the system. No disease where 
Pan-a-ce-a is fed. It pays to feed Pan-a-ce-a regularly.
It brings back the singing—it brings back the scratching 
—it brings back the cackle. That’s when you get eggs; 
and it’S'eggs you want-—fall eggs, winter eggs—when 
eggs are eggs.
PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
Tell ns how many hens you have.
We’ll tell you how much 
Pan-a-ce-a to buy.
Houlton on Friday the directors of the 
local Federation of Farmers did not 
meet on last Friday evening but will 
hold their meeting on Friday evening 
Nov. 14th at the Grange Hall.
W. O. Briggs, D. F. Adams, O. V. 
Jenkins, E. P. Titcomb. T. H- Schools. 
Lewis Cgrson, Byron Carson ant) piiss 
Bubar were among those who attend'
handkerchiefs
Eight boxes were sent by express 
equal in amount to four barrels.
These garments ranged in value 
from 25cts to $2~>.oo. ’dotal value 
estimated at $409.00.
We trust the contributors were re 
warded by the fact that they were 
helping a needy people, for "virtu
ed the meeting of tho Federation of briu-S* its own reward.
Farmers at Houlton on Friday P. M.
teaching
en-
HODGDON
Miss Clara Ingraham is 
at Amity.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Hauey 
tertalned on Thursday evening.
Remember the Supper and Sale of 
useful articles on Dec. 3rd at the Town 
Hall.
Mf. and Mrs. T, W. McDonald en­
tertained a party of frieifds on Thurs­
day evening.
Mrs. Karney Bates and young son 
trt Linneus are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Blyn Skofleld.
Mr. Stephen Scott and Miss Alva 
Andrews were married by Rev. D. A. 
MacKinnon on Nov. 1st.
Mr. Otto Alward and Miss 
McQuarrie were married by Rev. D. 
A. MacKinnon on Saturday evening 
Nov. 8th at the parsonage.
Relatives and friends here of Mrs. 
Orrte Williams Bradbury were sorry 
to hear of her death which occurred 
at the Aroostook Hospital last week.
Extensive repairs are being made 
on the Baptist Church at the Corner 
which Was vacated where the new one 
was completed and it is planned to 
use the building as a Community 
House.
C. E. DUNN, 
Chainuart (>f South Aroostook for Ar 
' menian Syi’lfUl
m an zo7io  
f iv e s  h is  f e e t  a 
u a re  d ea l 
zO i/I wa/JC
in  p lea sa n t 
p a th  s  /
Dr.Hess Instant Louse Killer Kills Lice
| CALLNAN-HURLEY
A wedding of interest to a larg<* 
Circle of friends of the contracting 
[ parties was solemnized on Thursday 
j morning, Nov. 6th, at St. Mary’s 
j Church when Miss Mary Teresa 
j Hurley, oldest daughter of Mr. and 
j Mrs. Jeremiah Hurley. Calais Road. 
! became the bride of Mr. William 
i Callnan, son Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
j Callnan of Hodgdon. Rev. P. M. Silke 
| officiating, followed by a Nuptial Mass 
Nina | They were attended by Miss Gertrude 
Callnan. sister of the groom, and Mr. 
Richard Hurley, brother of the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Callnan are immensely 
popular among their many friends 
Who will shower them with felicitations 
on their return from a trip to Boston 
this week.
Invitations have been issued for a 
reception in honor of the bridal couple 
at the home of the bride’s parents on 
Wednesday evening, Nov. 12th.
If you purchase n pair Walkover 
shoe.- you will find that your pathway 
will be made more pleasant. Von will 
also discover that our prices won t 
pain your purse, 1
LUDLOW
Several from Hammond attended 
the meeting at the Baptist church. 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bates of 
Linneus attended the service at the 
Baptist Church Sunday, 
and every one should hear him.
EVANGELISTIC MEETING
Chaplain A. J. Croft (A. E. F t 
comes to Houlton under the auspices 
of the Department of Evangelism of 
the Board of Home Missions of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church in Bhil-
Mr. and Mrs. William McCain and iadelphia. Chaplain Croft had recently 
children of New Limerick visited Mr. iarge church in Milwaukee, Wiscon- 
aad Mrs. Stanley McCain, Sunday. *
Mrs. Mary Rideout went to Water-1sln of more than one thousand
ville last week to spend the winter | members. He resigned the charge of 
with her sister, Mrs. Hattie Watson, j this important congregation to become 
Mr. »nd Mrs. William C «n e  attend. ch ,aln In the U s. Army when 
ed the funeral of their brother-in-law , , . . „
Mr. Robert Hawkes in Hodgdon on ! America went into the War. He 
Sunday. i knows the problems of the pastor and
The special meetings at the Baptist | h|s parish thoroughly and is well
Church conducted by F. W. poster, j equ|ppe(i both j,y training and ex- 
the fanner evangelist, will continue1 M • v ,
every evening this week and over j perience to give strong leader ship 
Sunday. Mr. Foster is an able speaker ! to our Union Evangelistic Campaign.
' _____-------------- The Chaplain is a strong preacher.
and presents a clear-cut, convincing.
| P a l m e r V  S h o e  S t o r e
DO YOU RAISE HOGS ?
I f  so, come in and let us show  you the 
new  tonic for hogs, p u t -u p  b y  the 
A va lon  Farm s Com pany. It is a gu a r ­
anteed rem edy. I f  it doesn ’t do as 
recom m ended or if you are  not tuliy  
satisfied after using it 60 days accord ­
ing to directions, it doesn 't cost you  
anything.
Raise m ore p o rk ’at less expense.
For sale by
THAN WOOD
U S E
OUTSIDE
WINDOWS
A Good Assortment
A  M. Stackpole, Jr.
B r id g e w a t e r , M a in e
BRIDGEWATER DRUG CO. Program Week of Nov. 10
LINNEUS
Mrs. Warden Bull and son Willh 
are visiting in Carlboi*
Mr. and Mrs. Byron McQuarrie were jvery 
week-end guests of relatives in 
Hodgdon.
Mrs. Maurice Stewart and daughter 
Maine are visiting relatives i n 
Danforth.
Mrs. Naomi Logie has moyed to 
Houlton for the winter having a rent 
on Green street.
Mr. Willie Adams and family have 
gone to their home in Houlton on High 
street for the winter
Gospel Message.
Both as preacher ami pastor he was 
successful in his pastorate in 
Milwaukee. For several years he 
received into the membership of his 
ehurehes, an average of 200 members 
a year. We sincerely believe that his 
coming to Houlton will be an inspira­
tion to our churches, and a great 
blessing to our town and community.
M r Ray Young and family moved I TROTTING CIRCUIT FOR
MAINE AND N. B.
The Maritime and Maine short- 
ship harness circuit was formed at a 
meeting of horsemen representing 
various tracks in Maine, New Bruns­
wick and Nova Scotia at Frederiction 
last Wednesday. The officers of the 
new circuit are: President, S. D.
this week to their new home in 
Houlton on Franklin Ave.
Mr. David T. Sawyer spent Saturday 
and Sunday in Houlton with his 
daughter Mrs. Horace Kelso.
Mr. Geo. W. Getchell returned 
Friday from a two week visit with 
relatives in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Edwin Sawyer TOid two 
daughters visited with relatives in 
Houlton several days 1st week.
Mr. Mel Hutchinson of Caribou and Heckbert, Chatham: vice-president, P.
Mrs. Hutchinson and Mr. Chas. Newell S. Watson, Frederiction; secretary, F. 
of Houlton spent one day last week q  Tweedie, Chatham. Members of the
with Mr. and Mrs. James Ruth. executive reporting the various tracks
A Social will be held at South-End ,
school house on Friday evening Nov. i are: Sackville, A. E. Etter; Sussex. 
14. Ladies bring pie, cake or sand- Mr. Faiiweather: Springhill, N. S., E. 
wicbes. Miss Carrie Sawyer, teacher B Paul; st Stephen, F. D. J. Graham 
MIm  Thelm* Adams ontenalned 14 , John, A P Ryan; Moncton, l*. A. 
of her R. C. I. classmates at hei; home , .. .. ......
here one evening last week. Games Belleveau; Woodstock. H. M. DeWitt.; 
and music were enjoyed and refresh- Chatham. S. D. Heckbert; Houlton. 
ments served. Me., A. J. Saunders; Frederiction. F.
S. Watson.
Arrangements are to be made for a 
ten week circuit for harness-horses, 
each track in the circuit having one 
week allotted to It, beginning with 
the Dominion day meet and closing 
in time to avoid conflicting with the
Overcoats
FO R  Y O U R  H O R S E S
A  la r g e  li ee ot H o rse  B lan k e ts  of a l l  k in d s
L. A. Barker & Company
O ak fie ld , M a in e
Dollars
BRIDGEWATER
lire. Nell Lawrence who has been 
•y ill is Improving.
■re. B. R. Smith passed Saturday 
Houlton with Mends, 
iforence Morse has gone to Water- 
Mi, to work in a shirt factory.
In your pocket by using
OUTSIDE WINDOWS
Large Stock of all Sizes
J.IE. T a rb e ll &  Sons
S m y rn a  M ills
WEDNESDAY
SE S S U E  HAYAKAWA
in one of his best pictures
‘His D ebt”
Also International News and Chester Outing
“Where the Screen Tree Grows"
“T H E  U N PA R D O N A B LE S IN ” NO VEM BER  1JB and 19" ' . .......... ........................... — - - --------  v - - —
T H U R S D A Y
Wm R U S S E L L
in a 5 Reel Comedy Drama
“A  Sporting’ Chance”
Eddie Polo in “Cyclone Smith” and Weekly News 
BROKEN BLOSSOMS COM ING SOON 
FR ID A Y
B E R T  L Y T E L L
in a .r> reel Comedy Circus Story
“One Thing at a Tim e o f D a y '’
Kalzonjammer Kids and EdueationI Reel
H IS M AJESTY, T H E  A M ER IC A N , COMING  
SA TU R D A Y
M IT C H E L L  L E W IS
-------  ill —
“Caliber T h irty -E igh t”
Fox Two Reel Sunshine Comedy and Weekly News
M O NDAY  
TOM MOORE
in 5 reel Comedy Drama 
“T H E  GAY LORD A N N E X ”
Ford Educational
T U E S D A Y  
B LA N C H E S W E E T
--------in ---------
“T H E  U N PA R D O N B LE S IN ”
The late Theadore Roosevelt says, this 
picture teaches just the lesson our peo­
ple should learn, and I hope every true 
American will put himself out to see it
